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Personalized recommendation is an important, yet challenging task that benefits both service

provides and consumers, by enabling more efficient and informative choices. However, despite

the increased number of input streams, the user-generated data are sparse, since time

constrains limit the number of items humans can interact with. Additionally, people make

item selections in a variety of contexts, which can significantly affect their consumption

behavior. This thesis is focused on exploring such data, and introducing models that can

address these issues.

For the dissertations first contribution, we focus on data that include consumption of both

new and old items. There has been significant prior work on developing predictive modeling

techniques for recommending new items to individuals, however there are many situations

where making predictions for both previously-consumed and new items for an individual is of

interest. We develop a mixture model framework that addresses sparsity constrains through

empirical Bayesian priors, and can balance individual preferences in terms of exploration and

exploitation. We evaluate our model using several real-world datasets, including location,

social media, and music listening data.

Next, we investigate the problem of incorporating contextual information when making

predictions. We focus on the problem of language modeling, where context (such as the
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identity of the speaker) can alter language use. We propose a general approach to language

modeling that can efficiently and dynamically incorporate multiple types of external contextual

information, without increasing the complexity of the model. Experiments on Reddit and

Yelp corpora demonstrate that the proposed approach not only results in increased accuracy

over competing methods, but also provides useful insights into how different contexts affect

language use.

In the final chapter we investigate a more practical matter, and present a method that can

generate more detailed affinity data between users and attributes. There are a lot of available

data, where users have written a review of an entity and given it a score. However, this

score is general, and does not represent how the reviewer feels about each attribute of the

entity. In this chapter we take on the problem of learning classifiers from group labels that

are able to make predictions at the instance level. We evaluate our approach using three

large review data sets from IMDB, Amazon and Yelp, and demonstrate that the approach is

both accurate and scalable compared to various alternatives.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Maeve: What are these?

Lutz: Your attribute matrix. It’s your personality

on a 20-point scale.

Westworld Season 1, HBO

In the 1980’s the pasta sauce brand Prego was struggling next to Ragu. Despite Prego

offering a sauce with better technical properties, Ragu dominated the market. They turned to

renowned psychophysicist Howard Moskowitz to help them develop the perfect sauce recipe.

Dr. Moskowitz created 45 varieties of sauce and had people across America sample and rate

each one. The results however revealed that there was no perfect pasta sauce. Instead, the

data indicated that there are clusters of people who like different recipes [110]. One third

of people preferred extra chunky sauce, which no company was selling at the time. Prego

launched a new line of extra chunky sauce, completely took over the market and made over

six hundred millions dollars from it in the following years [47, 48]. Today, Prego carries 43

varieties of pasta sauce, so it may be difficult to appreciate the importance of switching from

the mantra of “the perfect sauce,” that the industry previously believed in, to “the perfect

sauce for you.”
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The advent of the internet has made it possible to take this notion one step further and

enabled an ever greater variety of products and services. Consider the activity of listening

to music 25 years ago compared to today. A person had the option of enjoying an artist

from their own collection, or discovering someone new from a local radio station, selected

primarily based on genre. Today, one can instantly listen to virtually any artist, recorded at

any point in time, through internet music services such as Spotify, Apple Music or YouTube.

Similarly the available options in movies soared when streaming services such as Netflix and

Hulu allowed users to select what time and which movie they will watch (compared to a

few channels and a fixed TV schedule). The number of available physical products also has

skyrocketed through online shopping, and companies such as Amazon or Alibaba. Consumers

are no longer restrained by the available items and variations (such as colors or size) in

the local store. Instead they can easily buy items that are stored in warehouses all around

the globe and have them delivered to their doorstep. Alongside with the increase of choice,

personalization evolved as well. These services offer online recommendation tailored to each

individual user, which has been an essential component of their business [12, 96, 131].

We are now entering a new era in personalized recommendation as the number of devices

connected to the internet outnumbers humans. There are currently 11 billion devices connected

to the Internet-of-Things [150] and an additional 2.5 billion mobile phones1, suggesting a strong

trend of making internet connectivity omnipresent. This continual connection introduces a

virtually endless variety of choices, for products and services humans would like to consume,

as they can be sourced anywhere in the online world. At the same time, the multitude

of devices that supports our increased online activity allows for an ever greater portion of

multidimensional human-generated data to be logged, stored and analyzed. However, despite

the efficiency and convenience of such a connection, this practically endless selection comes

with considerable complications.

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/330695/number-of-smartphone-users-worldwide/
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The avalanche of choices makes personalized recommendation necessary for both businesses

and consumers. When faced with too many options to choose from, people find it difficult

to choose at all [135]. For example, humans enjoy exploring new artists [127], but the lack

of time and energy to evaluate so many options, can be demotivating and lead to paralysis

instead of satisfaction [61, 135]. In addition, individuals are often unable to explain what

they want [110]. An example for this comes from the food industry about what makes the

perfect coffee. Most people tend to describe their perfect coffee as hearty and full ; however,

market research data shows that only 25% of Americans prefer that [48]. The majority of

people favor weak and milky coffee [110]. As Howard Moskowitz put it “The mind knows not

what the heart wants.” In addition, when it comes to intangible goods served over the internet

(such as music, movies, or news articles), the abundance of available data has made machine

learning algorithms increasingly accurate at modeling human preferences [21]. It is therefore

considerably more efficient for the task of choosing to be—at least partly—automated. For

online services, this process of personalized recommendation is crucial, as it not only provides

a richer experience but also allows users to not be lost in the information overload that exists.

At the same time, storing all of this personalized information creates the opportunity to

study and understand human consumption behavior at an unprecedented scale. While

computer scientists are presumably more interested in predicting the next song a user

will listen to, scientists from psychology, sociology, economics or the food industry peruse

the behavioral patterns of individuals. Apart from modeling music listening preferences,

such studies can have a significant effect on policy-making, as for example in the context

of smart city planning [115, 138]. Models on location-based data (such as those studied

in Chapter 2) can be used to explain crime rates [56], plan better public transportation

systems that consider individual mobility patterns [91, 118] or allocate resources during

emergencies [132, 134]. Considering the impact that such models can have, they must be

both accurate and interpretable.
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1.1 Technical Challenges

Modeling human consumption data entails two inherit challenges: sparsity and incorporation

of context. Humans have limited time and energy, which in combination with the multitude

of consumption options, causes users to interact only with a small subset of items. The

popular movie streaming website Netflix, currently carries more than 7000 titles, which would

require more than two years of continuous watching to be consumed [30]. Data from the

Netflix Challenge [12] show that people on average watch 1.18% of available movies (with

a median of 0.55%). Apart from being very sparse, these selections can be noisy and not

necessarily indicative of user preference because exposure can differ from taste. The fact

that a user has never watched a movie could mean that they would not like it, or that they

have not had a chance to interact with it yet. This level of sparsity and ambiguity makes it

difficult to predict the preference of each user towards each possible item.

Secondly, external context can often influence user choice in a multitude of ways. For

instance, consider we are attempting to model the choice of language in a statement about the

current economic outlook from the leader of a particular country. Depending on whether the

statement is delivered in an interview or via social media such as Twitter would considerably

affect the specific choice of language — a hashtag is far more likely to occur in a tweet

rather than in a speech. Predictive models should therefore be able to incorporate such

contextual information in their output. This is a challenging task that becomes more difficult

in personalized prediction, as the degree to which context alters preference depends on the

person. Some leaders may use similar language on statements and tweets, while others may

change it significantly.

This thesis is focused on introducing models that address these challenges and evaluate them

on real world user data.
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1.2 Personalization versus Generalization

A simple way to model the preferences of a user is to consider their historical consumption

as data in the form of a vector of counts s ∈ RM , where M is the total number of possible

choices. We refer to the process of an individual selecting an item as an event. If si represents

the number of times the user selected item i, after E total events
M∑
i=1

si = E. A probabilistic

model for our data would be to consider it as an M -dimensional multinomial distribution.

This would be the equivalent to considering our data as the outcome of tossing a biased

M -sided die E times, where the die has unknown probabilities p1, p2, . . . , pM for each of the

choices. The probability of our dataset can be computed as

p(s|p) = p(s|p1, p2, . . . pM) =
E!

s1!s2! . . . sM !
ps11 p

s2
2 . . . psMM (1.1)

where pi is treated as a model parameter that represents the probability that the user will

select item i. The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of these parameters p̂i finds the value

that results in the highest probability for the data under the model. For the multinomial,

deriving the MLE results in an empirical estimation for each parameter:

p̂i =
si
E

(1.2)

As we collect more and more data, this estimate is guaranteed to approach the true parameter

pi [20].

In the case of music preferences, this would mean that we maintain the count of how many

times a user has listened to each artist, and then assign a probability proportional to that

number. However, this model relies on having data for each user-artist pair, which is an

unrealistic assumption given the sparsity that characterizes such datasets. Most of the entries
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Figure 1.1: Representation of Matrix Factorization. We observe the sparse matrix on the
left side (U ×M), in which each row corresponds to a user and each column to an item.
It is decomposed into two dense matrices (shown on the right hand side), which represent
d-dimensional latent features for all users (U × d) and items (d×M).

in the vector s will be zero, since users typically listen to a small fraction of all the bands

in existence. This intuitive but simplistic model will therefore assign a probability of zero

to all previously unselected artists. While it is very well calibrated to make personalized

recommendations, these are not very engaging as it lacks the ability to generalize beyond

previously observed data.

At the other end of the spectrum, one can create a model by combining (adding) the data

from all users and generating a vector with the overall population counts. Using a multinomial

distribution as our model for this data, we can avoid the zero probabilities and are able to

recommend artists to individuals who have not listened to them before. However, such a model

would offer the same recommendation to everyone, losing in accuracy and personalization.

Assume that instead of a single vector s we are given the data for all U users. We can

then reason about our dataset as a matrix of counts N with size U ×M , in which each row

represents an individual and each column represents a possible item that can be consumed.

Hence, the cell Num represents how many times user u consumed item m.

In the presence of such data, it is common to strike a balance between the personalization and

generalization trade-off with Matrix Factorization (MF) methods such as Principal Component
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Analysis (PCA) [121], Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [84], topic modeling [16, 145] or Poisson

Factorization [23]. These methods aim to decompose the matrix N into the product of two

smaller matrices of dimensions U × d and d ×M , as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Intuitively,

matrix factorization techniques express each row and column as a linear combination of d

latent (hidden) features. If the matrix N corresponds to users and music bands, these latent

features could represent how much rock, funk, jazz etc. there is in each band. Each user

is similarly expressed as coefficients that correspond to the affinity of the user to each of

these concepts. The product of a user and artist vector will result in an approximation of the

user music listening history and by extension their preferences. The latent features may not

always be as interpretable as the examples mentioned above, but they are optimal in terms

of reconstruction error [1]. The limited size of the latent space (d << U,M) forces the model

to create a low rank approximation of the original data, infer common rating patterns across

users [79] and leverage dependencies among columns to extrapolate beyond observed data [1].

Methods based on MF have been widely successful for recommender systems and as a result,

there is a substantial amount of research on them for recommending movies, books, songs,

friends in a social network, news articles and more [1, 52, 74, 101, 133, 161]. MF methods

consider the zero entries in the matrix as unobserved and attempt to complete it, placing

more emphasis on the discovery of new, previously unseen user-item pairs, which is well suited

for such applications. However, there are a variety of personalization applications in which

consumption is driven by a mixture of repeated and novelty-seeking behaviors. Examples

include listening to music, visiting locations, using apps on mobile phones, typing words or

purchasing groceries. In these situations, users tend to have very high repeat consumption

rates. Chapter 2 goes into more depth about MF methods, and examines why they are not

optimal for such applications. We also introduce a mixture model alternative that is able to

find a balance for this problem on a per user basis.
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(c) Genre: Rap

Figure 1.2: Illustration of a Gaussian distribution fitted on the number of beats per minute
(bpm) for three different music genres independently.

1.3 Mixture Models

In this dissertation we focus on the analysis, development, evaluation and optimization of

mixture models for the purposes of personalized recommendation and prediction. Mixture

models belong to the class of probabilistic latent variable models and are aimed at data that is

believed to be produced by one out of multiple sources with different characteristics [41]. The

latent (non observed) variable represents the source (sub-population) that each datapoint was

generated from. They contain a component distribution for each population, and datapoints

are expressed as a weighted mixture of those.
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(a) Histogram of datapoints (beats per minute) for all song genres combined,
sampled from their distributions.
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(b) The resulting probability distribution from fitting a Gaussian Mix-
ture Model with three components in the data show in the histogram in
Figure 1.3a.

Figure 1.3: A histogram of the raw data, showing bpm’s for all three genres combined as well
as the resulting probability distribution of a Gaussian Mixture Model with three components.

As a simple example, imagine we are attempting to model the beats per minute (bpm) of

songs, which is an important and characterizing feature in music [54]. Assume that our data

is comprised of songs from three different genres: Dance, Disco and Rap2. When the genre

is observed, we can model the data by calculating the MLE of a Gaussian distribution for

each genre separately, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. However, if we did not know the category

each song belonged to (i.e. that variable was hidden) then a histogram of the songs would

look like Figure 1.3a. In the presence of such multi-modal data, modeling them with a single

normal distribution would prove less accurate. Instead, we can use a mixture model, which

assumes that the data come from a mixture of Gaussians, and each distribution (component)

can have different characteristics (mean and variance).

If we use a latent variable z ∈ {Dance, Disco, Rap} to represent the unobserved genre, we

can define the probability that any song belongs to a particular genre as p(z). Through the

2Data taken from https://www.cs.ubc.ca/~davet/music/
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law of total probability, the likelihood of a song’s bpm (x) can then be expressed as

p(x) =
∑

z

p(z)p(x|z). (1.3)

In other words, each point can be seen as a weighted average of the component densities.

The probability distribution of z can be modelled as a multinomial with parameters α =

(α1, α2, . . . αK). However, the probability of a datapoint x given z can belong to any family

of distribution. In our case, bpm’s of genres seem to be following a Gaussian distribution,

making our model a mixture of Gaussians.

z ∼Multinomial(α) (1.4)

x|z ∼ Gaussian(µz, σz) (1.5)

Intuitively, the final distribution is a weighted average of the Gaussians and the parameters

α define the mixing weights.

The most common method to learn the parameters αz, µz, σz for each component z is through

an iterative method called Expectation Maximization (EM) [34]. Following this process for a

few iterations produces the final predicted distribution, which is plotted in Figure 1.3b.

One of the benefits of mixture models is that after learning the parameters, we can perform

posterior inference on the latent variable, and infer the likelihood that a datapoint x belongs

to a particular genre [50]. We can infer the posterior p(z|x) through Bayes rule:

p(z|x) ∝ p(z)p(x|z) (1.6)

Fitting a mixture model to our data not only enables us to make predictions about where future

data might appear, but also to analyze existing datapoints. If the genres are unknown a priori,

it can help us discover clusters of datapoints and identify emerging patterns. Furthermore if
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the components are interpretable, it allows us to gain insights about our data. For instance,

it can help identify songs that are between genres (in terms of bpm). As a result, when

analyzing human generated data where interpretability is important, mixture models are an

appealing option.

While applying mixture models to one dimensional toy examples is easy, this thesis is focused

on real-world data, which are considerably more challenging. The datasets we use span many

more dimensions, do not necessarily have interpretable components and can be very sparse.

This dissertation aims at exploring ways to overcome such issues. In human consumption data

we tackle sparsity with empirical Bayesian priors and allow for interpretability by modeling

each individual as a mixture of their historical and exploratory behavior (Chapter 2). In

Chapter 3, we study the problem of contextualized sequential prediction for language, for

which we train part of a neural network to learn the degree to which context affects language,

amortizing the cost of learning a weight for each possible combination of words and context.

1.4 Preliminaries

In this work we distinguish between personalized recommendation and prediction. We refer

to recommendation as the task of suggesting an item to an individual, when the exact order of

their historical consumption is not known. This is typical in recommender system literature

where the data is a matrix of ratings between users and items, but the order in which each

user rated each item is not taken into consideration [1]. In contrast, we refer to prediction as

the task of modeling consumption as part of (typically short) sequences, in which sequence

history is known and important. For instance, going back to predicting the next word in a

sentence example, the previously written words are known and considerably limit the possible

options for what the next word might be. As such they tend to be the basis upon which

language models are built [10, 42, 106].
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Before diving into the more technical aspects of this dissertation, we give a brief outline of

each chapter and describe our primary contributions.

1.4.1 Outline & Contributions

Chapter 2 studies mixture models for recommendation of non-sequential data. We collect

data from locations people have been to, websites they have visited or music artists they

listened to, and focus on modeling their repeat and exploration preferences. We argue that

matrix factorization methods, which are typically used in such cases, are not well suited for

this problem and perform experiments with simulated data to illustrate their drawbacks.

Finally, we develop a personalized adaptive mixture model framework that outperforms

baselines in predicting consumption behavior. Contributions for this Chapter include:

• A study of repeated consumption behavior in user data from seven different datasets,

including location, reddit posts and music. A key finding from this analysis is that

exploration propensity is an intrinsic human characteristic, that is not just a function

of how many datapoints a person has generated in the past.

• An analysis of the drawbacks of matrix factorization methods for modeling data with a

high repeat rate. Most notably, the inherent lossy compression of such methods limits

their ability to capture important details in historical behavior, resulting in relatively

low predictive accuracy.

• A personalized mixture model that tackles the sparsity issue with empirical Bayesian

priors and is able to identify user preferences.

• An extensive evaluation of our approach and matrix factorization methods for accuracy

and recall for the task of recommendation.
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In Chapter 3 we consider sequential data and utilize mixture models for the problem of

contextualized Language Modeling (LM). In particular we argue that the context in which a

sentence is written can significantly affect the choice of language used. As a result we extend

the mixture of experts [63] framework and combine the outputs of contextual experts for the

task of next word prediction. We train an LSTM [58] layer to produce the mixing weights to

avoid sparsity concerns. We use data from Reddit and Yelp as a testbed for our method, and

achieve an improvement of 7 to 14% in perplexity relative to existing baselines. Contributions

of this Chapter include:

• A review of recurrent neural networks for language modeling, in which we investigate

the standard method for incorporating context for this task. We illustrate that such

methods have limited representation capabilities and are not interpretable.

• A novel neural network architecture that is capable of incorporating multiple types of

context for next word prediction, without increasing the complexity of the network.

Our model dynamically attends to the predictions of different interpretable experts

allowing us to linearly interpolate their outputs, facilitating language analysis.

• A quantitative comparison between context-aware language models that are based on

n-grams and recurrent neural networks, in which our model consistently outperforms

all baselines.

• Analysis of the mixing weights generated for each word context combination. This

illustrates that our model is utilizing context sensibly, while at the same time provides

useful insights into how different contexts affect language use.

In Chapter 4 we change focus and explore the more practical aspect of how to generate data

that can enhance personalization. We dive a bit further into natural language processing

tasks and study the problem of sentiment analysis from a multi-instance learning perspective.
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We utilize the abundance of labels on a document level (e.g. movie reviews) in order to

generate a classifier for more fine grained text sequences such as sentences. This method can

improve personalization by generating a more informative affinity matrix between users and

attributes of a movie. We consider each document to be a mixture of its individual sentences

and design a cost function that is able to transfer information from documents to individual

sentences. We use movie, product and restaurant review data from imdb, amazon and yelp

respectively. Our contributions include:

• Framing the problem of generating a sentence classifier from document labels. Utilizing

the abundance of freely available document level labels to generate sentiment for

smaller text sequences can improve personalized recommendation by establishing affinity

relationships between users and attributes.

• A novel general cost function that can be use in this type of multi-instance learning.

This function incentivizes similar instances (sentences) to have a similar score, while at

the same time enforces group (document) constraints.

• Introduction of three datasets that contain labels on the document level as well as the

sentence level. These datasets have since served as a testbed for multiple papers that

work on fine-grained text classification, such as [19, 119, 144]

• Quantitative evaluation of our method versus state-of-the-art baselines for sentiment

analysis. Notably, our model often has better accuracy than models trained with

fine-grained labels. We evaluate our classifier in document level sentiment, sentence

level sentiment as well as other multi-instance learning problems.
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1.4.2 Notation

Throughout this thesis we use the following notation unless specified otherwise. We use a

boldface capital letter to denote a matrix (e.g. N) and a lower case bold letter for a vector

(e.g. s). Letters that are not bold describe scalars, with uppercase letters typically used

for dimensions or count (such as N,M,K), lower case used for indexing (i, j, k) or greek for

hyperparamters (α, λ, ρ). Typically the letter θ represents model parameters and the letter ŷ

represents the prediction of a classifier. Uppercase letters in a caligraphy font denote sets of

data (e.g., D,G,Q).
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Chapter 2

Personalized Recommendation for

User Consumption Data

Dolores: All my life, I’ve prided myself on being a

survivor. But surviving is just another loop.

Westworld Season 1, HBO

Personalized recommendation typically involves datasets in which individuals consume a few

items from a large selection of possible items. Examples include purchasing products, listening

to music, visiting locations, visiting websites, and so on. There has been significant prior work

on developing predictive modeling techniques for recommending new items to individuals,

often using techniques such as matrix factorization. There are many situations, however,

where making predictions for both previously-consumed and new items for an individual is

of interest. In this chapter we investigate this problem and find that widely-used matrix

factorization methods are limited in their ability to capture important details in historical

The material in this chapter is based on the paper Predicting Consumption Patterns with Repeated and
Novel Events by Kotzias, D., Lichman, M. Smyth, P. published in IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and
Data Engineering, 2018
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behavior, resulting in relatively low predictive accuracy for these types of problems. As an

alternative we propose an interpretable and scalable mixture model framework that balances

individual preferences in terms of exploration and exploitation. We evaluate our model in

terms of accuracy in user consumption predictions using several real-world datasets, including

location data, social media data, and music listening data. Experimental results show that

the mixture model approach is systematically more accurate and more efficient for these

problems compared to a variety of state-of-the-art matrix factorization methods.

2.1 Introduction

Online applications in which an individual can interact with a large set of items are common-

place, including posting on social media, purchasing from e-commerce websites, streaming

of video data, and more. Automated generation of item recommendations has become an

essential component of the user experience in many such applications [158], enabling an

individual to explore a large set of options without being overwhelmed.

In this general context, individual consumption patterns can broadly be divided into two

types of behavior. In the first type, consumption of items is driven by novelty : users will

typically select new items with which they have not interacted in the past. Examples of such

behavior, where consumption is dominated by non-repeat behavior, include movie viewing,

purchasing books, reading online newspaper articles, etc. [101, 161]. Datasets exhibiting

this pattern have been the primary focus for much of the predictive user modeling work in

machine learning and data mining research in recent years (e.g., [52, 74, 113, 133]). However,

in the second broad behavior type, individual consumption patterns are characterized by a

mixture of both repeated and novel items, often with more emphasis on the repeated aspect.

Examples include listening to music artists or songs, visiting physical locations, using apps on

mobile phones, or purchasing groceries. In many such situations users tend to have very high
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repeat consumption rates. For example, analyzing data from the Reddit and LastFM websites

(data sets discussed later in the chapter) reveals that between 60 to 70% of a user’s activity,

on average, involves repeat consumption, compared to close to zero for typical datasets used

in published evaluations of recommender systems [52].

Research on the combination of novel and repeat human consumption patterns has been

conducted by scholars across a variety of fields. It can be viewed as an instantiation of the

well-known exploration-exploitation phenomenon that has been researched from multiple

different perspectives, including psychology (e.g., curiosity arousal [15]), economics (e.g.,

variety seeking behavior [100] and brand choice [9, 64]), human-computer interaction [8], and

reinforcement leaning [158]. In computer science, recent work in recommender systems has

identified the value of learning users’ exploration preferences, suggesting novelty, serendipity

and diversity as desirable attributes for sets of recommended items. Focusing only on accuracy

can lead to homogeneous recommendations and eventually to user disengagement [74, 80, 166].

Understanding both the exploitation and exploration aspects of consumption behavior is

important from the perspective of personalization and human-computer interaction (e.g.,

[8, 139]), providing a basis for accurate and responsive experiences at an individual level.

As one example, knowing which apps are likely to run on a mobile phone or the possible

locations a user will visit can result in better battery life of mobile or ubiquitous devices [83].

A notable aspect of this problem is that the balance between exploration and exploitation

can be quite heterogeneous across different individuals. This heterogeneity can be driven by

individual characteristics such as willingness to take risks and aversion of boredom [9, 100].

Figure 2.1 shows the rate of new consumptions over time for five users. For two of the users

(shaded in green) the consumption patterns are relatively stable with little new exploration.

Other users, such as those in blue, select new items continuously month after month. From a

modeling perspective this means that a model needs to strike a different balance across users

between historical behavior and new exploration. From a predictive modeling perspective
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Figure 2.1: Smoothed estimates over time of the fraction of items consumed per month that are
new (relative to a user’s past behavior) for 5 different users from the Reddit datasets. Items
correspond to posting in a subreddit. Novel consumption rates (or exploration propensities)
vary significantly by user (high in blue, low in green) and can change over time (red user).
The set of previously-consumed items for each user for each month is defined cumulatively
from the historical data for that user.

a key point is that there is not necessarily any natural notion of “steady-state” or optimal

behavior in this context. A user is not necessarily going to converge to a “true” or “optimal”

set of items that they will then continue to select forever. Real human consumption patterns

evolve over time, and consist of a combination of both repeated and novel events.

This chapter focuses on modeling users in data sets where individual choices display this mix

of repeat and novel item consumption. This topic has been relatively unexplored in the data

mining and machine learning literature (with a few exceptions, which we discuss in more

detail later). The most widely used approaches for modeling user-item consumption data in

recent years are based on matrix factorization (MF) (e.g., [49, 161]). Such methods work well

for discovery of new items, by leveraging dependencies among columns to generalize about

previously unseen entries in the matrix. However, as we demonstrate later in the chapter,

for data with significant repeated content, MF techniques are unable to accurately capture
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detailed aspects of repeat behavior at the individual level. This is driven in some sense by

the inherent (lossy) nature of the low-dimensional representation, which is inherent in MF. A

more in-depth analysis is presented in Section 2.3.

Instead, for the problem of consumption prediction and user modeling we propose to model

such data through a two-component mixture of multinomials, with one component for repeat

(exploitation) behavior and one for novel (exploration) behavior. While multinomial mixture

models have been widely and successfully used across a broad number of applications in the

past, the specific contribution of this chapter is in their application to consumption data

and the study of their efficacy. The mixture approach results in a user model that allows for

personalization at two levels: (1) at the item-selection level (by considering a user-specific

distribution of item consumption), and (2) at the level of balancing an individual’s mix of

repeated and novel behavior (through individualized mixture weights). Our primary goal

in this chapter is to study and illustrate the effectiveness of a relatively simple and scalable

mixture model that can learn a user’s propensity to explore.

Towards that goal, we investigate real world data in which user choices are focused on a

relatively small subset of the overall choice set. We analyze seven datasets from different

domains that are characterized by different levels of repeat consumption. Our datasets include

location data from location-based social media, selection of music artists for music streaming

applications, and modeling of participation in online communities. We find that the mixture

approach outperforms all baselines in predictive accuracy. We also show how this approach is

scalable, robust to noise, and can readily be extended to incorporate external information.
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2.2 Characteristics of Repeat Consumption Data

2.2.1 Problem Definition

Assume we have a set of U users and M items, and Num ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} corresponds to the

number of times user u has consumed item m in the past, e.g., the number of times that

user u purchased product m or that u listened to artist m. We can represent this data as a

U ×M matrix of counts N which will typically be very sparse.

We define the problem under the realistic assumption that the data are collected and

aggregated over some time period T (e.g., one year of data), and our goal is to generalize

from the historical data and make predictions for some time period (T, T + ∆t], where ∆t is

some window of, e.g., corresponding to the next week or month. The goal is to estimate for

each user u

θu = [θu1, θu2, . . . , θuM ] ,
M∑

m=1

θum = 1

where θum is the probability that user u consumes item m conditioned on the event that u

consumes some item, i.e., a predictive multinomial distribution over M possible items.

2.2.2 General Characteristics of Repeat and New Consumption

Data

To provide some general context for the problem we present some characteristics of count

matrices N in Table 2.1. The data come from several different real-world user-item datasets

that exhibit both repeat and novel consumption behavior. The first three data columns show

the size, the total number of non-zero entries, and the density (second column divided by the

first) for each data set. The overall choice set is very large (ranging from 7k to 21k items).

Users typically only consume a very small fraction of these items, which is the driving force
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Size: U ×M # Entries Density n̄

redditS 20k x 21k 416k 0.10% 13.2
redditT 113k x 21k 7M 0.29% 41.2

lastfm 992 x 15k 547k 3.86% 27.5

goNYloc 1k x 7k 43k 0.61% 1.5
goSFloc 2k x 7k 71k 0.51% 1.6

twOCloc 13k x 11k 94k 0.07% 3.9
twNYloc 30k x 11k 242k 0.07% 2.3

Table 2.1: General characteristics of dataset matrices: matrix size (total users and items),
number of non-zero entries, matrix density, and average number of repeat consumptions per
item n̄.

behind the very low matrix density. The 4th column, n̄, shows the mean count of the non-zero

elements in each matrix, indicating the average number of times that items are consumed in

each data set conditioned on the fact that they are consumed at least once. Another way

to interpret this number is to see that n̄− 1 is the average number of repeat consumptions

per item. There is high variability in these mean repeat consumption rates across the data

sets: in digital environments (reddit and lastfm) there are relatively high repeat rates while

in the physical location environments (tw and go) the repeat rates are much lower. Below we

provide additional details and context for each dataset.

2.2.3 Data Sets with Repeat and Novel Consumption

Reddit Posts

Reddit is a social network/link aggregator, which has more than 15 million unique monthly

users1. The website allows users to post links and text, in topic-focused sub-categories

(subreddits) resulting in discussions via nested replies (comments). Currently users post a

1https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/about/traffic/ accessed in 2016.
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total of ∼70M comments (∼30Gb) per month on the website making the size of the monthly

text comments larger than all of Wikipedia.

In this work we focus on posts from 2015 and 2016 and work with subreddits that have at

least 1000 subscribers, leading to M = 21, 386 subreddits (items)2. Users with less than 10

posts were filtered out. Each count Num corresponds to the number of times user u posted a

comment in subreddit m. From this set of users we extracted two datasets: reddit sample

(redditS) and reddit top (redditT). redditS refers to a random sample of U ≈ 20, 000

users while redditT refers to U = 113, 557 users who posted more than 1000 times in 2015.

We use Jan to Dec 2015 as training data, Jan to Feb 2016 for validation (parameter tuning),

and Mar to April 2016 for testing.3

Music Data

We use a publicly available dataset from [21] that consists of the listening history of U = 992

users from lastfm.com 4. The items in this case are artists, and we use those with more than

100 songs, leading to M = 15, 668 items. We use counts from the years 2006, 2007, and 2008

as training data, the first three months of 2009 for validation, and the next three months as

test data. Each count Num corresponds to the number of times user u listened to artist m.

Location Data: Twitter

We use two Twitter datasets collected from geo-located tweets (latitude, longitude) from two

different areas, Orange County and New York, which we will refer to as twOCloc, twNYloc.

The data was collected between May 2015 and February 2016. We discretized the lat/lon

geolocations to a set of M locations (items) in the same manner described in [94], using

2Data from http://redditmetrics.com/top, retrieved in 2016.
3Publicly available at https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Repeat+Consumption+Matrices
4http://www.dtic.upf.edu/~ocelma/MusicRecommendationDataset/lastfm-1K.html
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reverse geocoding based on publicly-available geoparcel records. We filter out users that did

not have tweet events on at least 5 different days and filtered out locations with less than 3

events. We used the first eight months as training, the next month for validation and the

next month for testing. The counts Num correspond to how many times a user u tweeted

from a specific location m.

Location Data: Gowalla

The Gowalla data set5 was introduced in [27] and covers San Francisco and New York—which

we refer to as goSFloc and goNYloc respectively. We used the same filters (on user and item

counts) as for the Twitter data and used September 2009 through June 2010 for training, the

next two months for validation, and the following two months for testing. This dataset comes

from check-ins at popular locations so the locations are already discretized. The counts Num

correspond to how many times a user u checked-in at a specific location m.

2.2.4 Characteristics of Repeat Consumption (Exploitation)

We explore the characteristics of repeat consumption for each dataset (training data) in Table

2.2. The first data column contains the mean number of unique items per user, providing a

sense of the density at the user level. As it was mentioned in the beginning of this thesis,

these data are challenging because of their sparsity. All of the data sets are highly sparse at

the user level, with lastfm dataset being the most dense, since it spans a longer timeframe (3

years for lastfm versus a few months for the other datasets). The second column computes

what percentage of the unique items per user consist of repeats, i.e., have counts Num > 1.

These numbers are very high for the reddit and lastFM data sets (in the range of 60 to 70%),

in the medium range for the Twitter data sets (around 40%), and lower for the Gowalla data

5Publicly available at https://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html
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Unique items per user
(average)

User-item pairs that
are repeats

redditS 20.8 61.1%
redditT 61.9 71.4%

lastfm 547.0 69.5%

goNYloc 43.0 16.3%
goSFloc 35.5 18.3%

twOCloc 7.2 40.4%
twNYloc 8.1 40.7%

Table 2.2: Mean consumption and repeat consumption characteristics across datasets (for
the training data). The datasets vary significantly in terms of the rates of user consumption
and repeat percentages.

sets (16 to 18%). These percentages are a key differentiator between repeat consumption

data and data sets such as movie reviews or book purchases (which tend to have repeat

consumption rates close to 0 [52]).

We note that all of the datasets also have a non-trivial percentage of high counts, which is

a key aspect of repeat consumption behavior. Figure 2.2 illustrates this phenomenon by

plotting the relative frequency of particular counts in each data set on a log-log scale. Each

of the datasets has a heavy-tailed distribution with considerable probability mass assigned to

counts greater than one. The plots also show that the counts for the digital environments

(Reddit and LastFM) are systematically and significantly higher than the counts for the

location data sets (in the physical world, Twitter and Gowalla). In one sense this could be

viewed as surprising, as one might expect more exploration behavior (i.e., more low counts

spread across more items) in digital environments that require less resources (time and energy)

to explore.

However, as it can be seen from Table 2.1, online datasets have much higher total counts, as
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Figure 2.2: Empirical probability that any cell in the user-item count matrix is a specific
count. Across all datasets the counts tend to follow a heavy-tailed distribution. (Best viewed
in color).

events are easier to generate. For example, users tend to listen to many more songs than

visit locations. Another mitigating factor is that there are various constraints on resource

consumption in the digital world as well as in the physical world. For example, in Reddit,

online communities have their own behavioral norms, and while there is no direct monetary

cost to posting, writing a successful comment often requires time in order to adapt to its

norms [32].

2.2.5 Characteristics of New Consumption (Exploration)

To explore characteristics of new item consumption, in Table 2.3 we analyze the percentage of

item pairs that are new relative to the total number of item pairs. A user-item combination is

considered new if it has a count of 0 in the training N matrix and has a count greater than
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User-item pairs that
are new in test data

User-item events that
are new in test data

redditS 29.8% 11.7%
redditT 20.0% 5.7%

lastfm 21.4% 15.3%

goNYloc 73.2% 62.7%
goSFloc 67.3% 55.0%

twOCloc 45.6% 22.4%
twNYloc 63.5% 42.1%

Table 2.3: Exploration rates: percentages of new items and events per user, in the test
data, across data sets. There is significant variation across datasets in terms of how much
exploration occurs per user.

0 in the test data. The first column in Table 2.3 shows the percentage of new user-item pairs,

relative to all non-zero pairs in the test data, for each data set. The percentage ranges from

20% to 73% across the data sets, with higher rates of exploration (new items) for the physical

location data sets compared to the digital data sets. The rate of new item consumption

is relatively high in general across the data sets. Thus, an important aspect of the user

modeling problem is how well a predictive model can generalize to new items beyond items

that an individual consumed in the past.

The second column in Table 2.3 shows the percentage of new events, where events are

defined as each individual user-item interaction, i.e., a count of 10 would correspond to

10 events. This results in a re-weighting towards actual user-item interactions rather than

unique user-item pairs and amplifies the difference between the digital data sets (which have

relatively high repeat counts) and the location data sets (which spread more of their counts

towards new interactions). In general, across the datasets, the weighted percentages for

events (column 2) are significantly lower than for user-item pairs (column 1), indicating that

on average users embrace change gradually. They might explore a new item, but they will on
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Figure 2.3: For each user of the redditS dataset, the y-axis is the fraction of events (posts)
in new subreddits in the test data per user, as a function of the number of total events a
user has in the training data (x-axis). Exploration rates are clearly user dependent and
many users, including those with large amounts of data, do not necessarily converge to a
steady-state distribution for their choices (i.e., their exploration rate remains high).

average choose it less often than a familiar option.

Differences not only exist across datasets, but also across users within the same dataset.

Two important differentiating factors are (1) users’ individual exploration rates, and (2) their

overall consumption rates. The exploration rate is defined for each user as (a) the number of

events corresponding to new items for a user divided by (b) the total number of events for

the user, where both numbers are computed on the test set. Figure 2.3 shows the exploration

rate as a function of the number of observed events per user, for the redditS dataset (similar

plots were observed for the other data sets). Users are placed into equal-sized buckets based

on the number of training data points, and each box shows the median exploration rate
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(orange line) and inter-quartile range.

The plot illustrates that the median tendency for exploration per user tends to decrease

systematically as a function of the total number of consumptions per user (x-axis). This

is not surprising given that we would expect users who have consumed fewer items to be

more inclined to explore new items—and conversely users who have consumed many items

have fewer options for exploration and tend to explore less. However, as was illustrated

in Figure 2.1, this pattern is not universal across users. The relatively high variance in

exploration rates (y-axis) across the boxplots indicates that at all levels of consumption there

is considerable heterogeneity in user behavior, with exploration rates ranging from close to 0

to close to 1 across different users. In other words, collecting more observations about a user

does not necessarily lead to convergence to a steady-state preference distribution for the user

(with exploration rates close to zero). This observation is in agreement with research that

suggests that the propensity to explore is an intrinsic user characteristic [9, 100], reinforcing

the need for personalization in environments where exploration is a common feature of user

behavior.

2.3 Matrix Factorization and Over-Smoothing

Matrix factorization (MF) is perhaps the most widely-used approach over the past decade

for modeling sparse user-item consumption data sets [113, 161]. Below we summarize the

modeling assumptions behind MF and then highlight its primary shortcoming in the context

of data that contains both repeat and new items, namely, MF’s tendency to significantly

oversmooth beyond the historical observations.
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2.3.1 Matrix Factorization Review

Given a U ×M matrix M with entries Mum ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} (i.e. counts), the goal of MF is

to produce an approximation M ≈M′ = SV by estimating matrices S and V, which are

of dimensionality U × d and d×M respectively where typically typically d << N,M . It is

common for rows and columns in M to be correlated. MF methods exploit this propensity

in order to approximate the matrix through a product of smaller matrices [1]. As a result,

the reconstructed matrix M′ will be a reduced rank approximation of the original. Each row

vector in M is modeled as a linear combination of d M -dimensional basis vectors (components).

Entries that were originally zero in M, can be non-zero in the reconstruction depending on

the row (or column) correlations, making such methods suitable as the basis of recommender

systems.

MF can be viewed from a probabilistic perspective by assuming the counts of the matrix are

drawn from some distribution whose mean is determined by the S and V matrices. Many

MF approaches assume observations with Gaussian noise: Mum ∼ N (µ = suvm, σ
2
0) where

σ2
0 is some fixed variance, su refers to the u-th row of S and vm is the m-th column of V.

For count data a more appropriate model is to use a distribution over non-negative integers,

such as a Poisson distribution. This leads naturally to Poisson matrix factorization (PF) [49]:

Mum ∼ Poisson(λ = suvm). A non-probabilistic alternative, which retains the non-negative

constraint, is non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), where all elements of S and V are

constrained to be non-negative, in turn ensuring that the reconstructed matrix M′ contains

only non-negative entries [87]. We investigate both PF and NMF in the experimental results

section later in the chapter.

As mentioned earlier, the reconstructed matrix M′ can be used for modeling future user-item

interactions. It can be viewed as a matrix of expected counts: the low-rank representation

forces the reconstruction to generalize beyond the training observation window T . For our
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predictive probability distribution, we can normalize these counts per user to produce a

multinomial distribution for each row (user), e.g., for NMF, θNMF
u with entries

θNMF
um =

M ′
um

M∑
m′=1

M ′
um′

(2.1)

that sum to 1, where M ′
um is the reconstructed (expected) count for user u and item m from

NMF. These normalized probability estimates are the basis for our discussion of MF in this

section and in the experimental results later in the chapter.

2.3.2 Systematic Oversmoothing in Matrix Factorization

The strength of MF techniques lies in their ability to leverage patterns of dependence among

columns and to find low-dimensional basis functions that can provide useful approximations

of low-order moments of the original matrix, e.g., row/column means and row/column

covariances [1]. However, this also implies that the representation cannot accurately model all

rows of the matrix (i.e., the count patterns for specific users) in detail. The low-dimensional

bottleneck inevitably results in a lossy compression. For data sets with significant repeat

consumption this can be a significant drawback since the compression can cause the model

to forget important details of an individual’s history.

We ran NMF on each of the data sets and evaluated how much probability mass it places on

new items relative to repeated items. We measured

1

U

U∑

u=1

∑

m:Num=0

θNMF
um (2.2)

i.e., the average probability mass per user placed on items that do not occur in the training

data (Num = 0). In Table 2.4 we compare these numbers with the actual fraction of new
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Fraction of
new items NMF 20 NMF 50 NMF 100

redditS 23.2% 66.0% 60.7% 54.4%
redditT 7.5% 53.1% 47.3% 40.2%

lastfm 30.3% 70.6% 68.4% 61.8%

goSFloc 65.9% 93.5% 90.5% 87.9%
goNYloc 69.5% 94.9% 91.7% 87.9%

twOCloc 35.8% 67.6% 61.8% 62.9%
twNYloc 55.1% 88.2% 82.6% 73.3%

Amount of
Oversmoothing - 33.6% 29.2% 24.2%

Table 2.4: Comparison across all data sets of the actual fraction of new items per user
compared to the probability mass assigned to new items by NMF. NMF consistently over-
estimates how much probability should be assigned to new items, i.e., the likelihood of new
items being consumed.

items observed in the test data, for NMF with d = 20, 50, 100. We see that NMF oversmooths

by a large margin in all cases. It assigns significantly more probability mass to unseen items

in the training data compared to the actual fraction of new items that occur in the test data,

suggesting that the model is miscalibrated (when used for prediction) in terms of how many

new items each user will select. Because of this oversmoothing, NMF will have difficulty

modeling users exhibiting high repeat rates (such as those shaded in green in Figure 2.1). As

the dimensionality d increases, the calibration gradually improves (as expected), suggesting

that for very large d this oversmoothing would be less of an issue—but using very large values

for d runs counter to MF’s goal of generalizing through a low-rank representation.

Figure 2.4 contains scatter plots showing, per user, how much probability was assigned by

NMF compared to the true fraction of new items, for four of our datasets – one of each type

(similar results were obtained for all datasets). Points far away from the diagonal correspond

to significant miscalibration. The plots also have the number of users above and below the

diagonal, as well as the root mean squared error (RMSE) between true and observed, for
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(d) twOCloc

Figure 2.4: Scatter plots in which each dot represents a user. The position of the dots is the
assigned new probability mass of NMF with 100 components, versus the ground truth, for the
lastfm, redditS (sample of 2000 users) goSFlocand twOCloc datasets. NMF overestimates
the probability of new items (oversmooths) for considerably more users (red dots) than it
underestimates (blue dots).

each dataset. The model overestimates the probability of new items for many more users

than it underestimates, by significantly oversmoothing, on all datasets. In fact very few users

were predicted to have very few or no new items, which should not be the case: there are a

significant number of individuals with no (or almost no) new items in their test data (see the

range x ∈ [0, 0.2] in each plot in Figure 2.4, compared to y ∈ [0, 0.2]).

Home-Work Simulation. A simple example of the importance of reconstruction can be
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derived from our location datasets. Many users have a home and work location, from where

they create the majority of their datapoints. A model that captures this should have a spike

in probability for each users’ (rows’) home and work location, even though this location is

largely different for every user. The smoothing tendency of MF methods however tends to

discourage such bursty behavior.

To illustrate this point, we generate an artificial dataset with similar properties. We create

a U × L matrix simulating an extreme case of users with home and work locations. There

are a total of L = 1000 locations which are separated into home and work locations. For

each experiment we set h% of them to be considered as home and the rest are work. We

experiment with different values of U and h. In the generative process, each user selects a

home and work location at random and adds one datapoint in each. While some home (and

work) locations do coincide across users, the correlation effects are small, as the choice is

done uniformly at random. We then factorize the matrix with d components into S and V

and normalize each row of the resulting factorized matrix M′ = S ∗V to sum to one. We

measure the total probability assigned to each users’ home and work locations (combined) in

the matrix M′, which should be close to 1 for an ideal model.

Figure 2.5 illustrates how much probability mass was assigned by NMF to the home and work

locations combined, for various fixed values of U, h as a function of the number of components.

While 250 components constitute 25% of the rows, which is an unusually high number of

components, the model still cannot model this behavior with more than 70% accuracy in

this simple example. It should be noted that MF methods are often evaluated on ranking

items correctly, and not probability calibration, as rank can be more important for novel

item recommendation. However, in user modeling which is the focus of this work, the actual

probabilities are of interest.
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Figure 2.5: Probability mass that NMF puts on home and work locations for simulated
data with various values of d. The probability mass should ideally be close to 1, but NMF’s
tendency to oversmooth inhibits such behavior.

2.4 Mixture Model Approaches

As stated in Section 2.2 our goal is to estimate for each user u, a multinomial probability

distribution over all items, representing the probability with which user u will select each

item. As a simple alternative to the latent space decomposition methods, we consider the

use of multinomial-based mixture models. A two-component mixture representation provides

a simple way for a model to combine both (a) details about an individual’s history of

consumption with (b) broader global population preferences. In the multinomial mixture

approach one of the components can memorize the details of an individual’s past consumption

patterns, while the other component can use broader population patterns to generalize beyond

the user’s observed data. The mixture weights of the two components reflect an individual’s

relative propensity for repeat versus novel item consumption.
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2.4.1 Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Estimation

To motivate and derive the mixture model approach we first review maximum likelihood and

Bayesian estimation of multinomial parameters. A common approach for estimating θ̂u is via

maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs). For multinomial models the MLEs are the relative

frequencies from the observed data:

θMLE
um =

Num

Nu

, Nu =
M∑

m′=1

Num′

where Nu is the total number of items consumed by u. As mentioned in the introduction of

this thesis, the MLE θMLE
um captures the user’s historical data perfectly, but it is not as useful

in a predictive sense since it assigns probability mass zero to any previously unseen items.

In order to generalize beyond a user’s previously consumed items, to items that are new for

that user, one approach is to smooth the probability mass by adopting a Bayesian perspective

where we view θu as a random variable with a prior, and infer a posterior distribution for

θu given the data and the prior. A natural choice is a conjugate prior for the multinomial

model, i.e., the Dirichlet prior with parameters π = [π1, . . . , πM ], which results in a posterior

Dirichlet distribution on θMPE
u . The mean of this posterior distribution, for each parameter

u and items m, θMPE
um , is:

θMPE
um =

Num + πm
Nu +

∑
m′ πm′

where MPE refers to the mean posterior estimate.

For sparse data this posterior estimate is more useful than the MLE as it can generalize by

assigning non-zero probability mass to events that have not occurred in the past (observed)

data, i.e, to items that a user has not yet consumed. For example, if Num = 0 for some user u

and item m, we still get a non-zero estimate of the probability of that combination occurring
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in the future due to the presence of πm in the equation above. Note that π =
∑

m′ πm′ plays

the role of the “strength” of the prior above since it acts as a pseudocount in the denominator

relative to the actual total count Nu for user u.

In the context of our problem, where data from multiple users are available, we can instead

use an informative prior for the πm values, e.g., one that reflects population preferences. We

use a simple “global” or population prior where we assume that each πm is proportional to

Nm =
∑

uNum (the popularity of item m across all users), corresponding to an empirical

Bayes approach. (In practice we make the πm proportional to Nm + 1 to avoid issues with

items that have zero count in a training data set). We can thus write the MPE as

θMPE
um =

Num + ηπm
Nu + η

(2.3)

where πm = Nm+1
N+M

, N =
∑

mNm, and the scalar η > 0 controls the degree of smoothing.

Since we are interested in the predictive capabilities of our models, η is treated as a global

hyperparameter that can be optimized. We determine its value via grid search on validation

data.

2.4.2 Learning Predictive Mixture Weights

It is informative to rewrite Equation 2.3 above in the form of a mixture model:

θMPE
um = γu

Num

Nu

+ (1− γu)
πm
η

, γu =
Nu

Nu + η
(2.4)

This form illustrates that the first component in this mixture is the frequency-based MLE

(from the user’s history) and the second component models the global population pattern of

item usage. This mixture-based view of the MPE provides another way to see how Bayesian
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smoothing works in this context, namely as a weighted convex combination of a user’s

historical data and a smoother population pattern.

It is important to note that in the MPE approach, the mixture weight γu = Nu

Nu+η
in

Equation 2.4 is entirely a function of the total amount of data Nu for user u and the strength

of the prior η. For global, fixed η, as we accumulate more data for a user u, this model places

more emphasis on the user’s history (i.e., repeat behavior) and less on new items (i.e., novel

behavior).

This exposes a significant limitation of this smoothing approach, namely that the balance

between exploit and explore, for a user, is a function only of the number of observed points

in the training data rather than reflecting any intrinsic explore-exploit characteristics of the

individual. The mismatch arises because so far we have implicitly assumed that we are trying

to learn a static distribution θu for each user. However, our analysis from Section 2.2 shows

that this assumption does not match the reality of real-world data sets in the sense that users

are constantly exploring new items over time (e.g., see Figures 2.1 and 2.3). Thus, to a large

extent there is no natural notion of a steady-state distribution for θu and the exploration

rate of a user does not solely depend on the number of observed data points.

To address this we propose (a) using the general mixture form of the MPE in Equation 2.4

but (b) learning the mixture weights on an individual basis to reflect the explore/exploit

characteristics of individual users u. For convenience of notation we refer to the two

multinomial components as Individual (θI) to reflect repeated behavior, and Population (θP )

to reflect novel consumption:

θIum =
Num

Nu

, θPm =
Nm + 1

N +M
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The probability of user u consuming item m is computed as:

Pum = αuθ
I
um + (1− αu)θPm (2.5)

where αu is a mixture parameter that we learn for each user. We estimate the component

parameters, θIum (per individual) and θPm (global), using the training data.

The model’s ability to weight each component allows it to represent the trade-off between

exploitation (θI component) and exploration (θP component) on a per user basis. This

model also has a simple and intuitive generative interpretation. If a user wishes to choose

an item for consumption, she will flip a biased coin. With probability αu she will engage in

exploit behavior and sample an item from her “repeat” component θIu (recall that all items

that were not consumed before have probability 0 in this component). With probability

1−αu she makes a selection that she has not made before in accordance with the global item

popularity.

2.4.3 Parameter Estimation

The learning process of our method is split into two steps, learning the parameters for the

components and then learning the weights. The component parameters are learned on the

training data, enabling personalization in terms of which items a user is likely to select, as θI

is different for each user. The mixing weights αu are learned on a disjoint validation set, and

they offer personalization in the degree to which users explore or exploit. However, since not

all users have an adequate amount of validation data, learning these weights independently is

prone to overfitting. To overcome this problem we share information across users in the form

of another empirical Bayesian prior: we first calculate a global population mixing weight αp

and then use the value of that as a prior on the mixing weights. We model the αu’s with a
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binomial distribution using a Beta prior B(βI , βP ) and calculate the MPE of each individual’s

mixing weight. The strength of the Beta prior can be interpreted as pseudocounts—we set it

to be proportional to the average number of points in the validation set, specifically

B(βI , βP ) = B((1− αp)× N̄ , αp × N̄) (2.6)

where N̄ is the average number of points per user in the validation set.

The mixing weight αu represents the propensity of user u to repeat their choices. While on

the one hand we want the model to tailor this number to each individual, on the other hand

the prior provides an effective shield against overfitting. The prior allows active users (with a

lot more data than average) to tend towards their own personal exploitation rate, while users

that have considerably less validation datapoints than the population remain close to the

global weight. It also provides a solution for users that have no data in the validation set;

their mixing weight is set to the population value, αu = αp.

We use the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to learn the global and individual

mixing weights. Since the component multinomials are fixed during learning of the weights,

the algorithm tends to converge quickly in just a few iterations. In fact when learning

individual weights, the EM algorithm can be applied to each user u’s data independently and

concurrently, which allows the mixture model to scale well (see Section 2.5.6 for an in-depth

discussion). Below we provide the EM equations used to learn the mixing weights for a single

user u.

Let NV represent the validation data matrix and NV
um be the number of times user u selected

item m in the validation set. For this single user, the likelihood of the validation data under
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the mixture model is:

p(NV
u |θ,α) =

M∏

m=1

p
(
m|θI ,θP ,α

)Num
(2.7)

=
M∏

m=1

(
αuθ

I
um + (1− αu)θPm

)Num

For the E-step of the EM algorithm, we calculate the probability (or responsibility) that a

single event (one selection of item m) was generated by the individual component pI as

rm =
α
(t)
u θIum

α
(t)
u θIum + (1− α(t)

u )θPm
(2.8)

The M-step updates the mixing weights after summing the responsibilities for all points and

normalizing the total component responsibility to sum to one. If βI is the parameter of the

Dirichlet prior for the component, the M-step becomes:

α(t+1)
u =

M∑
m=1

Numrm + βI − 1

M∑
m=1

Num + βI + βP − 2

(2.9)

Learning global mixing weights does not change the E and M steps, but the data for all users

is used in the updates instead of the data of user u.

On a final note, setting the novelty component in the mixture to be proportional to global

population preferences is a straightforward but relatively simple approach for modeling the

exploration of new items by users. One could also incorporate into this framework more

informed component models, for both the repeated and novel consumption components, using

ideas such as those presented in [2, 13, 74]. For example, a natural modification of our model

is to make the second component more tuned to each individual u, e.g., by smoothing towards
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data from a set of individuals that are in some sense similar to u. We explore the idea of

more components in Section 2.5.5, where we introduce additional components for the model

to smooth towards, based on row-smoothing and column-smoothing in a manner similar

to collaborative filtering. However, the overall emphasis of this chapter is to introduce the

framework of a mixture model as a way to model repeat consumption data. Any method

that constructs a component as a multinomial distribution can be added to the model. The

particular choice about how to construct the component often depends on the application.

2.5 Experiments and Results

2.5.1 Evaluation Metrics

We use two evaluation metrics in our experiments. The first metric is the log loss i.e., the

negative of the average log-probability of each event (e.g., user-item consumption) in the test

data NT :

− logP = − 1

NT

∑

u

∑

m

NT
um logP (m|u) , NT =

∑

u

∑

m

NT
um (2.10)

where NT
um here corresponds to the number of times user u selected item m in the test data

set. This metric is widely used in the evaluation of machine learning algorithms that produce

probabilistic predictions (e.g., [46, 51, 60, 129]). A model that assigns higher probability,

or lower negative log-probability, to the observed test data is preferred over a model that

assigns lower probability (or a higher negative log-probability).

In terms of a baseline, using the same population probabilities (i.e., the marginal probabilities

of each item across all users) to make predictions for each user u will get a score roughly

equivalent to the entropy of the data. If users consumed only one item, and a model assigned
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probability 1 to that item, the log-loss would be 0. However, since users typically consume

multiple items, the lower bound for the log-loss is obtained by using the MLE of the test

data for prediction for each user. Making perfect predictions (i.e., assigning probability

proportional to the number of times a user selected each item in the test set) achieves this

lower bound. Thus, the log-loss can be thought of as measuring the predictive ability of a

model in terms of compression (of future data) with a natural scale between the entropy of

the global model as an upper bound and the log-loss of the MLE of the test data as a lower

bound.

The second metric we use is Recall@k, which is defined as

Recall@k =
1

U

∑

u

∑

m

NT
umI(rank(u,m) ≤ k)∑

m′ Num′
(2.11)

which evaluates the ability of the model to assign high rank to observed items in the test

data set for each user. For a given model, for each user u, the predicted probabilities over

the M items are sorted in descending order, and Recall@k measures what fraction of items

(that u actually consumed in the test data set) were ranked in the top k by the probability

model for u. Higher scores are better for recall and the global model (using the same

ranking for everyone, based on global popularity) can be viewed as a lower-bound baseline.

Note that while Recall@k is expressed on a more intuitive scale, it is less fine-grained than

log-probability: it only focuses on the top-k ranked items and only analyzes the order of

these items, not if their probabilities are calibrated correctly.

2.5.2 Models Evaluated

We compare the mixture-based approach to a set of general-purpose recommender system

methods that model user-item interactions through latent factors [161]. These approaches
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are frequently used in modeling of large sparse arrays of user-item interaction data. For all

methods we used a disjoint validation set to optimize hyper-parameters separately and report

the best performance results on a separate held-out test dataset.

• Global: This is a baseline global multinomial model with probabilities proportional to

the global popularity Nm of each item.

• NMF: Non-negative matrix factorization based on the work of [95, 151]. In our

evaluation we used an off-the-shelf implementation available via scikit-learn.6

• HBPF: Hierarchical Bayes Poisson factorization [49]. This method predicts user-item

consumption counts using the Poisson distribution. Hierarchical priors are set on both

the user and item latent factors in order to take item general popularity and user

general activity into accounts, making this method suitable for skewed and sparse data.

• LDA: Latent Dirichlet Allocation [16]. A Bayesian probabilistic model that learns

multinomial latent factors via a generative process. LDA can be viewed as a general-

purpose matrix factorization method for count data [145].

• MPE: The MPE-based smoothed multinomial as defined in Equation 2.4. The popu-

lation preference is used as a prior, and its strength is optimized using the validation

set.

• Mixture: The proposed predictive mixture model as defined in Equation 2.5 with

personalized mixture weights.

For the MF methods we evaluated different numbers of latent factors (components) d from

50 to 500 and invariably found that the largest number performed best, so all results below

are for d = 500.

6http://scikit-learn.org
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Global NMF HBPF LDA MPE Mixture LB

redditS 6.89 4.09 6.39 4.32 3.39 3.37 1.70
redditT 6.70 3.82 6.36 3.99 3.07 3.04 1.97

lastfm 8.53 6.63 8.02 6.76 6.43 6.35 4.09

goSFloc 8.19 7.56 9.05 7.76 7.66 7.26 2.88
goNYloc 8.53 8.08 9.15 8.21 8.71 7.90 3.34

twOCloc 7.02 4.39 9.57 4.37 3.50 3.42 0.71
twNYloc 7.29 5.84 9.46 6.08 4.73 4.74 0.72

Table 2.5: Average negative log probability (log-loss) on the test data for different algorithms
across different data sets. Lower scores are better. Best-performing methods indicated in
bold font. LB is the lower bound for optimal predictions per data set.

The latent factor methods based on matrix factorization (NMF, HBPF) do not directly

produce multinomial probabilities of the user preferences, θ̂u. The Poisson based method

HBPF produces estimates of λ̂um, the mean rate (counts per unit time) at which user u

consumes item m in the training data. The NMF method produces an estimate N̂NMF
um of the

expected count for user u consuming item m given the model and given the training data.

We convert these rates and expected counts to multinomial probabilities by normalizing each

user’s rates/counts over items as follows:

θPFum =
λ̂um∑
m′ λ̂um′

or θNMF
um =

N̂NMF
um∑

m′ N̂NMF
um′

(2.12)

In order to avoid zero probabilities when computing the log-loss in the predictive distribution,

we add a small constant ξ to each count before normalizing each row. The value of this

constant ξ is optimized on the validation data for each MF model, to make each one as

competitive as possible in terms of prediction.
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2.5.3 Prediction Accuracy

Table 2.5 contains the results for all methods and all datasets for log loss, as well as the

theoretical lower bound (LB), corresponding to optimal probability distributions for each test

data set, to provide a sense of scale of each problem. We can see that MF methods (NMF,

HBPF) are significantly outperformed by the competing methods and on some data sets are

worse in some cases (e.g., for HBPF) than the global model. This is a direct consequence of

the oversmoothing discussed earlier in Section 2.3.2. LDA is in some cases more accurate than

the MF methods but can be significantly worse than the MPE and predictive mixture models.

The mixture model is the best-performing model on 6 of the 7 of the datasets, but on several

datasets the MPE model is very close and is slightly better on one dataset. These differences

between MPE and the predictive model are small on most of the data sets, indicating that

the main ingredient for higher accuracy on this prediction task (relative to MF methods and

LDA) is the incorporation of a memory-specific component that can represent the details

of the specific items that a user has consumed in the past. However, as discussed earlier,

given a choice of MPE versus the predictive mixture, we would favor the latter since it has

the ability to learn mixing weights that reflect true explore/exploit characteristics at the

individual user level rather than weights that are just functions of how much data has been

observed for that user.

As mentioned earlier, we observed that matrix factorization techniques improve in accuracy

as the number of latent factors is increased. However such increases in the number of latent

factors result in the complexity and time being increased by a significant factor, which is

potentially problematic for scalability to large real-world problems.

Table 2.6 shows the average Recall@100 for all methods across all datasets. The general

trends are the same as in the table of log-loss scores. The mixture and MPE methods are

very close in performance and are significantly better than LDA across all data sets. In turn,
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Global NMF HBPF LDA MPE Mixture

redditS 0.38 0.58 0.69 0.73 0.82 0.82
redditT 0.45 0.72 0.84 0.81 0.92 0.92

lastfm 0.18 0.33 0.34 0.40 0.49 0.49

goSFloc 0.27 0.30 0.23 0.37 0.42 0.44
goNYloc 0.22 0.22 0.17 0.30 0.37 0.38

twOCloc 0.43 0.49 0.57 0.67 0.74 0.76
twNYloc 0.32 0.35 0.42 0.50 0.61 0.62

Table 2.6: Average Recall@100 on the test data for different algorithms across different data
sets. Higher scores are better. Best-performing methods indicated in bold font.

LDA is consistently better than the MF methods across all data sets. The recall results show

that the performance improvements of the mixture models (predictive and MPE) are not due

to the quality of probability estimation alone, but also are evident when performing standard

ranking tasks.

To provide a visual representation of how the different models are making predictions at the

individual user level, Figure 2.6 shows the top 20 categories for a randomly-selected user

from the redditS dataset. The barplots indicate the probability mass assigned by different

modeling methods, including, from the top, the maximum likelihood component (relative

frequencies in the training data), the global component, the predictive mixture model, the

NMF 100, NMF 200 and NMF 500 models, and the relative frequencies observed in the

test data. We see that the test data frequencies (bottom) are quite different to the training

data frequencies (top). The plots also show that the NMF models tend to systematically

assign too little probability mass to the repeated items from the training data, and tend

to predict distributions that follow the global frequency of items rather than reflecting the

specific item-consumption patterns of the user.
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Figure 2.6: A user from redditS (upper plot). The x-axis corresponds to the 20 most frequent
items in the training data for each user, ordered by frequency from left to right. The different
bar plots correspond to relative frequencies in the training data on top and in the test data
on the bottom, with the probabilities assigned (to the selected items in the test data) by
different methods (see text for details). The number displayed in each bar plot is the total
(sum) probability mass (or relative frequency) assigned by each method to the displayed
top 20 training items. For illustration purposes the y-axis has been cut-off to only show
probabilities up to 0.1 (0.01 for the global case).
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True Mixture MPE NMF 100 NMF 500

redditS 23.2% 15.0% 36.5% 54.4% 40.72%
redditT 7.5% 7.5% 2.9% 40.2% 24.13%

lastfm 30.3% 24.0% 12.5% 61.8% 39.18%

goSFloc 65.9% 65.9% 72.8% 87.9% 67.58%
goNYloc 69.5% 66.2% 78.6% 87.9% 59.43%

twOCloc 35.8% 32.9% 71.8% 62.9% 56.36%
twNYloc 55.1% 59.2% 77.0% 73.3% 60.18%

MAE - 3.54% 15.7% 24.2% 11.49%

Table 2.7: Average values of exploration probability (over all users) for the mixture model
(1− ᾱ), for MPE, and for NMF with a large number of latent factors.

2.5.4 Evaluating Learned Mixing Weights

For all datasets, the first column of Table 2.7 shows the true percentage of new user-item

entries in the test data (same shown in Table 2.4). The second column (“Mixture”) contains

the average value (over all users) of the exploration rate 1− ᾱ, i.e., the mixture weight for

the population component. This component represents the amount of probability mass that

the mixture model assigned in aggregate to new items. The results show that the mixture

model is much better calibrated than MPE and NMF in that it is assigning probability mass

to new items that is relatively close to the true fraction of new items. MPE assigns too

little probability in exploration in datasets where each user has a lot of data points (such

as redditSand lastfm) and too much in the opposite case. NMF, even with a very large

number of components, is significantly oversmoothing, as discussed earlier in Section 2.3.2.

Analyzing these values at the user level, Figure 2.7 shows scatter plots between the true

fraction of new items per user and the mixing weight 1− αu per user. This is a similar plot

to Figure 2.4 where NMF predictions were compared to the true fraction of new items for the

same datasets. Comparing both it is clear that the mixture model provides better calibrated

results in the sense that its predictions are more balanced between over- and under-estimation
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Figure 2.7: Scatter plots of the assigned probability mass for the mixture model, versus
ground truth, for the lastfm, redditS (sample of 2000 users ), goSFlocand twOCloc datasets.
Comparing with Figure 2.4, the mixture model is more accurate overall in estimating
exploration propensity and more balanced in terms of its errors.

and the root mean squared error is significantly lower for the mixture model on all of the

datasets. Similar results were obtained for the other datasets as well.

Referring back to the users whose Reddit data was shown in Figure 2.1, the model assigned

an exploration weight of 14% and 17% for the blue shaded users and 1% and 2% for the green

ones; values that are indicative of their behavior. In contrast MPE assigned an exploration

weight of 2-3% for the blue users and 1% for the green, significantly underestimating the
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exploration tendency of the blue group.

The learned mixing weights represent a quantification of user behavior in terms of the

preference of an individual to select items based on their personal history or to select new

items based on global popularity. Learning this preference for each individual user can in

principle enable more accurate personalized services. In addition, the weights are interpretable,

allowing for the identification of specific data points in the validation set associated with the

inference of individual weights.

2.5.5 Additional Components

Another useful aspect of the mixture model approach is that additional components can be

included to potentially improve predictive power. Rather than relying only on a population

component to generalize a user’s model towards global population patterns, we can also

generalize towards more specific subsets of users and items, e.g., that are similar to a particular

user u and the items that u has consumed in the past. For example, following the social

recommender paradigm [154, 161], if a friendship graph is available, we can use a component

that predicts items for u based on items selected by u’s social circle. As another example, for

location data, the distance between locations [94] can be informative and a good proxy of

similarity between locations.

When these types of external sources of information are unavailable, the model can be

extended by adding implicit similarity information from the user-item consumption matrix.

To illustrate this we calculated an U×U similarity matrix Rrow and M×M column similarity

matrix Rcol, both using cosine similarity. These matrices can be thought of as containing

neighborhood information for rows and columns and act as a proxy to identify similar users

and categories, a technique that is common in recommender systems based on collaborative

filtering [161]. To create additional components for each user we multiply Rrow by the training
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count matrix N and normalize each row, resulting in a matrix that essentially indicates which

items a user u might choose, based proportionally on users similar to u. Likewise we multiply

N by Rcol to get a matrix of counts that are smoothed towards category similarity.

With these two extra components, we use EM to learn the weights in a similar fashion

as before. We found that there was a small but systematic improvement (order of .01 to

.02) in log-loss and recall across all of the data sets. While these improvements are small,

they illustrate the potential of the method, and when higher quality extrinsic information is

available, larger gains can be expected (e.g., see [94] for an application in location modeling).

To assess the potential sensitivity of our model to overfitting when more components are

added, we also added a mixture component consisting of random noise terms and again

learned mixture weights via EM on validation data. EM consistently assigned weights in the

range of 10−4 to 10−8 to these components across data sets and the prediction performance of

the model was unchanged, providing evidence that the procedure is relatively robust to noise

and can effectively ignore pure noise components. In general of course, as more components

are added and with limited validation data there is the potential for any model to overfit in

terms of estimating the weights, and for generalization performance to be affected negatively.

2.5.6 Scalability

The complexity of our method for calculating the components is O(ρ × U × M) where

0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is the density of the matrix. This is a function of overall consumption as it can

also be expressed as O (Um̄) if m̄ is the average number of items consumed by each user.

Additionally our method requires O(I × N̄V
u × U) for learning the mixing weights, where I is

the number of iterations for EM, and N̄V
u is the average number of validation data points for

a user. In practice I tends to be less than 10 in most cases (since the component parameters

are fixed). Combined with the fact that the count matrices are often very sparse (so ρ is very
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Figure 2.8: Time in seconds for training the predictive mixture model as a function of the
number of processors, across all data sets, on a log-log scale. Our proposed approach improves
roughly linearly as a function of the number of processors added.

small) this means that learning the predictive mixture model can be done very efficiently.

In addition the training of the mixture model is easy to parallelize: EM can be run in parallel

for each user, and the additions required for calculating the components (before running EM)

can be carried out in parallel as well. Figure 2.8 shows the amount of time in seconds taken

for training a predictive mixture model for each of the datasets when using [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32]

processes. Using parallelization on 32 processors, we were able to run the model in times

ranging from 2 to 1000 seconds depending on the data set, where each doubling of processor

numbers resulted in close to halving the run-time. In contrast, NMF optimization has a

complexity of O(d× U ×M) [95, 151]. Using the standard scikit-learn implementation used

in this chapter it took more than 3 hours on a 16-core machine to train an NMF model on

the redditT dataset for d = 500.7 It should be noted that our method could be extended

to handle data in an online streaming fashion in a straightfoward manner given that the

7Our parallelizable implementation can be found here: https://github.com/UCIDataLab/repeat-

consumption
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updates for each user can happen independently on different machines.

2.6 Related Work

We separate related work into three broad categories: (1) models that focus on discovering

new items, (2) those that focus on reconsumption of old items, and (3) models that predict a

mix of new and repeat consumption. Our work belongs in the last category as it focuses on

balancing the two primary driving forces of human behavior in this context—discovery and

reconsumption [2, 9].

The first category includes latent factor models based on matrix factorization techniques,

which are widely used in research on recommender systems. In such applications, the model

is primarily tasked with learning user preferences from historical observations and predicting

future user-item interactions with a focus on the discovery of new items [1, 80, 113, 161].

Due to the nature of this task, the observations are often treated as implicit feedback and

it is typical for the evaluation to focus on a binary outcome; which new items a user will

consume [161]. Zhao and Lee [166], for example, propose a method to model the curiosity

of each user as a distribution over the novelty of items they have consumed. They develop

a Probabilistic Curiosity Model as well as a method to measure the novelty of each item.

Based on these two components, they make item recommendations that satisfy the optimal

amount of curiosity for each user. In contrast we learn an implicit user exploration preference

through a validation set, allowing the learning of exploration preferences directly from the

consumption data, without external item information.

The second category of related work focuses on repeat consumption data, the importance

of which has also been analyzed in literature [2, 13, 89, 148]. For example, in [148] the

authors explore how many search engines queries are repeated and advocate for the value
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of recognizing them for a better user experience. In [2] the authors analyze a setup that

is similar to ours, in which users make selections from a limited set of items and tend to

heavily repeat their choices. They also examine statistics for multiple datasets with this

property and explore the effects of popularity, satiation, and recency of previously selected

items for prediction. They conclude that these are important features for modeling repeat

consumption, but do not focus on modeling or predicting new item selections.

A third category of related work consists of literature that uses the sequence of events,

focusing on prediction of the next event. Benson et. al., [13] examine time intervals between

consumptions to predict whether a consumption will be novel or not, and builds models for

both. Kapoor et. al., [74] argue that users are characterized by a novelty seeking propensity,

which is both user and time-dependent and propose a metric to measure it. They build a

prediction model for this propensity based on diversity in recent consumption. Within the

literature for sequential data prediction, a different strand of work attempts to predict the

time of consumption as well as the item. For instance authors in [39] model events as a point

process, while in [38] the process is augmented with a recurrent neural network.

Sequence prediction has a different focus than the approach we propose here. We do not

attempt to model time or assume that data is available in the form of sequences of events, but

rather an aggregation of events is available in the form of a user-item matrix. Sequential data

can sometimes be unavailable and sequential models can incur a large cost in space and time

complexity (depending on the approach). Furthermore personalization can be difficult, since

many approaches require a relatively large amount of data for each user. This often limits

the work above to experiments involving a few power users [13, 74], or not be personalized

at all [39]. In contrast our method is scalable, personalized, and can be used for users with

little or no data.
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2.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we investigated the broad characteristics of user-item consumption for problems

where there is both repeat and novel item consumption. We found that commonly used

traditional matrix factorization methods have limitations in terms of being able to accurately

reconstruct individual details, leading to a lack of predictive accuracy at the individual user

level. In contrast, we propose a method based on mixture models, which is a simple, robust,

and scalable approach for user modeling in this context. We use the EM algorithm to learn

personalized mixing weights, without assuming a static distribution over user preferences,

allowing the model to account for the propensity of some users to continuously explore.

Experimental results on seven real-world data sets provide validation of the benefits of

mixture approaches over matrix factorization in this general context. One potential pitfall of

our method is that it depends on a good validation set to learn the explore/exploit preferences

of a user. This is prone to overfitting if the validation set is not representative, although the

use of an empirical Bayes prior can mitigate this effect.

In summary the primary contributions of this chapter are:

• An exploration and analysis of the characteristics of repeated consumption datasets.

We find that that exploration propensity can vary significantly across individuals.

• A new analysis of matrix factorization methods and the identification of their limitations

for modeling data with a high repeat rate.

• A new personalized mixture model to model repeat consumption data, using empirical

Bayesian priors to address sparsity concerns.

• Systematic evaluation of the proposed mixture model relative to matrix factorization

and other baselines, in terms of accuracy and recall for the task of recommendation.
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Chapter 3

Personalized Prediction for

Contextual Language Modeling

Bernard: Analysis. Why did you ask me about

my son?

Dolores: We’ve been talking for some duration

and I haven’t asked you a personal question.

Personal questions are an ingratiating scheme.

Westworld Season 1, HBO

The second challenge of personalized prediction is rooted in the difficulty of incorporating

context in prediction. The multitude of contexts in which users interact with items adds

another dimension in the user-item matrix, making it a user-item-context tensor which is

even more sparse. On the other hand, context can significantly affect user behavior and

enable more accurate predictions. In this chapter we investigate methods that can efficiently

incorporate multiple types of context for the task of language modeling.

Contextual background factors such as the identity of a writer or the forum of an online
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post can significantly shape the choice of language in a given text. To accurately model the

effect of such side information, we propose a general approach to language modeling that

can efficiently and dynamically incorporate multiple types of external contextual information.

Prior work handles multiple contexts by concatenating their embedded representations; an

approach that has limited representation capabilities and is not interpretable. To address

these issues we build on the well-known mixture-of-experts framework and combine the

predictions of context-dependent expert language models, while retaining the scalability

of baselines. In contrast to existing approaches, our model dynamically attends to the

predictions of different experts, linearly interpolating their outputs to facilitate language

analysis. Experiments on Reddit and Yelp corpora demonstrate that the proposed approach

not only results in increased accuracy over competing methods, but also provides useful

insights into how different contexts affect language use.

3.1 Introduction

Real world language applications such as speech recognition and dialogue systems depend

on accurate language models (LMs) for robust performance [28, 143]. In many of these

applications, the choice of words is dictated not only by previous words but also by external

contextual factors such as the identity of the author and the theme of the conversation.

As these systems become ubiquitous, incorporating contextual information is key to more

accurate and relevant predictions [57, 163]. Consider the example of a recommendation LM

that assists users in composing emails by predicting the next word they will type.1 External

side information such as the sender, addressee, or subject will influence the specific choice of

language. Similarly, the website or medium on which a user is typing can also be influential

— a restaurant review on Yelp will likely feature less formal language than an academic paper.

Given that contextual metadata is often available at prediction time, there is a need for

1https://www.blog.google/products/gmail/subject-write-emails-faster-smart-compose-gmail/
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Figure 3.1: The most likely words that can follow the sentence “I don’t understand why the”,
according to the model we propose in Section 3.3. Depending on the context in which they
are expressed, the predicted words can change significantly. The blue background represents
the probability assigned to each word. The results come from the 200sr dataset described in
Section 3.4.

accurate language models that can incorporate multiple types of such categorical contextual

information.

Figure 3.1 illustrates an example from the popular website Reddit where contextual infor-

mation can affect language use. The task is to predict the word that follows the sentence

“I don’t understand why the”; and depending on which subreddit (thematic sub-group) the

sentence is written in, these predictions can vary. When we are in the FIFA subreddit, which

is focused on soccer video game, the predicted words are game, player, team, price etc., but

in golf, these are replaced by golf, club, ball, hole etc. The subreddit is known at the time of

writing, but adapting the language model predictions to match the topic of a context within

a sentence is a challenging task.

Adapting to contextual information has a long history in language models, beginning with

Mosteller and Wallace in 1963 who use word-counts and Bayes Theorem to solve the authorship

question of The Federalist Papers [111]. For LMs based on n-grams, domain adaptation

(DA) has been studied extensively in the past [10, 40, 42, 62]. In this literature the output
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of multiple n-gram models are linearly interpolated based on mixing weights learned on

a validation set. However, such methods do not scale very well to multiple types of side

information with large input cardinality [65]. In addition, n-gram based language models

tend to be less accurate than those based on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [65, 102, 106].

In RNN methods, the standard approach to this problem is to concatenate an embedding

vector of the context to the input of a recurrent layer [65, 108, 157]. This approach has been

used for a variety of tasks including sentiment classification [141], speaker adaptation [90],

and incorporation of text dependencies [68]. However, concatenation only allows for static

adaptation to each context at a global-level, as opposed to a dynamic, fine-grained adaptation

on a per-word basis. Concatenation also produces less accurate results than our proposed

models, as explained in Section 3.5.3.

In this chapter we pursue a language modeling approach that captures the linear and inter-

pretable nature of traditional DA techniques but also maintains the ability of concatenation

models to be trained jointly, scale to multiple domains, and harness the predictive power

of RNNs. To that end, we build on the general mixture-of-experts (MoE) [63] framework,

with one expert (RNN LM) for each context type and an additional context-free expert. For

each input word and its respective context, the predictions are linearly interpolated in the

output layer through a gating network. The entire network is trained jointly. The resulting

mixture of contextual experts (MCE) model is able to (i) efficiently incorporate multiple types

of contextual information, (ii) dynamically modulate the importance of context for each

word based on the sentence history, and (iii) facilitate language analysis while retaining the

scalability of baselines.

We evaluate our proposed model in terms of perplexity and we analyze the expert mixing

weights for different context types. Using real-world corpora from social media (Reddit) and

reviews (Yelp), we demonstrate improvement over all other methods in our experiments and

a 7 to 14% improvement over the concatenation baseline, while using the same number of
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parameters. Moreover, examining the mixing weights provides insights into how contexts

and words interact. For example, we find that content-rich parts of speech and beginnings

of sentences are more likely to depend on user and/or community identity. In addition, we

identify words that share semantic usage across certain contexts and differ across others.

3.2 Background

In language modeling, we are interested in learning statistical models that accurately predict

the next word in a sentence, conditioned on the words that have appeared in the sequence so far.

Such models are trained on data that consist of a set of word sequences, D = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN},

where each sequence is typically a sentence. xs = (x
(1)
s , x

(2)
s , . . . , x

(Ts)
s ) is the s-th sequence

and t ∈ [1, Ts] represents the position (timestep) of a word in that sequence. LMs predict a

conditional probability distribution p(x
(t)
s |x(1:t−1)

s ,θ), where x
(1:t−1)
s is the history of observed

words up to timestep t, and θ represents model parameters.

The standard training approach to learn the parameters θ is to minimize the log-loss (cross-

entropy) objective function:

L (θ) = −
N∑

s=1

Ts∑

t=1

log p
(
x(t)
s |x(1:t−1)

s ,θ
)

This is equivalent to maximizing the data log-likelihood. For notational simplicity, we drop

the subscript s in the rest of this chapter when referring to a specific sequence (xs = x).

3.2.1 Recurrent Language Models

Language models (LMs) based on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are widespread and

produce state-of-the art accuracy on a number of benchmarks [65, 102, 106]. A representation
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p
⇣
x(t)|x(1:t�1)

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit>
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RNN

Woh
<latexit sha1_base64="PxivbbSXJINoOoLDZriIt5va+VU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRdFl047KCfUAby2QyaYfOI8xMCiHUj3CrS3fi1n9x5a84SbPQ1gMDh3PuYe49QcyoNq775VTW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf2D+uFRV8tEYdLBkknVD5AmjArSMdQw0o8VQTxgpBdMb3O/NyNKUykeTBoTn6OxoBHFyFipP5z1HjM5mY/qDbfpFoCrxCtJA5Roj+rfw1DihBNhMENaDzw3Nn6GlKGYkXltmGgSIzxFYzKwVCBOtJ8V+87hmVVCGEllnzCwUH8nMsS1TnlgJzkyE73s5eJ/3iAx0bWfUREnhgi8+ChKGDQS5sfDkCqCDUstQVhRuyvEE6QQNrai2rAIZjwNSZQ34i3fv0q6F03P8vvLRuum7KYKTsApOAceuAItcAfaoAMwYOAZvIBX58l5c96dj8VoxSkzx+APnM8fwGqWBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PxivbbSXJINoOoLDZriIt5va+VU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRdFl047KCfUAby2QyaYfOI8xMCiHUj3CrS3fi1n9x5a84SbPQ1gMDh3PuYe49QcyoNq775VTW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf2D+uFRV8tEYdLBkknVD5AmjArSMdQw0o8VQTxgpBdMb3O/NyNKUykeTBoTn6OxoBHFyFipP5z1HjM5mY/qDbfpFoCrxCtJA5Roj+rfw1DihBNhMENaDzw3Nn6GlKGYkXltmGgSIzxFYzKwVCBOtJ8V+87hmVVCGEllnzCwUH8nMsS1TnlgJzkyE73s5eJ/3iAx0bWfUREnhgi8+ChKGDQS5sfDkCqCDUstQVhRuyvEE6QQNrai2rAIZjwNSZQ34i3fv0q6F03P8vvLRuum7KYKTsApOAceuAItcAfaoAMwYOAZvIBX58l5c96dj8VoxSkzx+APnM8fwGqWBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PxivbbSXJINoOoLDZriIt5va+VU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRdFl047KCfUAby2QyaYfOI8xMCiHUj3CrS3fi1n9x5a84SbPQ1gMDh3PuYe49QcyoNq775VTW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf2D+uFRV8tEYdLBkknVD5AmjArSMdQw0o8VQTxgpBdMb3O/NyNKUykeTBoTn6OxoBHFyFipP5z1HjM5mY/qDbfpFoCrxCtJA5Roj+rfw1DihBNhMENaDzw3Nn6GlKGYkXltmGgSIzxFYzKwVCBOtJ8V+87hmVVCGEllnzCwUH8nMsS1TnlgJzkyE73s5eJ/3iAx0bWfUREnhgi8+ChKGDQS5sfDkCqCDUstQVhRuyvEE6QQNrai2rAIZjwNSZQ34i3fv0q6F03P8vvLRuum7KYKTsApOAceuAItcAfaoAMwYOAZvIBX58l5c96dj8VoxSkzx+APnM8fwGqWBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PxivbbSXJINoOoLDZriIt5va+VU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRdFl047KCfUAby2QyaYfOI8xMCiHUj3CrS3fi1n9x5a84SbPQ1gMDh3PuYe49QcyoNq775VTW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf2D+uFRV8tEYdLBkknVD5AmjArSMdQw0o8VQTxgpBdMb3O/NyNKUykeTBoTn6OxoBHFyFipP5z1HjM5mY/qDbfpFoCrxCtJA5Roj+rfw1DihBNhMENaDzw3Nn6GlKGYkXltmGgSIzxFYzKwVCBOtJ8V+87hmVVCGEllnzCwUH8nMsS1TnlgJzkyE73s5eJ/3iAx0bWfUREnhgi8+ChKGDQS5sfDkCqCDUstQVhRuyvEE6QQNrai2rAIZjwNSZQ34i3fv0q6F03P8vvLRuum7KYKTsApOAceuAItcAfaoAMwYOAZvIBX58l5c96dj8VoxSkzx+APnM8fwGqWBw==</latexit>

h(t�1)
<latexit sha1_base64="H6JPJU58PTwOdwmJwO87CFwi0R0=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYVEhloEoQEowVLIxFog8pCZXjOq1V24lsp1IUdeAjWGFkQ6x8ChO/gpNmgJYjWTo65x753hPEjCpt21/Wyura+sZmZau6vbO7t187OOyqKJGYdHDEItkPkCKMCtLRVDPSjyVBPGCkF0xuc783JVLRSDzoNCY+RyNBQ4qRNpLrTcePWUOfO2ezQa1uN+0CcJk4JamDEu1B7dsbRjjhRGjMkFKuY8faz5DUFDMyq3qJIjHCEzQirqECcaL8rFh5Bk+NMoRhJM0TGhbq70SGuFIpD8wkR3qsFr1c/M9zEx1e+xkVcaKJwPOPwoRBHcH8fjikkmDNUkMQltTsCvEYSYS1aanqFcGMp0MS5o04i/cvk+5F0zH8/rLeuim7qYBjcAIawAFXoAXuQBt0AAYReAYv4NV6st6sd+tjPrpilZkj8AfW5w/KG5aC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H6JPJU58PTwOdwmJwO87CFwi0R0=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYVEhloEoQEowVLIxFog8pCZXjOq1V24lsp1IUdeAjWGFkQ6x8ChO/gpNmgJYjWTo65x753hPEjCpt21/Wyura+sZmZau6vbO7t187OOyqKJGYdHDEItkPkCKMCtLRVDPSjyVBPGCkF0xuc783JVLRSDzoNCY+RyNBQ4qRNpLrTcePWUOfO2ezQa1uN+0CcJk4JamDEu1B7dsbRjjhRGjMkFKuY8faz5DUFDMyq3qJIjHCEzQirqECcaL8rFh5Bk+NMoRhJM0TGhbq70SGuFIpD8wkR3qsFr1c/M9zEx1e+xkVcaKJwPOPwoRBHcH8fjikkmDNUkMQltTsCvEYSYS1aanqFcGMp0MS5o04i/cvk+5F0zH8/rLeuim7qYBjcAIawAFXoAXuQBt0AAYReAYv4NV6st6sd+tjPrpilZkj8AfW5w/KG5aC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H6JPJU58PTwOdwmJwO87CFwi0R0=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYVEhloEoQEowVLIxFog8pCZXjOq1V24lsp1IUdeAjWGFkQ6x8ChO/gpNmgJYjWTo65x753hPEjCpt21/Wyura+sZmZau6vbO7t187OOyqKJGYdHDEItkPkCKMCtLRVDPSjyVBPGCkF0xuc783JVLRSDzoNCY+RyNBQ4qRNpLrTcePWUOfO2ezQa1uN+0CcJk4JamDEu1B7dsbRjjhRGjMkFKuY8faz5DUFDMyq3qJIjHCEzQirqECcaL8rFh5Bk+NMoRhJM0TGhbq70SGuFIpD8wkR3qsFr1c/M9zEx1e+xkVcaKJwPOPwoRBHcH8fjikkmDNUkMQltTsCvEYSYS1aanqFcGMp0MS5o04i/cvk+5F0zH8/rLeuim7qYBjcAIawAFXoAXuQBt0AAYReAYv4NV6st6sd+tjPrpilZkj8AfW5w/KG5aC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H6JPJU58PTwOdwmJwO87CFwi0R0=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYVEhloEoQEowVLIxFog8pCZXjOq1V24lsp1IUdeAjWGFkQ6x8ChO/gpNmgJYjWTo65x753hPEjCpt21/Wyura+sZmZau6vbO7t187OOyqKJGYdHDEItkPkCKMCtLRVDPSjyVBPGCkF0xuc783JVLRSDzoNCY+RyNBQ4qRNpLrTcePWUOfO2ezQa1uN+0CcJk4JamDEu1B7dsbRjjhRGjMkFKuY8faz5DUFDMyq3qJIjHCEzQirqECcaL8rFh5Bk+NMoRhJM0TGhbq70SGuFIpD8wkR3qsFr1c/M9zEx1e+xkVcaKJwPOPwoRBHcH8fjikkmDNUkMQltTsCvEYSYS1aanqFcGMp0MS5o04i/cvk+5F0zH8/rLeuim7qYBjcAIawAFXoAXuQBt0AAYReAYv4NV6st6sd+tjPrpilZkj8AfW5w/KG5aC</latexit>

Figure 3.2: Depiction of a recurrent neural network language model (RNN LM). The input
is a one-hot-encoding vector of the previous word x(t−1), that goes through an embedding
layer to become a dense vector ~x(t−1) (word embedding). This is then passed in the recurrent
neuron that combines it with the previous hidden state (h(t−1)) before producing the predicted
distribution over words p

(
x(t)|x(1:t−1)).

of a prediction (forward pass) in such a model is depicted in Figure 3.2. Each input word,

represented as a one-hot vector x(t−1), is projected to a dense, continuous space, denoted as

~x(t−1). The projected word is called a word embedding, and this process allows models to share

factors across similar words [104]. The weights of this embedding layer are often initialized to

pre-trained word embeddings to leverage information from external corpora [107].

In contrast to feed-forward neural networks, RNNs maintain a hidden state h(t), which is

updated with every input word. This state is a function of the previous hidden state h(t−1)

and the current input word ~x(t−1):

h(t) = f
(
Wih~x(t−1) + Whhh(t−1) + bh

)
(3.1)

Wih and Whh are weight matrices (from the input to the hidden layer, and from the previous

hidden state to the next) and bh is a bias vector (not shown in Figure 3.2). The output of

the recurrent neuron is then passed through another weight matrix that maps it to vector in

the size of the vocabulary. The probability distribution over the next word is calculated as

p(x(t)|x(1:t−1)) = softmax(Whoh(t) + bo)
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~c1
<latexit sha1_base64="Ke567Qlpl7slv9dBnnmqOt9yy3c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJRFBl0U3LivYBzShTCY37dDJTJiZFELIwo9wq0t34tZPceWvOE2z0NYDA4dz7mHuPUHCqNKO82WtrW9sbm3Xduq7e/sHh42j454SqSTQJYIJOQiwAkY5dDXVDAaJBBwHDPrB9G7u92cgFRX8UWcJ+DEecxpRgrWRht4MSO7NSDFyR42m03JK2KvErUgTVeiMGt9eKEgaA9eEYaWGrpNoP8dSU8KgqHupggSTKR7D0FCOY1B+Xq5c2OdGCe1ISPO4tkv1dyLHsVJZHJjJGOuJWvbm4n/eMNXRjZ9TnqQaOFl8FKXM1sKe32+HVALRLDMEE0nNrjaZYImJNi3VvTKYx1kIUWEacZfvXyW9y5brtNyHq2b7tuqmhk7RGbpALrpGbXSPOqiLCBLoGb2gV+vJerPerY/F6JpVZU7QH1ifP82TlyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ke567Qlpl7slv9dBnnmqOt9yy3c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJRFBl0U3LivYBzShTCY37dDJTJiZFELIwo9wq0t34tZPceWvOE2z0NYDA4dz7mHuPUHCqNKO82WtrW9sbm3Xduq7e/sHh42j454SqSTQJYIJOQiwAkY5dDXVDAaJBBwHDPrB9G7u92cgFRX8UWcJ+DEecxpRgrWRht4MSO7NSDFyR42m03JK2KvErUgTVeiMGt9eKEgaA9eEYaWGrpNoP8dSU8KgqHupggSTKR7D0FCOY1B+Xq5c2OdGCe1ISPO4tkv1dyLHsVJZHJjJGOuJWvbm4n/eMNXRjZ9TnqQaOFl8FKXM1sKe32+HVALRLDMEE0nNrjaZYImJNi3VvTKYx1kIUWEacZfvXyW9y5brtNyHq2b7tuqmhk7RGbpALrpGbXSPOqiLCBLoGb2gV+vJerPerY/F6JpVZU7QH1ifP82TlyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ke567Qlpl7slv9dBnnmqOt9yy3c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJRFBl0U3LivYBzShTCY37dDJTJiZFELIwo9wq0t34tZPceWvOE2z0NYDA4dz7mHuPUHCqNKO82WtrW9sbm3Xduq7e/sHh42j454SqSTQJYIJOQiwAkY5dDXVDAaJBBwHDPrB9G7u92cgFRX8UWcJ+DEecxpRgrWRht4MSO7NSDFyR42m03JK2KvErUgTVeiMGt9eKEgaA9eEYaWGrpNoP8dSU8KgqHupggSTKR7D0FCOY1B+Xq5c2OdGCe1ISPO4tkv1dyLHsVJZHJjJGOuJWvbm4n/eMNXRjZ9TnqQaOFl8FKXM1sKe32+HVALRLDMEE0nNrjaZYImJNi3VvTKYx1kIUWEacZfvXyW9y5brtNyHq2b7tuqmhk7RGbpALrpGbXSPOqiLCBLoGb2gV+vJerPerY/F6JpVZU7QH1ifP82TlyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ke567Qlpl7slv9dBnnmqOt9yy3c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJRFBl0U3LivYBzShTCY37dDJTJiZFELIwo9wq0t34tZPceWvOE2z0NYDA4dz7mHuPUHCqNKO82WtrW9sbm3Xduq7e/sHh42j454SqSTQJYIJOQiwAkY5dDXVDAaJBBwHDPrB9G7u92cgFRX8UWcJ+DEecxpRgrWRht4MSO7NSDFyR42m03JK2KvErUgTVeiMGt9eKEgaA9eEYaWGrpNoP8dSU8KgqHupggSTKR7D0FCOY1B+Xq5c2OdGCe1ISPO4tkv1dyLHsVJZHJjJGOuJWvbm4n/eMNXRjZ9TnqQaOFl8FKXM1sKe32+HVALRLDMEE0nNrjaZYImJNi3VvTKYx1kIUWEacZfvXyW9y5brtNyHq2b7tuqmhk7RGbpALrpGbXSPOqiLCBLoGb2gV+vJerPerY/F6JpVZU7QH1ifP82TlyY=</latexit>

~c2
<latexit sha1_base64="i2NhMEaLea40QGk1pgmdOUjTdbE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkRdFl047KCfUASymRy0w6dScLMpBBCFn6EW126E7d+iit/xWmahbYeGDiccw9z7/ETRqWyrC+jtrG5tb1T323s7R8cHjWPTwYyTgWBPolZLEY+lsBoBH1FFYNRIgBzn8HQn90t/OEchKRx9KiyBDyOJxENKcFKS447B5K7c1KMO+Nmy2pbJcx1YlekhSr0xs1vN4hJyiFShGEpHdtKlJdjoShhUDTcVEKCyQxPwNE0whykl5crF+aFVgIzjIV+kTJL9Xcix1zKjPt6kmM1laveQvzPc1IV3ng5jZJUQUSWH4UpM1VsLu43AyqAKJZpgomgeleTTLHAROmWGm4ZzHkWQFjoRuzV+9fJoNO2rbb9cNXq3lbd1NEZOkeXyEbXqIvuUQ/1EUExekYv6NV4Mt6Md+NjOVozqswp+gPj8wfPJJcn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i2NhMEaLea40QGk1pgmdOUjTdbE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkRdFl047KCfUASymRy0w6dScLMpBBCFn6EW126E7d+iit/xWmahbYeGDiccw9z7/ETRqWyrC+jtrG5tb1T323s7R8cHjWPTwYyTgWBPolZLEY+lsBoBH1FFYNRIgBzn8HQn90t/OEchKRx9KiyBDyOJxENKcFKS447B5K7c1KMO+Nmy2pbJcx1YlekhSr0xs1vN4hJyiFShGEpHdtKlJdjoShhUDTcVEKCyQxPwNE0whykl5crF+aFVgIzjIV+kTJL9Xcix1zKjPt6kmM1laveQvzPc1IV3ng5jZJUQUSWH4UpM1VsLu43AyqAKJZpgomgeleTTLHAROmWGm4ZzHkWQFjoRuzV+9fJoNO2rbb9cNXq3lbd1NEZOkeXyEbXqIvuUQ/1EUExekYv6NV4Mt6Md+NjOVozqswp+gPj8wfPJJcn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i2NhMEaLea40QGk1pgmdOUjTdbE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkRdFl047KCfUASymRy0w6dScLMpBBCFn6EW126E7d+iit/xWmahbYeGDiccw9z7/ETRqWyrC+jtrG5tb1T323s7R8cHjWPTwYyTgWBPolZLEY+lsBoBH1FFYNRIgBzn8HQn90t/OEchKRx9KiyBDyOJxENKcFKS447B5K7c1KMO+Nmy2pbJcx1YlekhSr0xs1vN4hJyiFShGEpHdtKlJdjoShhUDTcVEKCyQxPwNE0whykl5crF+aFVgIzjIV+kTJL9Xcix1zKjPt6kmM1laveQvzPc1IV3ng5jZJUQUSWH4UpM1VsLu43AyqAKJZpgomgeleTTLHAROmWGm4ZzHkWQFjoRuzV+9fJoNO2rbb9cNXq3lbd1NEZOkeXyEbXqIvuUQ/1EUExekYv6NV4Mt6Md+NjOVozqswp+gPj8wfPJJcn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i2NhMEaLea40QGk1pgmdOUjTdbE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkRdFl047KCfUASymRy0w6dScLMpBBCFn6EW126E7d+iit/xWmahbYeGDiccw9z7/ETRqWyrC+jtrG5tb1T323s7R8cHjWPTwYyTgWBPolZLEY+lsBoBH1FFYNRIgBzn8HQn90t/OEchKRx9KiyBDyOJxENKcFKS447B5K7c1KMO+Nmy2pbJcx1YlekhSr0xs1vN4hJyiFShGEpHdtKlJdjoShhUDTcVEKCyQxPwNE0whykl5crF+aFVgIzjIV+kTJL9Xcix1zKjPt6kmM1laveQvzPc1IV3ng5jZJUQUSWH4UpM1VsLu43AyqAKJZpgomgeleTTLHAROmWGm4ZzHkWQFjoRuzV+9fJoNO2rbb9cNXq3lbd1NEZOkeXyEbXqIvuUQ/1EUExekYv6NV4Mt6Md+NjOVozqswp+gPj8wfPJJcn</latexit>

LSTM p
⇣
x(t)|x(1:t�1)

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit>
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Figure 3.3: A representation of the concatenation LSTM model. The dense representations
of the previous word (~x(t−1)) and context (~c1,~c2,) are concatenated forming ~z(t−1), which is
in turn used as the input to a large LSTM layer. (The dense representations are generated
from one-hot-encoding vectors passed through an embedding layer similar to Figure 3.2, but
are not depicted here for brevity.) ⊕ denotes concatenation.

where Who is the hidden-output parameter matrix and bo is another bias vector.

In this chapter we work with Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) neurons [58] that contain

additional parameters to explicitly decide which information to forget or retain in the hidden

state. As such, LSTMs require more resources to be trained, but are more powerful and have

been successful in several language modeling tasks [24, 70, 102]. While we do not illustrate

the inner workings of LSTMs here, we refer the reader to [109, 116] for an in-depth discussion.

Alternative architectures such as GRUs [29] and QRNNs [17] are viable alternatives that can

substitute the usage of LSTMs. However the focus of this chapter is the introduction of the

contextual mixture of experts framework for language modeling. The inner workings of the

recurrent layer are orthogonal to our proposed architecture.

3.2.2 Incorporating Context

Following the definition of [65, 66], we use context to mean categorical variables that represent

external side information (metadata), such as the identity of the author of the text or

the category of a restaurant being reviewed.2 When such context information is available,

2As opposed to the use of context to indicate the neighboring tokens of a word in the sentence/document.
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each sequence x is accompanied by a tuple of J categorical indicator context variables

c = (c1, c2, . . . cJ), one for each context type. For example, c1 could represent the identity of a

user typing a restaurant review and c2 the category of that restaurant. One commonly used

method of incorporating context information is to append c (or a dense representation of

it, ~c) to the input of the recurrent function [108, 136]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. If

there are two context types (and their dense representation is ~c1,~c2), the new input vector is

~z(t−1) = [~x(t−1)⊕~c1⊕~c2], a concatenation of the input and all the context vectors. The symbol

⊕ denotes vector concatenation. For a simple RNN, the hidden state from Equation (3.1)

becomes:

h(t) = f
(
Wih~z(t−1) + Whhh(t−1) + bh

)
(3.2)

= f
(
Wih~x(t−1) + Wih

c × (~c1 ⊕ ~c2) + Whhh(t−1) + bh
)
.

The context vectors ~c1,~c2 do not depend on t as they are constant within a sentence (e.g.

the identity of a speaker), causing the context contribution Wih
c × (~c1 ⊕ ~c2) to essentially

act as a context bias term. Because this bias is invariant to the current input word and the

position in the sequence, the overall effect of the context is relatively inflexible (examples of

this can be found in Section 3.5.7). This effect is lessened, but not eradicated, when using

LSTMs instead of RNNs, as they contain an intrinsic ability to “choose” the importance of

the input. However, this process is purely implicit, and as we will see later, the model is

better served with an explicit ability to control the influence of the context for each word.

Additionally, the nonlinear and recurrent nature of the LSTM makes it difficult to determine

exactly how the model is using contextual information.
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<latexit sha1_base64="gIhbij1Tk4zVXuK3U3PhTJMYxR0=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZpFoOQNGFXBC2DNpYRzAOyMcxO7iZDZh/M3A2GZQu/wY+w1dJObP0CK3/FyaPQxAMDh3Pu4c49Xiy4Qtv+MnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v6BeXjUVFEiGTRYJCLZ9qgCwUNoIEcB7VgCDTwBLW90PfVbY5CKR+EdTmLoBnQQcp8zilrqmcW4l3qZK8DHsjt+uE/LWMlcyQdDrPTMkl21Z7BWibMgJbJAvWd+u/2IJQGEyARVquPYMXZTKpEzAVnBTRTElI3oADqahjQA1U1nR2TWqVb6lh9J/UK0ZurvREoDpSaBpycDikO17E3F/7xOgv5lN+VhnCCEbL7IT4SFkTVtxOpzCQzFRBPKJNd/tdiQSspQ91ZwZ8E0mPTBz3QjzvL9q6R5VnU0vz0v1a4W3eRJkZyQMnHIBamRG1InDcLII3kmL+TVeDLejHfjYz6aMxaZY/IHxucPgteeAA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gIhbij1Tk4zVXuK3U3PhTJMYxR0=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZpFoOQNGFXBC2DNpYRzAOyMcxO7iZDZh/M3A2GZQu/wY+w1dJObP0CK3/FyaPQxAMDh3Pu4c49Xiy4Qtv+MnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v6BeXjUVFEiGTRYJCLZ9qgCwUNoIEcB7VgCDTwBLW90PfVbY5CKR+EdTmLoBnQQcp8zilrqmcW4l3qZK8DHsjt+uE/LWMlcyQdDrPTMkl21Z7BWibMgJbJAvWd+u/2IJQGEyARVquPYMXZTKpEzAVnBTRTElI3oADqahjQA1U1nR2TWqVb6lh9J/UK0ZurvREoDpSaBpycDikO17E3F/7xOgv5lN+VhnCCEbL7IT4SFkTVtxOpzCQzFRBPKJNd/tdiQSspQ91ZwZ8E0mPTBz3QjzvL9q6R5VnU0vz0v1a4W3eRJkZyQMnHIBamRG1InDcLII3kmL+TVeDLejHfjYz6aMxaZY/IHxucPgteeAA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gIhbij1Tk4zVXuK3U3PhTJMYxR0=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZpFoOQNGFXBC2DNpYRzAOyMcxO7iZDZh/M3A2GZQu/wY+w1dJObP0CK3/FyaPQxAMDh3Pu4c49Xiy4Qtv+MnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v6BeXjUVFEiGTRYJCLZ9qgCwUNoIEcB7VgCDTwBLW90PfVbY5CKR+EdTmLoBnQQcp8zilrqmcW4l3qZK8DHsjt+uE/LWMlcyQdDrPTMkl21Z7BWibMgJbJAvWd+u/2IJQGEyARVquPYMXZTKpEzAVnBTRTElI3oADqahjQA1U1nR2TWqVb6lh9J/UK0ZurvREoDpSaBpycDikO17E3F/7xOgv5lN+VhnCCEbL7IT4SFkTVtxOpzCQzFRBPKJNd/tdiQSspQ91ZwZ8E0mPTBz3QjzvL9q6R5VnU0vz0v1a4W3eRJkZyQMnHIBamRG1InDcLII3kmL+TVeDLejHfjYz6aMxaZY/IHxucPgteeAA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gIhbij1Tk4zVXuK3U3PhTJMYxR0=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZpFoOQNGFXBC2DNpYRzAOyMcxO7iZDZh/M3A2GZQu/wY+w1dJObP0CK3/FyaPQxAMDh3Pu4c49Xiy4Qtv+MnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v6BeXjUVFEiGTRYJCLZ9qgCwUNoIEcB7VgCDTwBLW90PfVbY5CKR+EdTmLoBnQQcp8zilrqmcW4l3qZK8DHsjt+uE/LWMlcyQdDrPTMkl21Z7BWibMgJbJAvWd+u/2IJQGEyARVquPYMXZTKpEzAVnBTRTElI3oADqahjQA1U1nR2TWqVb6lh9J/UK0ZurvREoDpSaBpycDikO17E3F/7xOgv5lN+VhnCCEbL7IT4SFkTVtxOpzCQzFRBPKJNd/tdiQSspQ91ZwZ8E0mPTBz3QjzvL9q6R5VnU0vz0v1a4W3eRJkZyQMnHIBamRG1InDcLII3kmL+TVeDLejHfjYz6aMxaZY/IHxucPgteeAA==</latexit>

~c1
<latexit sha1_base64="Ke567Qlpl7slv9dBnnmqOt9yy3c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJRFBl0U3LivYBzShTCY37dDJTJiZFELIwo9wq0t34tZPceWvOE2z0NYDA4dz7mHuPUHCqNKO82WtrW9sbm3Xduq7e/sHh42j454SqSTQJYIJOQiwAkY5dDXVDAaJBBwHDPrB9G7u92cgFRX8UWcJ+DEecxpRgrWRht4MSO7NSDFyR42m03JK2KvErUgTVeiMGt9eKEgaA9eEYaWGrpNoP8dSU8KgqHupggSTKR7D0FCOY1B+Xq5c2OdGCe1ISPO4tkv1dyLHsVJZHJjJGOuJWvbm4n/eMNXRjZ9TnqQaOFl8FKXM1sKe32+HVALRLDMEE0nNrjaZYImJNi3VvTKYx1kIUWEacZfvXyW9y5brtNyHq2b7tuqmhk7RGbpALrpGbXSPOqiLCBLoGb2gV+vJerPerY/F6JpVZU7QH1ifP82TlyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ke567Qlpl7slv9dBnnmqOt9yy3c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJRFBl0U3LivYBzShTCY37dDJTJiZFELIwo9wq0t34tZPceWvOE2z0NYDA4dz7mHuPUHCqNKO82WtrW9sbm3Xduq7e/sHh42j454SqSTQJYIJOQiwAkY5dDXVDAaJBBwHDPrB9G7u92cgFRX8UWcJ+DEecxpRgrWRht4MSO7NSDFyR42m03JK2KvErUgTVeiMGt9eKEgaA9eEYaWGrpNoP8dSU8KgqHupggSTKR7D0FCOY1B+Xq5c2OdGCe1ISPO4tkv1dyLHsVJZHJjJGOuJWvbm4n/eMNXRjZ9TnqQaOFl8FKXM1sKe32+HVALRLDMEE0nNrjaZYImJNi3VvTKYx1kIUWEacZfvXyW9y5brtNyHq2b7tuqmhk7RGbpALrpGbXSPOqiLCBLoGb2gV+vJerPerY/F6JpVZU7QH1ifP82TlyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ke567Qlpl7slv9dBnnmqOt9yy3c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJRFBl0U3LivYBzShTCY37dDJTJiZFELIwo9wq0t34tZPceWvOE2z0NYDA4dz7mHuPUHCqNKO82WtrW9sbm3Xduq7e/sHh42j454SqSTQJYIJOQiwAkY5dDXVDAaJBBwHDPrB9G7u92cgFRX8UWcJ+DEecxpRgrWRht4MSO7NSDFyR42m03JK2KvErUgTVeiMGt9eKEgaA9eEYaWGrpNoP8dSU8KgqHupggSTKR7D0FCOY1B+Xq5c2OdGCe1ISPO4tkv1dyLHsVJZHJjJGOuJWvbm4n/eMNXRjZ9TnqQaOFl8FKXM1sKe32+HVALRLDMEE0nNrjaZYImJNi3VvTKYx1kIUWEacZfvXyW9y5brtNyHq2b7tuqmhk7RGbpALrpGbXSPOqiLCBLoGb2gV+vJerPerY/F6JpVZU7QH1ifP82TlyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ke567Qlpl7slv9dBnnmqOt9yy3c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJRFBl0U3LivYBzShTCY37dDJTJiZFELIwo9wq0t34tZPceWvOE2z0NYDA4dz7mHuPUHCqNKO82WtrW9sbm3Xduq7e/sHh42j454SqSTQJYIJOQiwAkY5dDXVDAaJBBwHDPrB9G7u92cgFRX8UWcJ+DEecxpRgrWRht4MSO7NSDFyR42m03JK2KvErUgTVeiMGt9eKEgaA9eEYaWGrpNoP8dSU8KgqHupggSTKR7D0FCOY1B+Xq5c2OdGCe1ISPO4tkv1dyLHsVJZHJjJGOuJWvbm4n/eMNXRjZ9TnqQaOFl8FKXM1sKe32+HVALRLDMEE0nNrjaZYImJNi3VvTKYx1kIUWEacZfvXyW9y5brtNyHq2b7tuqmhk7RGbpALrpGbXSPOqiLCBLoGb2gV+vJerPerY/F6JpVZU7QH1ifP82TlyY=</latexit>

~x(t�1)
<latexit sha1_base64="8SbhbkXE8foBm2om5e+xK7V6e/E=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBahHiyJCHosevFYwX5AG8tmO2mXbjZhd1OsIb/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82POlHacb2tldW19Y7OwVdze2d0r2fsHTRUlkkKDRjySbZ8o4ExAQzPNoR1LIKHPoeWPbqZ+awxSsUjc60kMXkgGggWMEm2knl3qjoGmj9lDWtFn7mnWs8tO1ZkBLxM3J2WUo96zv7r9iCYhCE05UarjOrH2UiI1oxyyYjdREBM6IgPoGCpICMpLZ4dn+MQofRxE0pTQeKb+nkhJqNQk9E1nSPRQLXpT8T+vk+jgykuZiBMNgs4XBQnHOsLTFHCfSaCaTwwhVDJzK6ZDIgnVJquiCcFdfHmZNM+rrlN17y7Ktes8jgI6Qseoglx0iWroFtVRA1GUoGf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0rVj5ziP7A+vwBMnySxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8SbhbkXE8foBm2om5e+xK7V6e/E=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBahHiyJCHosevFYwX5AG8tmO2mXbjZhd1OsIb/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82POlHacb2tldW19Y7OwVdze2d0r2fsHTRUlkkKDRjySbZ8o4ExAQzPNoR1LIKHPoeWPbqZ+awxSsUjc60kMXkgGggWMEm2knl3qjoGmj9lDWtFn7mnWs8tO1ZkBLxM3J2WUo96zv7r9iCYhCE05UarjOrH2UiI1oxyyYjdREBM6IgPoGCpICMpLZ4dn+MQofRxE0pTQeKb+nkhJqNQk9E1nSPRQLXpT8T+vk+jgykuZiBMNgs4XBQnHOsLTFHCfSaCaTwwhVDJzK6ZDIgnVJquiCcFdfHmZNM+rrlN17y7Ktes8jgI6Qseoglx0iWroFtVRA1GUoGf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0rVj5ziP7A+vwBMnySxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8SbhbkXE8foBm2om5e+xK7V6e/E=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBahHiyJCHosevFYwX5AG8tmO2mXbjZhd1OsIb/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82POlHacb2tldW19Y7OwVdze2d0r2fsHTRUlkkKDRjySbZ8o4ExAQzPNoR1LIKHPoeWPbqZ+awxSsUjc60kMXkgGggWMEm2knl3qjoGmj9lDWtFn7mnWs8tO1ZkBLxM3J2WUo96zv7r9iCYhCE05UarjOrH2UiI1oxyyYjdREBM6IgPoGCpICMpLZ4dn+MQofRxE0pTQeKb+nkhJqNQk9E1nSPRQLXpT8T+vk+jgykuZiBMNgs4XBQnHOsLTFHCfSaCaTwwhVDJzK6ZDIgnVJquiCcFdfHmZNM+rrlN17y7Ktes8jgI6Qseoglx0iWroFtVRA1GUoGf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0rVj5ziP7A+vwBMnySxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8SbhbkXE8foBm2om5e+xK7V6e/E=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBahHiyJCHosevFYwX5AG8tmO2mXbjZhd1OsIb/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82POlHacb2tldW19Y7OwVdze2d0r2fsHTRUlkkKDRjySbZ8o4ExAQzPNoR1LIKHPoeWPbqZ+awxSsUjc60kMXkgGggWMEm2knl3qjoGmj9lDWtFn7mnWs8tO1ZkBLxM3J2WUo96zv7r9iCYhCE05UarjOrH2UiI1oxyyYjdREBM6IgPoGCpICMpLZ4dn+MQofRxE0pTQeKb+nkhJqNQk9E1nSPRQLXpT8T+vk+jgykuZiBMNgs4XBQnHOsLTFHCfSaCaTwwhVDJzK6ZDIgnVJquiCcFdfHmZNM+rrlN17y7Ktes8jgI6Qseoglx0iWroFtVRA1GUoGf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0rVj5ziP7A+vwBMnySxA==</latexit>

~c2
<latexit sha1_base64="i2NhMEaLea40QGk1pgmdOUjTdbE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkRdFl047KCfUASymRy0w6dScLMpBBCFn6EW126E7d+iit/xWmahbYeGDiccw9z7/ETRqWyrC+jtrG5tb1T323s7R8cHjWPTwYyTgWBPolZLEY+lsBoBH1FFYNRIgBzn8HQn90t/OEchKRx9KiyBDyOJxENKcFKS447B5K7c1KMO+Nmy2pbJcx1YlekhSr0xs1vN4hJyiFShGEpHdtKlJdjoShhUDTcVEKCyQxPwNE0whykl5crF+aFVgIzjIV+kTJL9Xcix1zKjPt6kmM1laveQvzPc1IV3ng5jZJUQUSWH4UpM1VsLu43AyqAKJZpgomgeleTTLHAROmWGm4ZzHkWQFjoRuzV+9fJoNO2rbb9cNXq3lbd1NEZOkeXyEbXqIvuUQ/1EUExekYv6NV4Mt6Md+NjOVozqswp+gPj8wfPJJcn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i2NhMEaLea40QGk1pgmdOUjTdbE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkRdFl047KCfUASymRy0w6dScLMpBBCFn6EW126E7d+iit/xWmahbYeGDiccw9z7/ETRqWyrC+jtrG5tb1T323s7R8cHjWPTwYyTgWBPolZLEY+lsBoBH1FFYNRIgBzn8HQn90t/OEchKRx9KiyBDyOJxENKcFKS447B5K7c1KMO+Nmy2pbJcx1YlekhSr0xs1vN4hJyiFShGEpHdtKlJdjoShhUDTcVEKCyQxPwNE0whykl5crF+aFVgIzjIV+kTJL9Xcix1zKjPt6kmM1laveQvzPc1IV3ng5jZJUQUSWH4UpM1VsLu43AyqAKJZpgomgeleTTLHAROmWGm4ZzHkWQFjoRuzV+9fJoNO2rbb9cNXq3lbd1NEZOkeXyEbXqIvuUQ/1EUExekYv6NV4Mt6Md+NjOVozqswp+gPj8wfPJJcn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i2NhMEaLea40QGk1pgmdOUjTdbE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkRdFl047KCfUASymRy0w6dScLMpBBCFn6EW126E7d+iit/xWmahbYeGDiccw9z7/ETRqWyrC+jtrG5tb1T323s7R8cHjWPTwYyTgWBPolZLEY+lsBoBH1FFYNRIgBzn8HQn90t/OEchKRx9KiyBDyOJxENKcFKS447B5K7c1KMO+Nmy2pbJcx1YlekhSr0xs1vN4hJyiFShGEpHdtKlJdjoShhUDTcVEKCyQxPwNE0whykl5crF+aFVgIzjIV+kTJL9Xcix1zKjPt6kmM1laveQvzPc1IV3ng5jZJUQUSWH4UpM1VsLu43AyqAKJZpgomgeleTTLHAROmWGm4ZzHkWQFjoRuzV+9fJoNO2rbb9cNXq3lbd1NEZOkeXyEbXqIvuUQ/1EUExekYv6NV4Mt6Md+NjOVozqswp+gPj8wfPJJcn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i2NhMEaLea40QGk1pgmdOUjTdbE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkRdFl047KCfUASymRy0w6dScLMpBBCFn6EW126E7d+iit/xWmahbYeGDiccw9z7/ETRqWyrC+jtrG5tb1T323s7R8cHjWPTwYyTgWBPolZLEY+lsBoBH1FFYNRIgBzn8HQn90t/OEchKRx9KiyBDyOJxENKcFKS447B5K7c1KMO+Nmy2pbJcx1YlekhSr0xs1vN4hJyiFShGEpHdtKlJdjoShhUDTcVEKCyQxPwNE0whykl5crF+aFVgIzjIV+kTJL9Xcix1zKjPt6kmM1laveQvzPc1IV3ng5jZJUQUSWH4UpM1VsLu43AyqAKJZpgomgeleTTLHAROmWGm4ZzHkWQFjoRuzV+9fJoNO2rbb9cNXq3lbd1NEZOkeXyEbXqIvuUQ/1EUExekYv6NV4Mt6Md+NjOVozqswp+gPj8wfPJJcn</latexit>

X
<latexit sha1_base64="jcXKl+5KPU5hczgbR1Vyeoc6r+Q=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMlk0g6dScLMRIihv+BWl+7ErX/jyl9xkmahrQcGDufcw9x7/IQzpW37y6qtrW9sbtW3Gzu7e/sHzcOjvopTSWiPxDyWQx8ryllEe5ppToeJpFj4nA782W3hDx6pVCyOHnSWUE/gScRCRrAuJFelYtxs2W27BFolTkVaUKE7bn67QUxSQSNNOFZq5NiJ9nIsNSOczhtuqmiCyQxP6MjQCAuqvLzcdY7OjBKgMJbmRRqV6u9EjoVSmfDNpMB6qpa9QvzPG6U6vPZyFiWpphFZfBSmHOkYFYejgElKNM8MwUQysysiUywx0aaehlsGc5EFNJybRpzl+1dJ/6Lt2G3n/rLVuam6qcMJnMI5OHAFHbiDLvSAwBSe4QVerSfrzXq3PhajNavKHMMfWJ8/kCOUOg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jcXKl+5KPU5hczgbR1Vyeoc6r+Q=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMlk0g6dScLMRIihv+BWl+7ErX/jyl9xkmahrQcGDufcw9x7/IQzpW37y6qtrW9sbtW3Gzu7e/sHzcOjvopTSWiPxDyWQx8ryllEe5ppToeJpFj4nA782W3hDx6pVCyOHnSWUE/gScRCRrAuJFelYtxs2W27BFolTkVaUKE7bn67QUxSQSNNOFZq5NiJ9nIsNSOczhtuqmiCyQxP6MjQCAuqvLzcdY7OjBKgMJbmRRqV6u9EjoVSmfDNpMB6qpa9QvzPG6U6vPZyFiWpphFZfBSmHOkYFYejgElKNM8MwUQysysiUywx0aaehlsGc5EFNJybRpzl+1dJ/6Lt2G3n/rLVuam6qcMJnMI5OHAFHbiDLvSAwBSe4QVerSfrzXq3PhajNavKHMMfWJ8/kCOUOg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jcXKl+5KPU5hczgbR1Vyeoc6r+Q=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMlk0g6dScLMRIihv+BWl+7ErX/jyl9xkmahrQcGDufcw9x7/IQzpW37y6qtrW9sbtW3Gzu7e/sHzcOjvopTSWiPxDyWQx8ryllEe5ppToeJpFj4nA782W3hDx6pVCyOHnSWUE/gScRCRrAuJFelYtxs2W27BFolTkVaUKE7bn67QUxSQSNNOFZq5NiJ9nIsNSOczhtuqmiCyQxP6MjQCAuqvLzcdY7OjBKgMJbmRRqV6u9EjoVSmfDNpMB6qpa9QvzPG6U6vPZyFiWpphFZfBSmHOkYFYejgElKNM8MwUQysysiUywx0aaehlsGc5EFNJybRpzl+1dJ/6Lt2G3n/rLVuam6qcMJnMI5OHAFHbiDLvSAwBSe4QVerSfrzXq3PhajNavKHMMfWJ8/kCOUOg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jcXKl+5KPU5hczgbR1Vyeoc6r+Q=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4AmlMlk0g6dScLMRIihv+BWl+7ErX/jyl9xkmahrQcGDufcw9x7/IQzpW37y6qtrW9sbtW3Gzu7e/sHzcOjvopTSWiPxDyWQx8ryllEe5ppToeJpFj4nA782W3hDx6pVCyOHnSWUE/gScRCRrAuJFelYtxs2W27BFolTkVaUKE7bn67QUxSQSNNOFZq5NiJ9nIsNSOczhtuqmiCyQxP6MjQCAuqvLzcdY7OjBKgMJbmRRqV6u9EjoVSmfDNpMB6qpa9QvzPG6U6vPZyFiWpphFZfBSmHOkYFYejgElKNM8MwUQysysiUywx0aaehlsGc5EFNJybRpzl+1dJ/6Lt2G3n/rLVuam6qcMJnMI5OHAFHbiDLvSAwBSe4QVerSfrzXq3PhajNavKHMMfWJ8/kCOUOg==</latexit>

p
⇣
x(t)|x(1:t�1)

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PZ5vt/w+F4wVHEcDWeDpe0fNQlU=">AAACG3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raLIZAUhh2RVCsgjaWEcwFsjHMTs4mQ2YvzJwNhnWfwGfwIWy1tBNbCytfxcml0MQfBj7+cw5nzu9Ggiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddVGEsGNRaKUDZdqkDwAGrIUUAzkkB9V0DDHVyN640hSMXD4BZHEbR92gu4xxlFbXVyhcgR4GHRGd7fJUUspQ9Tsi/w2C6ljuS9PpY6ubxVtiYyF8GeQZ7MVO3kvp1uyGIfAmSCKtWyrQjbCZXImYA068QKIsoGtActjQH1QbWTyTmpWdBO1/RCqV+A5sT9PZFQX6mR7+pOn2JfzdfG5n+1VozeeTvhQRQjBGy6yIuFiaE5zsbscgkMxUgDZZLrv5qsTyVlqBPMOpPBxB91wUt1Ivb8/YtQPynbmm9O85XLWTYZckiOSJHY5IxUyDWpkhph5JE8kxfyajwZb8a78TFtXTJmMwfkj4zPHwBMoVU=</latexit>

pc1

⇣
x(t)

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="jYNbcrpHecY+nGQ3a9r1qT7Dc/8=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsRFoOQNGFXBC2DNpYRzAOycZmd3E2GzD6YuRsMy1Z+gx9hq6Wd2PoBVv6Kk0ehiQcGDufcw517vFhwhZb1ZeRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU0WJZNBgkYhk26MKBA+hgRwFtGMJNPAEtLzh9cRvjUAqHoV3OI6hG9B+yH3OKGrJLR7HbspcO3ME+Fh2Rg/3aRkrmSN5f4AVt1iyqtYU5jKx56RE5qi7xW+nF7EkgBCZoEp1bCvGbkolciYgKziJgpiyIe1DR9OQBqC66fSMzDzVSs/0I6lfiOZU/Z1IaaDUOPD0ZEBxoBa9ifif10nQv+ymPIwThJDNFvmJMDEyJ52YPS6BoRhrQpnk+q8mG1BJGermCs40mAbjHviZbsRevH+ZNM+qtua356Xa1bybPDkiJ6RMbHJBauSG1EmDMPJInskLeTWejDfj3fiYjeaMeeaQ/IHx+QPBUZ6l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jYNbcrpHecY+nGQ3a9r1qT7Dc/8=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsRFoOQNGFXBC2DNpYRzAOycZmd3E2GzD6YuRsMy1Z+gx9hq6Wd2PoBVv6Kk0ehiQcGDufcw517vFhwhZb1ZeRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU0WJZNBgkYhk26MKBA+hgRwFtGMJNPAEtLzh9cRvjUAqHoV3OI6hG9B+yH3OKGrJLR7HbspcO3ME+Fh2Rg/3aRkrmSN5f4AVt1iyqtYU5jKx56RE5qi7xW+nF7EkgBCZoEp1bCvGbkolciYgKziJgpiyIe1DR9OQBqC66fSMzDzVSs/0I6lfiOZU/Z1IaaDUOPD0ZEBxoBa9ifif10nQv+ymPIwThJDNFvmJMDEyJ52YPS6BoRhrQpnk+q8mG1BJGermCs40mAbjHviZbsRevH+ZNM+qtua356Xa1bybPDkiJ6RMbHJBauSG1EmDMPJInskLeTWejDfj3fiYjeaMeeaQ/IHx+QPBUZ6l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jYNbcrpHecY+nGQ3a9r1qT7Dc/8=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsRFoOQNGFXBC2DNpYRzAOycZmd3E2GzD6YuRsMy1Z+gx9hq6Wd2PoBVv6Kk0ehiQcGDufcw517vFhwhZb1ZeRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU0WJZNBgkYhk26MKBA+hgRwFtGMJNPAEtLzh9cRvjUAqHoV3OI6hG9B+yH3OKGrJLR7HbspcO3ME+Fh2Rg/3aRkrmSN5f4AVt1iyqtYU5jKx56RE5qi7xW+nF7EkgBCZoEp1bCvGbkolciYgKziJgpiyIe1DR9OQBqC66fSMzDzVSs/0I6lfiOZU/Z1IaaDUOPD0ZEBxoBa9ifif10nQv+ymPIwThJDNFvmJMDEyJ52YPS6BoRhrQpnk+q8mG1BJGermCs40mAbjHviZbsRevH+ZNM+qtua356Xa1bybPDkiJ6RMbHJBauSG1EmDMPJInskLeTWejDfj3fiYjeaMeeaQ/IHx+QPBUZ6l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jYNbcrpHecY+nGQ3a9r1qT7Dc/8=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsRFoOQNGFXBC2DNpYRzAOycZmd3E2GzD6YuRsMy1Z+gx9hq6Wd2PoBVv6Kk0ehiQcGDufcw517vFhwhZb1ZeRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU0WJZNBgkYhk26MKBA+hgRwFtGMJNPAEtLzh9cRvjUAqHoV3OI6hG9B+yH3OKGrJLR7HbspcO3ME+Fh2Rg/3aRkrmSN5f4AVt1iyqtYU5jKx56RE5qi7xW+nF7EkgBCZoEp1bCvGbkolciYgKziJgpiyIe1DR9OQBqC66fSMzDzVSs/0I6lfiOZU/Z1IaaDUOPD0ZEBxoBa9ifif10nQv+ymPIwThJDNFvmJMDEyJ52YPS6BoRhrQpnk+q8mG1BJGermCs40mAbjHviZbsRevH+ZNM+qtua356Xa1bybPDkiJ6RMbHJBauSG1EmDMPJInskLeTWejDfj3fiYjeaMeeaQ/IHx+QPBUZ6l</latexit>

pc2

⇣
x(t)

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="vQzBLGIxMgiepctyB2msfmKjzDM=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainCYhCSJuwGQcugjWUE84BsXGYnd5Mhsw9m7gbDspXf4EfYamkntn6Alb/i5FFo4oGBwzn3cOceLxZcoWV9GSura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwqaJEMmiwSESy7VEFgofQQI4C2rEEGngCWt7weuK3RiAVj8I7HMfQDWg/5D5nFLXkFk5iN2VuNXME+FhyRg/3aQnLmSN5f4Blt1C0KtYU5jKx56RI5qi7hW+nF7EkgBCZoEp1bCvGbkolciYgyzuJgpiyIe1DR9OQBqC66fSMzDzTSs/0I6lfiOZU/Z1IaaDUOPD0ZEBxoBa9ifif10nQv+ymPIwThJDNFvmJMDEyJ52YPS6BoRhrQpnk+q8mG1BJGerm8s40mAbjHviZbsRevH+ZNKsVW/Pb82Ltat5NjhyTU1IiNrkgNXJD6qRBGHkkz+SFvBpPxpvxbnzMRleMeeaI/IHx+QPC+Z6m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vQzBLGIxMgiepctyB2msfmKjzDM=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainCYhCSJuwGQcugjWUE84BsXGYnd5Mhsw9m7gbDspXf4EfYamkntn6Alb/i5FFo4oGBwzn3cOceLxZcoWV9GSura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwqaJEMmiwSESy7VEFgofQQI4C2rEEGngCWt7weuK3RiAVj8I7HMfQDWg/5D5nFLXkFk5iN2VuNXME+FhyRg/3aQnLmSN5f4Blt1C0KtYU5jKx56RI5qi7hW+nF7EkgBCZoEp1bCvGbkolciYgyzuJgpiyIe1DR9OQBqC66fSMzDzTSs/0I6lfiOZU/Z1IaaDUOPD0ZEBxoBa9ifif10nQv+ymPIwThJDNFvmJMDEyJ52YPS6BoRhrQpnk+q8mG1BJGerm8s40mAbjHviZbsRevH+ZNKsVW/Pb82Ltat5NjhyTU1IiNrkgNXJD6qRBGHkkz+SFvBpPxpvxbnzMRleMeeaI/IHx+QPC+Z6m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vQzBLGIxMgiepctyB2msfmKjzDM=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainCYhCSJuwGQcugjWUE84BsXGYnd5Mhsw9m7gbDspXf4EfYamkntn6Alb/i5FFo4oGBwzn3cOceLxZcoWV9GSura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwqaJEMmiwSESy7VEFgofQQI4C2rEEGngCWt7weuK3RiAVj8I7HMfQDWg/5D5nFLXkFk5iN2VuNXME+FhyRg/3aQnLmSN5f4Blt1C0KtYU5jKx56RI5qi7hW+nF7EkgBCZoEp1bCvGbkolciYgyzuJgpiyIe1DR9OQBqC66fSMzDzTSs/0I6lfiOZU/Z1IaaDUOPD0ZEBxoBa9ifif10nQv+ymPIwThJDNFvmJMDEyJ52YPS6BoRhrQpnk+q8mG1BJGerm8s40mAbjHviZbsRevH+ZNKsVW/Pb82Ltat5NjhyTU1IiNrkgNXJD6qRBGHkkz+SFvBpPxpvxbnzMRleMeeaI/IHx+QPC+Z6m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vQzBLGIxMgiepctyB2msfmKjzDM=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainCYhCSJuwGQcugjWUE84BsXGYnd5Mhsw9m7gbDspXf4EfYamkntn6Alb/i5FFo4oGBwzn3cOceLxZcoWV9GSura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwqaJEMmiwSESy7VEFgofQQI4C2rEEGngCWt7weuK3RiAVj8I7HMfQDWg/5D5nFLXkFk5iN2VuNXME+FhyRg/3aQnLmSN5f4Blt1C0KtYU5jKx56RI5qi7hW+nF7EkgBCZoEp1bCvGbkolciYgyzuJgpiyIe1DR9OQBqC66fSMzDzTSs/0I6lfiOZU/Z1IaaDUOPD0ZEBxoBa9ifif10nQv+ymPIwThJDNFvmJMDEyJ52YPS6BoRhrQpnk+q8mG1BJGerm8s40mAbjHviZbsRevH+ZNKsVW/Pb82Ltat5NjhyTU1IiNrkgNXJD6qRBGHkkz+SFvBpPxpvxbnzMRleMeeaI/IHx+QPC+Z6m</latexit>

Context 1
LSTM

Context 2
LSTM

Woh
b<latexit sha1_base64="C47O1UOUyJA/eKyDN0mxGM3UGd8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCLotuXFawD2xjmUwm7dB5hJlJIYSCH+FWl+7Erb/iyl9xkmahrQcGDufcw9x7gphRbVz3y1lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf2aweHHS0ThUkbSyZVL0CaMCpI21DDSC9WBPGAkW4wucn97pQoTaW4N2lMfI5GgkYUI2Olh8G0OwweMzmeDWt1t+EWgMvEK0kdlGgNa9+DUOKEE2EwQ1r3PTc2foaUoZiRWXWQaBIjPEEj0rdUIE60nxUbz+CpVUIYSWWfMLBQfycyxLVOeWAnOTJjvejl4n9ePzHRlZ9RESeGCDz/KEoYNBLm58OQKoINSy1BWFG7K8RjpBA2tqTqoAhmPA1JlDfiLd6/TDrnDc/yu4t687rspgKOwQk4Ax64BE1wC1qgDTAQ4Bm8gFfnyXlz3p2P+eiKU2aOwB84nz8/T5bc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C47O1UOUyJA/eKyDN0mxGM3UGd8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCLotuXFawD2xjmUwm7dB5hJlJIYSCH+FWl+7Erb/iyl9xkmahrQcGDufcw9x7gphRbVz3y1lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf2aweHHS0ThUkbSyZVL0CaMCpI21DDSC9WBPGAkW4wucn97pQoTaW4N2lMfI5GgkYUI2Olh8G0OwweMzmeDWt1t+EWgMvEK0kdlGgNa9+DUOKEE2EwQ1r3PTc2foaUoZiRWXWQaBIjPEEj0rdUIE60nxUbz+CpVUIYSWWfMLBQfycyxLVOeWAnOTJjvejl4n9ePzHRlZ9RESeGCDz/KEoYNBLm58OQKoINSy1BWFG7K8RjpBA2tqTqoAhmPA1JlDfiLd6/TDrnDc/yu4t687rspgKOwQk4Ax64BE1wC1qgDTAQ4Bm8gFfnyXlz3p2P+eiKU2aOwB84nz8/T5bc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C47O1UOUyJA/eKyDN0mxGM3UGd8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCLotuXFawD2xjmUwm7dB5hJlJIYSCH+FWl+7Erb/iyl9xkmahrQcGDufcw9x7gphRbVz3y1lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf2aweHHS0ThUkbSyZVL0CaMCpI21DDSC9WBPGAkW4wucn97pQoTaW4N2lMfI5GgkYUI2Olh8G0OwweMzmeDWt1t+EWgMvEK0kdlGgNa9+DUOKEE2EwQ1r3PTc2foaUoZiRWXWQaBIjPEEj0rdUIE60nxUbz+CpVUIYSWWfMLBQfycyxLVOeWAnOTJjvejl4n9ePzHRlZ9RESeGCDz/KEoYNBLm58OQKoINSy1BWFG7K8RjpBA2tqTqoAhmPA1JlDfiLd6/TDrnDc/yu4t687rspgKOwQk4Ax64BE1wC1qgDTAQ4Bm8gFfnyXlz3p2P+eiKU2aOwB84nz8/T5bc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C47O1UOUyJA/eKyDN0mxGM3UGd8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCLotuXFawD2xjmUwm7dB5hJlJIYSCH+FWl+7Erb/iyl9xkmahrQcGDufcw9x7gphRbVz3y1lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf2aweHHS0ThUkbSyZVL0CaMCpI21DDSC9WBPGAkW4wucn97pQoTaW4N2lMfI5GgkYUI2Olh8G0OwweMzmeDWt1t+EWgMvEK0kdlGgNa9+DUOKEE2EwQ1r3PTc2foaUoZiRWXWQaBIjPEEj0rdUIE60nxUbz+CpVUIYSWWfMLBQfycyxLVOeWAnOTJjvejl4n9ePzHRlZ9RESeGCDz/KEoYNBLm58OQKoINSy1BWFG7K8RjpBA2tqTqoAhmPA1JlDfiLd6/TDrnDc/yu4t687rspgKOwQk4Ax64BE1wC1qgDTAQ4Bm8gFfnyXlz3p2P+eiKU2aOwB84nz8/T5bc</latexit>

Woh
c1

<latexit sha1_base64="JDOd3AOVMbfKGeTS8rkxBwH9plc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokIuiy6cVnBtkKbhslk0g6dR5iZFELIzo9wq0t34tYfceWvOEmz0NYDA4dz7uHeOUFMidKO82XV1tY3Nrfq242d3b39g+bhUV+JRCLcQ4IK+RhAhSnhuKeJpvgxlhiygOJBMLst/MEcS0UEf9BpjD0GJ5xEBEFtpPFoPvAz5Lv5OBPT3G+2nLZTwl4lbkVaoELXb36PQoEShrlGFCo1dJ1YexmUmiCK88YoUTiGaAYneGgohwwrLyuvzu0zo4R2JKR5XNul+juRQaZUygIzyaCeqmWvEP/zhomOrr2M8DjRmKPFoiihthZ2UYEdEomRpqkhEElibrXRFEqItCmqMSqDGUtDHBWNuMv/XyX9i7Zr+P1lq3NTdVMHJ+AUnAMXXIEOuANd0AMISPAMXsCr9WS9We/Wx2K0ZlWZY/AH1ucPTP6YjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JDOd3AOVMbfKGeTS8rkxBwH9plc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokIuiy6cVnBtkKbhslk0g6dR5iZFELIzo9wq0t34tYfceWvOEmz0NYDA4dz7uHeOUFMidKO82XV1tY3Nrfq242d3b39g+bhUV+JRCLcQ4IK+RhAhSnhuKeJpvgxlhiygOJBMLst/MEcS0UEf9BpjD0GJ5xEBEFtpPFoPvAz5Lv5OBPT3G+2nLZTwl4lbkVaoELXb36PQoEShrlGFCo1dJ1YexmUmiCK88YoUTiGaAYneGgohwwrLyuvzu0zo4R2JKR5XNul+juRQaZUygIzyaCeqmWvEP/zhomOrr2M8DjRmKPFoiihthZ2UYEdEomRpqkhEElibrXRFEqItCmqMSqDGUtDHBWNuMv/XyX9i7Zr+P1lq3NTdVMHJ+AUnAMXXIEOuANd0AMISPAMXsCr9WS9We/Wx2K0ZlWZY/AH1ucPTP6YjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JDOd3AOVMbfKGeTS8rkxBwH9plc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokIuiy6cVnBtkKbhslk0g6dR5iZFELIzo9wq0t34tYfceWvOEmz0NYDA4dz7uHeOUFMidKO82XV1tY3Nrfq242d3b39g+bhUV+JRCLcQ4IK+RhAhSnhuKeJpvgxlhiygOJBMLst/MEcS0UEf9BpjD0GJ5xEBEFtpPFoPvAz5Lv5OBPT3G+2nLZTwl4lbkVaoELXb36PQoEShrlGFCo1dJ1YexmUmiCK88YoUTiGaAYneGgohwwrLyuvzu0zo4R2JKR5XNul+juRQaZUygIzyaCeqmWvEP/zhomOrr2M8DjRmKPFoiihthZ2UYEdEomRpqkhEElibrXRFEqItCmqMSqDGUtDHBWNuMv/XyX9i7Zr+P1lq3NTdVMHJ+AUnAMXXIEOuANd0AMISPAMXsCr9WS9We/Wx2K0ZlWZY/AH1ucPTP6YjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JDOd3AOVMbfKGeTS8rkxBwH9plc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokIuiy6cVnBtkKbhslk0g6dR5iZFELIzo9wq0t34tYfceWvOEmz0NYDA4dz7uHeOUFMidKO82XV1tY3Nrfq242d3b39g+bhUV+JRCLcQ4IK+RhAhSnhuKeJpvgxlhiygOJBMLst/MEcS0UEf9BpjD0GJ5xEBEFtpPFoPvAz5Lv5OBPT3G+2nLZTwl4lbkVaoELXb36PQoEShrlGFCo1dJ1YexmUmiCK88YoUTiGaAYneGgohwwrLyuvzu0zo4R2JKR5XNul+juRQaZUygIzyaCeqmWvEP/zhomOrr2M8DjRmKPFoiihthZ2UYEdEomRpqkhEElibrXRFEqItCmqMSqDGUtDHBWNuMv/XyX9i7Zr+P1lq3NTdVMHJ+AUnAMXXIEOuANd0AMISPAMXsCr9WS9We/Wx2K0ZlWZY/AH1ucPTP6YjQ==</latexit>

Woh
c2
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Figure 3.4: Representation of the MCE Model. In MCE there is a background LSTM and a
context-dependent (expert) LSTM for each context type. Their predictions are interpolated
in the output layer with mixing weights provided by the gating LSTM (green). For fairness,
each expert LSTM is smaller in size than the one used in concatenation. The models are
compared for the same number of LSTM neurons. pcj (x

(t)) represents the output probability

distribution of each expert pcj(x
(t)|x(t−1)).

3.3 Mixture of Contextual Experts

As an alternative approach to incorporating context, we introduce our contextual mixture

of experts (MCE) model based on two key ideas: attention [5] and mixture-of-experts [63].

Illustrated in Figure 3.4, the model consists of a context-independent background expert, an

expert for each context, and a gating network that synthesizes their predictions to generate

the output. The entire model is trained jointly and aims to capture different sources of

language variation via the expert sub-models. Intuitively, based on the current word and

sequence history, the gating network learns to place more attention on specific contexts.

The MCE model has the flexibility to dynamically determine the effect of each context type

for each input word and set of contexts. Equivalently, it allows the prediction of some input

words to be context-dependent while for others it remains generic, even within the same

sentence. Furthermore, as it linearly combines output probability distributions, its predictions

are more interpretable than concatenation models, thereby allowing for more insights in terms

of language analysis.
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3.3.1 Background Model

MCE includes a background LSTM layer whose input consists only of the previous word,

with no context information. This part of the model is essentially a simple RNN LM and

can be conceptualized as a generic language model that allows contexts with limited data to

share and utilize information from the entire dataset. We denote the prediction of this model

as pb(x
(t)|x(1:t−1)) (shown as pb(x

(t)) in Figure 3.4).

3.3.2 Expert (Context) Models

Our model also contains an LSTM targeted at each unique context cj ; we denote its predictions

pcj(x
(t)|x(1:t−1)).3 This part of our model is identical to the architecture of concatenation

models described in the previous section. However, allowing the model to separate the

influence of the background and the context enables the experts to be more flexible and

context-specific in their predictions.

This advantage is reinforced when multiple sources of context are included. A standard

concatenation model has limited ability to dynamically increase or reduce the influence of one

context at the expense of the other. The MCE model can explicitly increase or decrease the

effect of one context (such as user identity) relative to another (such as restaurant category)

or the background LM.

3.3.3 Gating Network

For every input word, the gating network combines the model components by linearly

mixing their predictive distributions. The model output is thus a linear interpolation of the

3The one layer LSTMs can be substituted with more layers or alternative recurrent architectures (GRUs,
QRNNs, FactorCell). Investigation of these options is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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predictions of the background model and each expert model:

p
(
x(t)|x(1:t−1)) =

J∑

j=1

α
(t)
j pcj

(
x(t)|x(1:t−1)) +

(
1−

J∑

j=1

α
(t)
j

)
pb
(
x(t)|x(1:t−1)) . (3.3)

α(t) is a vector of J + 1 mixing weights that are generated from an LSTM layer, which takes

the previous word and context embeddings as inputs. A softmax layer ensures the vector

sums to one.

α(t) = softmax
(
LSTM

(
~x(t−1) ⊕ ~c1 ⊕ ~c2

))
,

J+1∑

j=1

αj = 1. (3.4)

We choose an LSTM as it has been shown to outperform feed-forward layers in mixing

language models [112] by allowing the output mixing weights to be based on the entire

sequence history (via recurrent hidden states).

In previous MoE literature, the gating network’s output has been used as probabilities

for a stochastic selector [63, 137], which assigns zero weights to most experts. This helps

decorrelate the experts as the same gradient no longer flows into every expert. In contrast,

we use the gating network’s outputs as linear mixing weights. Inspired by the attention

mechanism in [5] and work that linearly interpolates softmax layers (though without external

context) [162, 163], we conjecture that the output word is better represented as a combination

of the background model and the context models with varying attention placed on each

output probability distribution. Because each expert receives different input, the experts

avoid being correlated.

In addition to allowing the mixing weights to be dynamic and dependent on the observed

sentence, this part of the model does not depend upon the sparse word-context tensor to

learn how to interpolate predictions. The process of learning mixing weights on a validation

set (as is typically done in DA) is amortized by the dense representation of words and context

and the LSTM. The α values of the mixing weights, in combination with the different expert
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input, provide a mechanism for interpreting the behavior of the model.

3.4 Datasets

For our experiments we choose two datasets from social media. Natural language in such

domains is often difficult to model and can heavily depend on context. Our data contain

the identity of the user and the category of the forum the text was written in as contexts,

which tests the ability of different models to incorporate two functionally different types of

information.

Reddit: Reddit is a popular discussion website, segmented by thematic subforums called

subreddits. We consider the particular subreddit and identity of the user writing the post

as the context types. We select two subsets of subreddits: i) a set of 10 popular subreddits,

referred to as 10sr, ii) a set of 200 subreddits, each of which contains 13K-20K posts, referred

to as 200sr.4 The former was selected to facilitate intuitive analysis of differences in language

(as the themes are interpretable), and the latter was selected in order to allow for a broader

range of topics.

We use Reddit posts from the year 2016 and filter out subreddits and users with fewer than

50000 subscribers and 1000 posts respectively. Each comment thread in reddit has a structure

with nested responses, but we only consider first level responses. More indented responses

tend to be repetitive, single words or images where language is less interesting to model.

Yelp: We also use a subset of business reviews and user data from the Yelp Dataset

Challenge.5 We use reviews that belong to the Restaurants category, and we treat user

4Datasets will be made available upon publication.
5https://www.yelp.com/dataset/
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10sr 200sr Yelp

No. of Tokens 36M 44M 15M
No. of Sentences 2.7M 3.4M 0.9M
Vocabulary Size 50k 50k 20k

No. of Categories 10 200 77
No. of Users 9647 10159 192

Category Emb Size 6 13 9
User Emb Size 30 50 11

Table 3.1: The sizes of datasets, along with the selected embedding sizes for each context.

identity and restaurant category as the context types. Each restaurant can belong in multiple

categories at the same time (e.g. Sushi Bar and Japanese). For each restaurant we only

assign the most common category (overall) to it, maintaining our setup where each sentence

has a unique context for each type.

In both datasets, we want to maximize the interactions between users and categories, hence

we create a user-category count matrix, and measure the h-index of each user. For reddit

we keep users with and h-index of at least 20 – i.e. they have posted at least 20 times in

at least 20 subreddits [67], while for Yelp that cutoff is 15. Sentences are truncated to a

maximum of 34 words, which covers more than 90% of all words. Sentences with less words

are right zero-padded. For both datasets we create a vocabulary with the most common

words and replace the rest with an unknown token. Details about dataset sizes can be found

in Table 3.1.

3.5 Experiments and Results

In this section we evaluate the language modeling abilities of our proposed model 6 on multiple

datasets and study the word-specific mixing weights α produced by the gating network.

6Our implementation of MCE and baselines will be made available upon publication.
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3.5.1 Baseline Models

We compare performance against seven baseline methods:

• Kneser-Ney smoothed 5-gram that is unaware of context. This model was used as

a baseline in Mikolov et al. [106]. We implemented it using the SRI LM framework [146].

• LSTM-RNN, an LSTM-based RNN language model with only the word information

as input, similar to the one depicted in Figure 3.2.

• No Context Experts, a model that shares the same architecture as MCE but all three

experts have the same input (i.e. no context). This is similar to LSTM-RNN but there

are three smaller LSTM’s, each one receiving the same word as input. We compare with

this model to showcase the importance of providing experts with contextual information.

• N-gram Domain Adaptation, a linear interpolation between a 5-gram KN model

trained on all of the data and a model trained only on context data. This is essentially

the implementation of the methods described in Bellegarda et al. [10], which was

generated using the SRI LM framework [146].

• RNN Domain Adaptation (RNN DA), an LSTM language model for the background

and a 5-gram for each context7. This is a recurrent adaptation of the methods in

Bellegarda et al. [10].

• Concatenated Context (CC): LSTM language model with the word and context

vectors concatenated as input (Figure 3.3). At the time of writing this was the standard

approach for incorporating external context.

• FactorCell: a recent modification to the LSTM neuron that modifies the internal

weight matrix based on each context vector [65].

7Lack of scalability of this model did not allow it to be run with with many values (large cardinality),
such as the user id.
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We use three types of context: user identity, category identity (subreddit or restaurant type),

and a combination of both. We also investigate domain adaptation (DA) with an RNN for

background and an RNN for each context for 10sr. The results of this DA approach are not

reported because this model requires 5 times more parameters than our MCE model, as well

as considerably more tuning, and it still does not outperform it.

In general RNN LMs require considerable fine tuning [102]; consequently, to ensure fair

comparisons, we optimize all methods using the same process. All LSTM-based methods have

approximately the same number of parameters; MCE LSTM’s have smaller sizes (512 and

340 units for the 2 and 3 submodel cases) compared to the baselines (1024 units), allowing

our model to scale similarly to the baselines. We expand of optimization details and training

procedures in the following section.

3.5.2 Experimental Details

Setup Details

MCE is primarily compared to the generic method of concatenating context in the input of a

recurrent layer. In order to achieve a fair comparison we followed an identical optimization

process for all the concatenation baselines and our model. For computational efficiency we

set the maximum number of recurrent neurons in any model to 1024. Consequently, for our

model that contains two LSTMs, each was set to 512 (and 340 for the case of three). The

maximum size of the αLSTM is set to 50, and treated as a hyper-parameter optimized on

the validation set. The word embedding layer is initialized with 300-dimensional pre-trained

word embeddings from Common Crawl.8 In MCE models, the embeddings and output layer

(transpose of embeddings) are initialized using context-free and concat models. All models

contain a max-norm constraint of 4 at the output layer, to reduce the effect of frequent words

8https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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being updated more often, a common optimization pitfall.

In our model we also need to specify the size of the context embedding. In order to avoid

additional optimization parameters (and giving an unfair advantage to our model) we set these

deterministically. A common way to determine the dimension of latent representations is to

perform PCA and keep the number of factors that cover 90% of the variance. However, since

our embedding layer is non-linear, we follow the same process using an Autoencoder [7, 130].

For each dataset, we combine the words for each context, generating a context-word matrix.

We then train a one-layer Autoencoder to reconstruct those, varying the size of the hidden

layer. We find the size that covers more than 90% of the variance and use that as our context

dimension. The sizes used are mentioned in Table 3.1.

Optimization Details

We train each model using Adam [77] using the standard cross-entropy loss. The only

parameter that needs to be optimized is the initial learning rate (and the size of αLSTM for

our model). The optimal learning rate was [4− 8] ∗ 10−4 for all datasets. After identifying

the best learning rate for each dataset-model combination, each model is trained until the

validation loss stops improving.

For FactorCell [65, 66] we use parameters similar to those described in their papers. More

specifically we use a learning rate of 0.001, set the context embeddings to be the same as

ours and and set the rank to be the same size as well (which is higher than the typical rank

used in their work for contexts of the same cardinality).
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10sr 200sr Yelp

Context Unaware
5-gram 130.57 158.97 83.72
LSTM-RNN 82.07 73.41 46.78
No Context Experts 76.09 74.75 47.48

Context: Category
n-gram DA 117.27 99.36 64.14
RNN DA 75.71 66.89 45.87
Concatenation 75.38 65.76 45.46
FactorCell 69.78 61.72 43.19
MCE 65.39 60.37 40.59

Context: Users
Concatenation 73.41 63.71 43.15
FactorCell 68.46 61.97 40.60
MCE User 64.65 60.08 39.64

Context: Categories and Users
Concatenation 73.72 66.90 42.61
FactorCell 66.28 60.81 40.70
MCE 63.32 59.22 39.79

Table 3.2: Perplexity results; MCE outperforms the baselines. The best-performing methods
for each context and data set are underlined while, the best methods overall are in boldface.
All the improvements of the best-performing numbers are statistically significant (p-value
< 10−5) over the second-best method (measured by bootstrapping results 105 times [14]).

3.5.3 Language Modeling Performance

We first evaluate the performance of our models and baselines using average test set perplexity

which results in Table 3.2. We distinguish between the context used (category, user, category

& user) and also include models that do not take the context into account in Table 3.2.

Context information improves performance significantly for both n-grams and RNNs. Breaking

up the LSTM into smaller no-context experts improves performance when the cardinality of

context is small (10), but does not improve it otherwise. RNN DA is slightly less accurate than

concatenation for context with small cardinality, and FactorCell improves upon concatenation.

MCE has the best results for all datasets. Although we compare against the FactorCell
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model, our work is mostly complementary to theirs [65], as we can use their cell at the input

of each of our experts. When user and category context information is used, our method

provides an improvement of 7-14% against concatenation. We also find that user information

contributes more in terms of performance than category information, which is in agreement

with literature that has found personalization in language models to be important [88, 160].

3.5.4 Input Separability

Next we use the MCE model to explore and analyze how context affects language use and

find that α is word dependent and can vary within the same sentence. In our analysis we

use a random subset of 100K sentences and denote as α the value which corresponds to the

mixing weight for the context-dependent LSTM.

For every input word and context, the gating network determines how much emphasis to

place on the context-aware model’s prediction. Therefore, a high value of α indicates that the

next word prediction is highly context-dependent. This, however, does not indicate that a

low α-word is necessarily context-independent. A word that appears only in a single context,

for example, is context-specific but can be modeled solely by the background model. Rather,

a high value of α suggests that the model has learned to softly separate how a word is used

within a context from its normal background usage. Likewise, a low value suggests that the

model has determined that word usage in that context is similar to its use in background

model.

Figure 3.5 shows a histogram of α values from the MCE category (subreddit) model from the

10sr dataset. The values are spread out, with a mean of 0.57. The spikes are due to very

frequent tokens (the start token and the period). The first spike at 0.78 stems from the start

sentence token that appears in every sentence. In addition, capitalized, sentence-starting

words such as What and Why have some of the highest α values. This result suggests that
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of α values with subreddit as context (10sr dataset). We include
example input words, i.e. α determines how much the context is relevant for the next word.
The spikes are due to very frequent tokens (the start token and the period)

our model predicts the initial parts of sentences based on the context. This is intuitive since

without any previous words, the model must rely more on the subreddit information to

predict the language within a specific subreddit.

MCE can pick up subtler signals as well. The additional spike (at 0.94) stems from the period

term (“.”), which is almost always followed by the sentence end token. This is universal across

all subreddits. However, upon closer examination we observe that in AskHistorians only,

the period is followed by a “)” 1% of the time. In this more academic subreddit, users tend

to supplement sentences with parenthetical statements, such as: (Keep in mind that $25 then,

is about the equivalent of $390 today.) This leads to an increased concentration of periods

followed by end parentheses. MCE learns to place more emphasis on context-dependent

predictions to model what comes after the period, as this segmentation of the input space
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of α values when using both user and category (subreddit) information
for the 10sr dataset). The model places (on average) more emphasis on the subreddit and
user experts.

improves perplexity. The ability of the MCE model to disentangle word usage by category

allows for identification of differences in subreddit-specific styles.

When training with both contexts, α is a vector of length three that sums to one. Figure 3.6

shows the histogram for each of the three α values. The user and subreddit experts seem to

be on average more prominent than the background model. The spike for the user expert

corresponds to the ampersand term (“&”). Three users are responsible for typing 10% of all

the ampersands in the training data, and the rest are split between 4000 users. The model

chooses to place emphasis on the user expert, to correctly capture the behavior of these three

users, since it represents an easy gain in perplexity. The spike at zero (for both subreddit

and background experts) also corresponds to the ampersand, since the sum of α’s needs to

be one.
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Figure 3.7: Average α per subreddit (from 200sr) for two input words with high variance
(“rule”, “message”). These indicates how words are used differently across different contexts.

3.5.5 Context Dependent Words

While looking at words with a high average α can explain scenarios in which our model

identifies a good split for the data, averaging can hide important discrepancies between

contexts. With this in mind, we measure the average α value of words per subreddit and

examine words with high variance over subreddits. This allows us to identify words that

behave differently across contexts. Such words include “rule” and “message,” whose average

α is shown for some subreddits in Figure 3.7a and 3.7b. While their semantic meaning

is constant across subreddits, examining the input data reveals that these words behave

differently in ELI59 and politics respectively.

In particular, rule is mentioned 2400 times in ELI5 and 700 in all other subreddits combined.

In ELI5 it is frequently followed by the tokens 7, 9, 2, and 6, which is an artifact of the

community: moderators repeatedly asking users to follow the respective rule.

Similarly in politics, message is mentioned 2000 times versus 600 in all others. This

occurs because posts are often deleted or modified with a note to message the moderators

for inquiries. Hence, 79% of the time message is followed by the in this context. Due to

9Explainlikeimfive: a subreddit used for simple explanations of sometimes complex topics.
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Figure 3.8: Average α per subreddit (from 200sr) for two input words with high variance
(“Washington”, “Great”). These indicates how words are used differently across different
contexts.

its frequency, this usage dominates the background model. However, the usage of message

is different in other subreddits. Consequently, the model relies the context model more to

predict what comes after message.

Looking at more words with high variance, we observe words that are not just an artifact of

extreme edge cases. For instance, we note the intuitive bimodal distribution for the word

Washington (Figure 3.8a). In politics and news, it is primarily followed by words such as

Post, Times and DC, whereas it is followed by (Wizards, Generals) in nba and Redskins

in nfl.10 We observe a similar trend for Great (Figure 3.8b). In the context of sports and

games (nba as well as nfl and gaming), Great is often succeeded by game, job or play, while

in ELI5 and AskHistorians, it is used as part of a noun and is followed by capitalized words

such as Bridge, Leap, Britain, and Depression.

These results suggest that the corresponding α values allow the model to correctly segment

similar uses of Great away from dissimilar ones. More generally, α enables us to identify

words that are used similarly versus differently in different contexts. If the model largely

uses background model predictions for a word for multiple contexts, then that word is being

used similarly within those contexts. Understanding the relationships of individual words to

10These are names of US sports teams.
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Figure 3.9: Average α per POS tag for the Yelp category dataset. Nouns and verbs are more
likely to come from the context component.

the various contexts is an important benefit of the MCE model that standard models do not

offer.

3.5.6 Context Dependent POS tags

To understand the kinds of words that are often context-dependent and ones that are not, we

perform part-of-speech (POS) tagging11 and analyze the average α per tag. For example, an

average high α in nouns (NN) means that the model gave more emphasis to the context part

of the model when the prediction was a noun. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 illustrates the average α

value on the output word for the Yelp and 200sr categories dataset respectively.

We observe that in both datasets, meaning-rich POS tags such as adjectives (JJS, JJ) and

11https://www.nltk.org/
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Figure 3.10: Average α per POS tag for the 200sr category dataset. Similar to the Yelp
dataset, nouns and verbs here are also more likely to come from the context component.

nouns (NN, NNS, NNP) have the highest α values, followed closely by verbs (VB, VBN,

VBP). This suggests that descriptive language such as nouns is more context-dependent,

which is intuitive as they are more specific to categories. In contrast, we find that structural

language such as parentheses, the word “to,” and coordinating conjunctions (CC) such as

“but” and “and” have consistently smaller α values. These words are used similarly among all

contexts, and MCE consequently relies more on the background model to predict what will

follow them.

3.5.7 Language Generation

An additional advantage of using context in language models is that they can explicitly

generate sentences for a particular context. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show examples from the
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Concat MCE

Patriots

Adrian <unk> makes the balls flexible . 

I like with Rory and <unk> winning the season 

This is what happens HYPE <unk>

Good reason why is this teams being posted and doing 
something different , does n't even seem like a real sign !

This is what happens , until the summer of ours that make 
the playoffs turns in a corner , and the Shane fans are 
receiving escape games .

I like how he could endorse SB to win writer and articulate 
this team with reasons I think .

drowns in the ball and Brady is like this again . 

I like Scully <unk> <unk> . 

This is what happens !

I saw you attempted to realize that no play against the Pats .

I like how Brady 's leverage for the press

This is what happens when you score in an angle .

Table 3.3: Sentences from Concat (left) and MCE (right) models, using the subreddit
Patriots as context. Words highlighted in green indicate that more emphasis was given to
the context part of the model during generation (α > 0.6).

concatenation model (left panel) and MCE (right panel). In each table, the first set of

sentences is created without any leading words, while the next two are seeded with the

phrases “I like” and “This is what happens”. We generated three sentences of each type and

picked the best two for all models. The sentences from our model are colored based on the

emphasis given to the context expert when generating each word.

The models are trained on the 200sr dataset, where training sentences resemble casual

conversation and are not typically grammatical. In Table 3.3 both models are producing

words that are more likely to be seen in the context of Patriots, such as [ball, Brady, Adrian,

winning, season] for the Concat model; and [teams, play, Pats, endorse, SB, win, Brady,

press, playoffs, corner, Shane, fans, score, angle] for MCE. However, MCE seems to be

producing slightly more coherent sentences.

A more notable difference between the two models is when using the sweden subreddit as

context, illustrated in Table 3.4. In the training data of that subreddit, some sentences are in

Swedish and others in English. Both models produce sentences in both languages, but when
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Concat MCE

sweden

I like Sanderson 's humor and work the podcast says that the 
police are bringing the Islamic <unk> you wondered how we 
managed to laugh at them […]

I 've moved up to work in 7th grade 1 and I 've been going to 
age of light bars . 

I like hans <unk> i <unk> i <unk> <unk> . 

This is what happens when <unk> att <unk> <unk> de har 
<unk> <unk> man inte och <unk> som <unk> , dom <unk> 
Situation vad <unk> och <unk> […]

Nothing that will be rewritten , /r/sweden .

This is what happens when someone first Montreal this Way 
guys came out of their <unk> Sweden and McDonalds 
declined

( Wales och finns ) , it 's near a large group , with <unk> 
marriages , and I believe the entire world , but an age is a 
soulless <unk> 's disappearing circle

I like mitt i <unk> om <unk> <unk> i <unk> andra <unk> man 
<unk> min du inte i 'm ? 

This is what happens when det <unk> i <unk> <unk> .

Det var som sport eller inte <unk> .

I like strange Blue Sea though .

This is what happens when the fish comes to your world .

Table 3.4: Sentences from Concat (left) and MCE (right) models, using the subreddit as
context. Top panel is using the subreddit Patriots while the bottom is sweden. Words
highlighted in green indicate that more emphasis was given to the context part of the model
during generation (α > 0.6).

the generated sentence is conditioned to start with English, MCE continues the trend while

the concatenation model does not. This results from the ability of our model to dynamically

modulate the emphasis on context, based on observed words.

3.5.8 Expert Correlation

A desired property of MoE models is to have experts that produce different predictions. A

strand of prior literature achieves de-correlated experts by stochastically updating only part of

the network with each training example [63, 137]. In our work, experts avoid being correlated

as they are given different inputs (context information) during training. We measure expert

agreement by counting how often the different expert LSTM’s of the network predict the

same word (assign the highest probability), when given the same input. The frequency of

expert agreement for each dataset and configuration is in Table 3.5. When only two experts
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10sr 200sr Yelp

Context: Category 43.00% 42.07% 33.76%

Context: Users 41.27% 35.97% 15.10%

Context: Categories and Users 13.21% 16.15% 11.83%

Table 3.5: Agreement between experts for each dataset. The numbers show how many times
the experts of the model assign the highest probability to the same word for next word
prediction.

are available (background and one context expert), they disagree most of the time, with

agreement occurring in 15%−43% of predictions. When three experts are available agreement

decreases even further to 12%− 16%. This suggests that the expert components of the MCE

model produce diversified predictions

To further evaluate how similar the experts predictions are, we measure agreement for the

top-W words as well. For each input word x(t−1), we find the set of the top-W predicted

words according to each expert ŶK = {x̂(t)1 , x̂
(t)
2 , . . . , x̂

(t)
W }. We then measure agreement as the

a fraction of the intersection of these sets and W . If there are three experts (one background

and two contextual) agreement is measured as:

agreement =
ŶbK ∩ Ŷc1W ∩ Ŷc2K

W
∈ [0, 1] (3.5)

We plot the expert agreement for various values of W in Figure 3.11. Each color represents a

dataset, and each line style represents a different configuration of experts. Yelp (in green)

has a smaller vocabulary than the datasets from reddit, which is why agreement has a higher

slope. Overall we observe that even in the tail of the prediction (after 1000 words), the

experts still produce heterogeneous predictions.
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Figure 3.11: Expert agreement as a function of the number of the top predicted words. For
example, when x = 10000 the lines represent what percentage of words all experts agreed
are in the top 10000 of their prediction. Each color represents a dataset, and each line style
represents a different configuration of experts.

3.6 Related Work

Past work on reddit language has explored several sources of language variation, examining

how, for example, reddit and subreddit norms affect user language. Tan and Lee [147] found

that the language of reddit users shifts closer to subreddit norms as the they spend more time

on the website, and Danescu et al. [33] illustrated how adaptation to community language

norms can indicate level of engagement. Jaech et al. [67] attempted to rank comments

and found that subreddit identity modulates the importance of language and non-language

elements. [149] compared topic and language style in order to predict subreddit identity

from posts, concluding that a combination of both produces the best results. Though these
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works do not utilize the learned context information to build predictive language models,

they suggest that user and subreddit identity are key sources of variation relative to overall

social media language norms.

Traditional LM domain adaptation (DA) methods [10, 40, 42, 59, 62] use n-grams to adapt

a general domain language model to a single domain type (typically user identity). Such

methods typically train a background model on the entire data, and another LM per user.

Considering that there can be many users, such methods are not well suited to scaling to

multiple context types or using RNNs [57, 65]. In RNN LMs, context information is commonly

incorporated by concatenating a context vector to the input of recurrent layers [88, 141, 143].

Mikolov and Zweig [108] first used this method, utilizing pre-trained topic models of the

entire document as context to improve perplexity. Sordoni et al. [143] expand on this work

by setting the context vector to be the output of a feed forward neural network, allowing

the entire model to be trained end-to-end. Other papers have since incorporated context in

language models for a variety of tasks, including conversation [152], email suggestions [73]

and image captioning [25].

However, concatenating context assumes the effect of the context is static throughout the

sentence. We address this by drawing from the attention mechanism first used in neural

machine translation [5], in which part of a network learns to place more importance on

certain input tokens. The core idea behind this is based on the mixture-of-experts (MoE)

framework [63, 69], which is an ensemble method for improving performance by blending

together performances of different “experts.”

The combination of the output of softmax layers in MCE is similar to Yang et al. [163]

and Yang and Eisenstein [162]. Yang et al. [163] use layers that are differentiated implicitly

through a learned latent variable in the network rather than explicit external expert knowledge.

This approach adds a considerable number of extra parameters for each latent variable so it

cannot be trivially extended to contexts with high cardinality such as users. However, their
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approach can be used in conjunction to ours by extending our final softmax layer. Yang and

Eisenstein [162] utilize a social graph to learn this latent variable and create clusters of users

under the assumption of linguistic homophily. While their use of an external graph allows

them to improve perplexity, our method is more general as it does not require such detailed

information about external context.

The idea of mixing language models through neural networks has been explored in other work

as well, where the principal challenge is decorrelating the experts’ predictions. Shazeer et

al. [137] stochastically update some experts at each iteration, which lowers the computation

costs in massive networks. Similarly, Bakhtin et al. [6] use a small gating network based

on heuristics to smooth n-gram models, and Neubig and Dyer [112] use block dropout to

combine n-grams with RNNs. In contrast, our method does not require a specific training

strategy and is still trained jointly; we avoid this issue by giving each expert a semantically

different input (context) in addition to the shared input (word), forcing them to learn unique

representations.

Several previous works have also mixed models that have semantically different inputs.

Investigating how to improve incorporation of external word structure, Zhang et al. [165]

find that interpolating static pretrained word embeddings with an in-domain one outperforms

concatenating them. Dymetman and Renders [85] independently train a language model

on text and a knowledge base and then combine the two. Instead, our gating network and

experts are trained jointly, similar to Garmash and Monz [44]. In that work, the authors

feed the same sentence in French and German as inputs to two experts aiming to produce

the English translation. This approach works well but requires an additional input dataset

which is rare. Instead, we assume a more common scenario where side (context) information

is available.

The work of Jaech and Ostendorf [65, 66] is conceptually closest to ours in terms of the

problem addressed. They incorporate side information by adding a context-dependent matrix
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A and vector Q to the weight matrix of the LSTM and softmax layers respectively. A and Q

are a function of the context as well as learned parameters. Their work is primarily orthogonal

to ours, as one could, for example, use a FactorCell neuron for each expert.

3.7 Conclusions

We present a novel method for incorporating context information in language models, based

on mixture-of-experts. By considering word history and current context, our MCE model can

dynamically attend to different contexts as needed. This advantage powers MCE’s consistent

perplexity improvement over various baselines and also facilitates language analysis. Our

analysis reveals that the model exhibits desirable properties, such as increased influence of

the context at the start of sentences and when predicting meaning-rich words such as nouns

or verbs.

In summary the primary contributions of this chapter are:

• A review of existing language modeling methods that adapt to contextual informa-

tion. The most recent approach (concatenation) has limited ability to modulate the

importance of context within a sentence, often leading to higher perplexity.

• A novel neural network architecture for language modeling, that can modulate the

importance of context and is able to incorporate multiple types of external information,

while maintaining the scalability of concatenation.

• A systematic evaluation of the proposed model versus baselines based on n-grams or

neural networks. Results indicate that our model performs better across three datasets.

• Analysis of the mixing weights of our architecture, which allows us to probe in the

inner workings of the network but also facilitate language analysis.
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Chapter 4

Learning to Classify Sentences from

Document Labels

Dr. Ford: Then, when we started, the hosts’

emotions were primary colors. Love, hate. I

wanted all the shades in between.

Westworld Season 1, HBO

In this chapter we shift our focus and take a closer look into research questions about Natural

Language Processing (NLP) through the lens of Multi-Instance Learning (MIL). In many

NLP classification problems labels are relatively scarce. One context in which this occurs is

where we have labels for groups of instances (such as documents) but not for the instances

(sentences) themselves. This problem falls under the scope of Multi-Instance Learning, in

which prior work has typically focused on learning classifiers to make predictions at the group

level. In this chapter we focus on the problem of learning classifiers from group labels that are

able to make predictions at the instance level. Such classifiers can be useful for personalized

The material in this chapter is based on the paper From Group to Instance Labels, using Deep Features
by Kotzias, D., Denil, M., de Freitas, N., Smyth, P. published in the ACM SIGKDD Conference, 2015
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recommendation by augmenting data with fine-grained affinity information between users and

attributes. To achieve this we propose a new objective function that encourages smoothness

of inferred instance-level labels based on instance-level similarity, while at the same time

respecting group-level label constraints. We apply this approach to the problem of predicting

labels for sentences given labels for reviews, using a convolutional neural network to infer

sentence similarity. We evaluate our approach using three large review data sets from IMDB,

Amazon and Yelp, and demonstrate that the approach is both accurate and scalable compared

to various alternatives.

4.1 Introduction

There are a variety of classification problems where class labels are not available at the

instance level but are available for groups of instances. For example, text documents such as

product and movie reviews may have positive or negative labels at the document (group)

level rather than at the sentence (instance) level. Similarly, images may be labeled in terms

of whether an object is present or not in the image, but without any labels for localized

regions within the image [117].

This group-level labeling is often expedient when manually labeling data since it is relatively

easy for a human to quickly provide labels at a higher level, e.g., indicating whether a review

is positive or negative or whether an image contains a cat or not. Generating labels at the

instance-level (e.g. for sentences or attributes within reviews) is much more expensive and

time consuming.

Yet, there are many applications where we would like to be able to go beyond the group

level and make predictions about class labels at the instance level. Consider the example

of generating a collection of representative positive and negative reviews about a product
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for human evaluation. It would be useful identify not only which reviews (groups) are most

positive and negative, but also which sentences within reviews are positive or negative. In

addition in cases where reviews are generally positive, detecting negative comments is a key

step toward improving customer service. Moreover, in contexts involving individual informa-

tion and privacy, such as healthcare and census data, quantifying how much information can

be predicted at the individual level given group information is an important issue (e.g., see

[75, 164]).

Instance-level labels can also help improve personalized recommendation. Consider the

example of restaurant recommendation, for which current data typically consists of a ratings

matrix between users and restaurants. Being able to extract a rating for each sentence in a

review can help generate affinity relationships between users and attributes. Knowing which

aspects of a restaurant a person liked or disliked (e.g. they were positive about the service but

negative about the drinks) will lead to a more detailed “likeness” matrix. Equipped with such

a matrix, we can use methods as those described in Chapter 2 to generate more interpretable

and accurate recommendations. Furthermore, such an approach can improve search engine

results, as it would not only be able to rank restaurants based on their overall score, but also

based on individual aspects. This type of information can for instance then answer queries

such as which restaurant around me has the best turkey burger? (e.g., see [128]).

In this chapter we present a new approach to the problem of using group-level labels to

learn instance-level classification models. The resulting classifiers can be used to transfer

information from the group-level to the instance-level when group labels are available, in

addition to making predictions about new instances and groups. Our approach is based

on an objective function that takes advantage of instance similarity in order to impose

smoothness on instance labels, while at the same time respecting group-level label constraints.

We demonstrate how this idea can be used to infer ratings of sentences (instances) from

ratings of reviews (groups of sentences). A key step in this approach is the use of embedding
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techniques, to obtain vector-based representations for sentences. Here we use convolutional

neural networks for the embeddings as was done in [35, 76], however this choice is orthogonal

to our cost function and alternatives based on recurrent neural networks [78, 124] could also

be used. Using these vector representations, we formulate a regularized manifold-learning

objective function to learn the labels of each sentence. We distill the labels from entire

reviews to individual sentences and, in doing so, eliminate the high cost of gathering labels

at the sentence level. Although the focus of this chapter is on text documents, the ideas are

applicable to a considerably broader range of problems.

Prior work related to this problem has focused on more constrained scenarios. In MIL, where

groups of instances are referred to as “bags”, a common assumption is that all negatively-

labeled bags contain only negative instances and all positively-labeled bags contain at least

one positive instance [37]. This type of “OR” assumption can be somewhat restrictive

when dealing with real-world data sets such as reviews, which in general can contain both

positive and negative sentences. In addition, much of the earlier work in MIL is focused on

learning to predict labels at the group (bag) level rather than at the instance-level. More

recent approaches (e.g., [167]) have been proposed that relax this OR assumption and that

focus on predicting instance-level labels. However, these methods often do not scale well

computationally in the number of instances [155].

Relative to this earlier work, the primary contributions of this chapter are

• A framing for the problem of creating a sentence classifier, when only document-level

labels are available.

• A novel and flexible objective function that uses instance similarity and group label con-

straints to learn instance-level classification models, with a scalable learning algorithm

using stochastic gradient methods

• The introduction of a dataset that can be used for fine-grained sentiment analysis
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evaluation

• The application and evaluation of this approach on the problem of sentence-level

sentiment prediction for multiple large real-world review data sets, using neural network

embeddings to obtain vector-valued representations for sentences.

In Section 4.2 below we review related work. Section 4.3 introduces our new objective function,

with a description of how the instance-level similarity and group-level label constraints are

combined, as well as an outline of how the objective can be minimized using stochastic

gradient descent. In Section 4.4 we describe the use of convolutional neural networks to learn

vector representations for sentences. Section 4.5 presents our experimental results, on three

large review data sets: movie reviews from IMDB (imdb.com), restaurant reviews from Yelp

(yelp.com), and product reviews from Amazon (amazon.com). We show that our proposed

method performs well across these data sets. We also compare our method against more

classical approaches in MIL. In Section 4.6 we discuss scalability aspects of our approach

including the relatively fast convergence of stochastic gradient approach. Section 4.7 contains

conclusions.

4.2 Related Work

MIL focuses on classification problems where labels are associated with sets of instances,

often referred to as bags or groups, instead of individual instances1. The labels associated

with the groups are assumed to be some function of the unobserved instance-level labels. MIL

was first explored as a variant of a standard supervised learning problem in which training

examples are ambiguous in the sense that each object has multiple feature vectors but only

one of those may be responsible for its label [37]. The MIL framework has since been applied

1The literature on this topic is vast and there is often disagreement in terminology—for extensive surveys
see [26, 43].
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to a large variety of applications, such as content-based image retrieval and classification [99],

text categorization [3], object recognition [81] and privacy [75].

The initial formulation of the multi-instance learning problem assumes that the label of

each bag is binary, and that for a group to be positive, at least one of the instances in the

group must have a positive label [37]. In other words it makes a strong assumption that

the aggregation function over instance labels is an OR function. This approach was used

to model musk odor in drug activity prediction. In this problem a molecule will have the

desired drug effect if and only if one or more of its conformations binds to the target binding

site [37, 43]. In this case we do not have label information for each conformation bind, and

the primary focus is to infer labels at the drug (group) level rather than for each instance

(bind).

A number of approaches relax the assumption of an OR function and propose other forms

of aggregation. Weidmann et al. [156] consider a generalization where the presence of a

combination of instance types determines the label of the group. Xu and Frank [159] assume

that all instances contribute equally and independently to a group’s class label. Zhou et

al. [168] build a model that solves MIL through semi-supervised learning techniques by

considering a negative label for every instance in a negative group. These types of solutions

are typically tailored to handle specific assumptions about the whole-part relationship between

groups and instances. Our proposed approach is more flexible as it allows for more general

parametrizations of such relationships.

A more recent line of work addresses the problem of predicting labels for instances, but still

assuming the OR function for label aggregation. For example Kandemir et al. [72] model the

class distribution through a non-parametric mixture model and infer class labels that satisfy

the constraints of the bags. Liu et al. [97] search for positive instances (called key instances)

within positively-labeled groups using nearest-neighbor graphs among instances and voting

schemes.
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In the same line of work, support-vector machines (SVMs) have been widely used for MIL

problems. For example, Gartner et al. [45] proposed kernels that work for groups of instances

and then trained a traditional SVM on these. Andrews et al. [3] propose an extension called

mi-SVM, where they maximize a soft-margin criterion jointly over possible label assignments

as well as hyperplanes. Other approaches include transductive SVMs [22] and approaches

for sparse multi-instance learning [18], as well as methods for identifying key instances

and connect them through labels, which is very useful for discovering regions of interest in

images [92, 93]. A drawback of the SVM approach in general is the computational complexity,

often necessitating approximations and limiting applicability in practice to relatively small

data sets.

A different strand of work in MIL assumes that the expected proportion of instances per

class is known for each group. Given this information, the goal is to predict the label of each

instance within the bags [82, 125, 164]. Patrini et. al [120] developed theoretical results that

show that a mean operator on the group labels can provide a minimally sufficient statistic

for many proper cost functions defined on labels of instances. They demonstrate how this

approach can be used to learn accurate instance-level classifiers on a variety of well-known

data sets from the UCI repository [36].

The method we propose in this chapter can be viewed as complementary to the prior work

described above. In particular we focus on instance-level predictions, allow for general forms

of aggregation functions, and do not require knowledge of label proportions. Our contribution

is based on a new cost function that can work with general aggregation functions and a

variety of instance classifiers and that can provide predictions for both group and instance

level labels. The results presented in this chapter are, to the best of our knowledge, the first

large-scale application of MIL techniques to text-based review data, and in particular to the

problem of automatically identifying positive and negative sentences within reviews using an

MIL approach.
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Since the publication of the paper that was the foundation of this chapter, there has been

a significant amount of literature referencing it. Our cost function served as a baseline for

multiple tasks such as event forecasting [114], cancer tumor localization in images [53], disease

prediction from metagenomic data [126] and event detection through text [153]. In addition

the data that was published with this work (described in Section 4.5.1) has been utilized as a

testbed for multiple fine grained sentiment analysis papers such as [4, 19, 71, 119, 144].

4.3 Group-Instance Cost Function

4.3.1 Problem Formulation

Consider a set of training instances, Q = {qi}, i = 1 . . . Q, where unlike the standard super-

vised setting we are not given labels for each training instance qi directly. Instead we are

given labels for groups of instances:

D = {(Gk, `k)}k=1,...,K

where Gk ⊆ Q is a multi-set of instances from Q and `k is a label assigned to the group Gk.

We assume `k is the result of an unknown function of the (unobserved) labels of the elements

of Gk. We focus on binary labels, `k ∈ {0, 1}, but the approach described in this chapter is

more broadly applicable to non-binary cases as well. We also assume we are equipped with a

function K (qi,qj) ∈ [0, 1] that can measure the similarity between pairs of instances qi and

qj. This can be viewed as a kernel function—in Section 4.4 we discuss in detail how we use

neural embeddings to construct K for sentences. Finally for notational simplicity

ŷi = ŷθ(qi) = p(qi = 1|θ) (4.1)
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denotes a real-valued score, representing the probability that an instance qi belongs to the

class with label 1, as predicted by classifier y with parameters θ.

Our goals here are twofold. Firstly, we would like to infer labels for each example by

propagating information from the group labeling to the instances, essentially inverting the

unknown label aggregation function on the training data. In order to achieve this we take

advantage of the similarity measure K to compute a label assignment that is compatible with

the group structure of the data, and simultaneously learn to assign the same label to similar

instances. Our second goal is more ambitious. In addition to assigning labels to the training

instances we also aim to produce a classifier that predicts a label for instances not found in

the training set. These labels can then be aggregated and used to infer the labels of new

unseen groups.

4.3.2 The General Cost Function

We can achieve both of these goals by constructing a general cost function J(θ) which we

minimize as a function of the classifier parameters θ:

J(θ) =
1

Q2

Q∑

i=1

Q∑

j=1

K (qi,qj)∆1

(
ŷθ(qi), ŷθ(qj)

)
+
λ

K

K∑

k=1

∆2

(
ˆ̀
k, `k

)
(4.2)

where:

• K (qi,qj) ∈ [0, 1] represents a similarity measure between instances qi,qj;

• ∆1

(
ŷθ(qi), ŷθ(qj)

)
is a non-negative penalty on the difference between predictions for

instances i and j;

• ∆2

(
ˆ̀
k, `k

)
is a non-negative penalty on the difference between the prediction (ˆ̀

k) and

the true label (`k) for group k.
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• ˆ̀
k = A (Gk,θ) ∈ [0, 1] is a real-valued scalar representing the output of an aggregation

function for all instance-level label predictions in a group Gk. The exact specification of

this whole-part relationship will typically depend on the particular application.

• λ > 0 represents a scalar hyperparameter that balances the contributions between the

two sums, and can be selected via cross-validation on a validation set.

• Q and K are the total number of instances and groups, respectively

Typical examples for ∆1 and ∆2 above are the squared error or log-loss.

Both terms in the objective function above can be seen as different forms of label propagation.

The first term is a standard manifold-propagation term, which spreads label information over

the data manifold in feature-space. A similar term often appears in semi-supervised learning

problems, where the goal is to make predictions using a partially-labeled data set. In such a

setting a label propagation term alone is sufficient since there are some true instance labels.

However, since we have labels only for groups of instances we require additional structure in

our cost function.

The second term parametrizes the whole-part relationship between the groups and the

instances they contain. This has the effect of propagating information from the group labels

to the instances. In addition, this term acts as a regularizer and helps avoid the trivial

cases where every instance has the same label, regardless of the group it belongs to. In

semi-supervised learning, we do not need such a regularizer, as correct labels of instances will

avoid the trivial solution—here, however, without fine grained supervision, the regularizer

term is required to deal with this issue.

Neither of the two individual terms in the cost function would work well by itself. This

situation is not unlike what we find when we carry out kernel regression with L1 regularization,

where the likelihood term often leads to pathological problems and the regularizer simply has
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the effect of shrinking the parameters to a common value (typically zero). However, when

we combine the two competing terms, we are able to obtain useful results. The parameter

λ trades off the contributions of the two terms, and should be fine-tuned depending on the

problem at hand.

The maximum theoretical value of the first sum is Q2, since each summand falls in the interval

[0, 1], which is why it is normalized by 1
Q2 . Similarly, the second sum is bounded by K and

is also normalized to one. Of course it may not be the case that both terms are equally

important for performance, in all datasets, which is why we have left λ as a parameter.

Optimizing this objective will produce a classifier ŷθ(q) which can assign labels to previously

seen or to unseen instances, despite having been trained using only group labels. This

classifier simultaneously achieves both of our stated goals: we can apply the classifier to

instances of Q in order to obtain labels for the training instances, and we can also use it to

make predictions for unseen test instances. We can also predict labels at the group level, by

aggregating all our predictions at the instance level within a group.

This formulation relies on having a good similarity measure K (qi,qj). It would be simple

to take the average score of each instance across groups, and minimize the second term of

the objective. However, the presence of the first term pushes similar items across different

groups to have similar labels and allows for inter-group knowledge transfer.

4.3.3 A Specific Cost Function

In this chapter, where our ultimate goal is to apply this method to reviews and sentences

within reviews, we chose relatively simple measures for each of the components in the cost

function and that make sense for this application.
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For the classifier we used a simple logistic regression model where:

ŷi = ŷθ(qi) = σ(θ>qi) =
1

1 + e−θ
>qi

, (4.3)

and we chose the two penalty functions, ∆1,∆2, each to be the square loss, i.e.,

∆1(ŷi, ŷj) = (ŷi − ŷj)2 (4.4)

Other weighted loss functions could be used for the first term. The role of this term is to

ensure that similar individual features qi are assigned similar labels y, smoothed by the

similarity function K . For this similarity function, we used the kernel:

K (qi,qj) = exp(−‖qi − qj‖22), ∈ [0, 1] (4.5)

which is a transformation of the Euclidean norm and a special case of the radial basis function

(RBF) kernel. Since the choice of a particular kernel can in general make a difference in

machine learning problems, we also evaluated differently parametrized RBF kernels as well

as cosine similarity for the vectors in our experiments. We found that the accuracy of the

overall method was not sensitive to the particular choice and parametrization of the kernel.

To parametrize the whole-part relationship we chose a simple function that assumes that the

label of a group is obtained by averaging the labels of its elements. Hence, for each group k:

ˆ̀
k = A(Gk,θ) =

1

|Gk|
∑

i∈Gk

ŷθ(qi)

This averaging function makes more sense for modeling reviews and sentences, compared

to (say) the OR function, since we expect that the label of a review will in general tend to

correlate with the average sentence-level sentiment across its constituent sentences.
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Thus, in this chapter, the specific cost function we optimize is:

J(θ) =
1

Q2

Q∑

i=1

Q∑

j=1

e(−‖qi−qj‖22)
(
σ
(
θ>qi

)
− σ

(
θ>qj

))2
+
λ

K

K∑

k=1

(
1

|Gk|

(∑

i∈Gk

σ
(
θ>qi

)
)
− `k

)2

More complex classifiers, alternative whole-part relationships, and other penalty functions

could be explored, but are beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, we have opted for

simplicity in our choices above to illustrate the utility of the general cost function.

4.3.4 Training Methodology

Given a specification of a cost function, one can train our classifier as follows:

1. Create vector representations qi of the instances (discussed in the next section);

2. Optimize the cost function through stochastic gradient descent (or some other alterna-

tive), to learn the parameters θ;

3. Predict labels for any instance q via the classifier ŷθ(q), and make predictions for

groups via ŷg = Ag(ŷθ(q))

To optimize our cost function we use mini-batch stochastic gradient with momentum. We

automatically select the algorithm parameters (learning rate, mini-batch size, λ) via linear

grid search on the training data, using the group level accuracy of our training data as our

performance measure. We found in general in our experiments that the results were relatively

insensitive to the exact settings of the algorithm parameters.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the Convolutional Neural network from Denil et al. [35]. Dense
representations of words are stacked together to create a sentence matrix. They are followed
by a convolution and a max pooling layer which is then flattened to generate a sentence
vector (the green and orange shaded parts in the figure). A similar processes is followed for
documents before classification.

4.4 Embedding Sentences with Convolutional Neural

Networks

In practice data instances (such as sentences) are often not represented in vector form q,

and finding a good vector representation is not a trivial problem. In this section we discuss

generating feature vector representations using deep learning and text embeddings.

In particular we take advantage of distributed representations for text. Early work on

developing neural network representations for language dates back several decades [11, 55].

More recent work has shown that the semantic relationships of words can be effectively

captured using the geometry of a continuous embedding space [31, 78, 103, 105, 122, 124].

Neural network models have also been used to build representations for blocks of text larger
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than words. A notable example of this is the paragraph vector [86] which extends the earlier

work of Mikolov et al. [105] to simultaneously build representations for words and paragraphs.

Another recent development in this direction is the work of Denil et al. [35] which uses a

convolutional neural network to hierarchically build representations for words, sentences

and documents. We adopt this convolutional neural network for our experiments because it

provides a useful method for obtaining representations for sentences, without instance-level

supervision.

The model of Denil et al. [35] (illustrated in Figure 4.1) is a multi-level convolutional network,

which represents a document using a two stage process. In the first stage, words are embedded

in a dense vector (through a learned hidden layer), and the vectors of each sentence are

combined to create a sentence matrix. Similar to how one would operate in a two-dimensional

image, there is a layer convolution operations on that matrix followed by a max pooling layer.

This generates a sentence matrix which is turned into a vector by concatenating all of its

rows. This leads to a sentence vector (the green shaded vector at the top of Figure 4.1). In

the second stage, sentence vectors are similarly stacked to generate a document matrix, which

is treated in the same way (convolutions, max pooling and vectorization). The document

matrix is then passed to another layer before it is classified as positive or negative. The entire

model is then trained jointly using the document level labels.

This model is ideally suited to our setting because it produces meaningful sentence embeddings

as an intermediate representation without requiring sentence-level labels. Since we have

document labels (for reviews) in our training data we can train the full model in a supervised

way, and afterwards extract the intermediate sentence level representations to provide vector

representations q for the cost function described in Section 4.3. We obtain these vector

embeddings q with a simple forward pass through the trained convolutional network. Details

of the network architecture, hyper-parameters and training are discussed in Section 4.5.

As an alternative, one could use an unsupervised method to generate a dense representation
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of text based on LSTM’s [78] or based on character level language modeling [124]. The choice

of embedding method is orthogonal to the loss function presented in this chapter. However we

choose to utilize the already existing group labels, because it enables the sentence embeddings

to be tailored to the task at hand, allowing the similarity function K to be more effective.

If the distributed representations are accurate then we should expect nearby points in

embedding space to correspond to semantically similar sentences, making the similarity

measures based on the Euclidean norm an appropriate measure of closeness. Table 4.1 shows

some illustrative similarities between a query sentence and its most and least similar sentences

in embedding space, produced by training a convNet as in Figure 4.1. The sentences are

examples from Amazon reviews on cell phones.

4.5 Experiments

4.5.1 Datasets

We performed our experiments on three real world datasets, and one artificially generated

dataset.

Amazon: contains reviews and scores for products sold on amazon.com in the cell phones

and accessories category, and is part of the dataset collected by McAuley and Leskovec [101].

Scores are on an integer scale from 1 to 5. We considered reviews with a score of 4 and 5 to

be positive, and scores of 1 and 2 to be negative. We randomly partitioned the data into two

halves of 50%–one for training and one for testing with 35,000 documents in each set.

IMDb: refers to the IMDb movie review sentiment dataset originally introduced by Maas

et al.[98] which became a benchmark for sentiment analysis. This dataset contains a total

of 100,000 movie reviews posted on imdb.com. There are 50,000 unlabeled reviews and the
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Query Sentence Most Similar Sentences Least Similar Sentences

Product works perfectly
with jawbone 2.

Product works perfectly with
my Blackberry 8830.

Poor design and would not rec-
ommend dont waste your money

It performs exactly as described. Poor fit, poor reception, then it
broke.

It works perfect! horrible horrible phone.

I seriously do not recom-
mend these to anyone.

The hole don’t line up. Excellent Excellent Excellent
wireless Bluetooth.

Product didn’t resemble picture
shown.

Perfect custom shape fits my
SLVR L7 perfectly with no prob-
lems.

I don’t recomend wasting your
money on this.

It fits perfectly, works perfectly
and I’m thrilled!

I won’t buy another.

Completely Worthless. terrible case. Excellent price, excellent battery,
and extremely fast delivery.

Very poor product. Excellent & timely service..
Dont waste your money. Timely service, excellent price

(can you beat it?)

They are more comfort-
able.

People always say ”Cool!” Horrible horrible horrible.

Pros: Pairing was easy. worst bluetooth ever full of
static and very poor unless your
sitting in a quiet room

Shipping was super fast.
worked as described. Poor quality, poor construction,

poor fit, almost impossible to
hear out of it.

Table 4.1: Examples of most similar and least similar sentences, given a query sentence,
from Amazon reviews on cell phones (from June 1995 - March 2013). These are obtained by
computing the similarity measure of Equation 4.5, applied to the sentence embeddings from
the convolutional neural network of Figure 4.1
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remaining 50,000 are divided into a set of 25,000 reviews for training and 25,000 reviews for

testing. Each of the labeled reviews has a binary sentiment label, either positive or negative.

In our experiments, we train only on the labelled part of the training set.

Yelp14: refers to the dataset from the Yelp dataset challenge2 from which we extracted the

restaurant reviews. Scores are on an integer scale from 1 to 5. We again considered reviews

with scores 4 and 5 to be positive, and 1 and 2 to be negative. We randomly generated a

50-50 training and testing split, which led to approximately 300,000 documents for each set.

Sentences: for each one of the three datasets above, we extracted and manually labeled

1000 sentences from the test set, with 50% positive sentiment and 50% negative sentiment.

These sentences are only used to evaluate our instance-level classifier for each dataset3. They

are not used for model training, to maintain consistency with our overall goal of learning

at a group level and predicting at the instance level. This sentence level dataset of 3000

labeled sentences has subsequently proved to be a popular testbed for fine grained sentiment

analysis [19, 119, 144].

Newsdata: refers to a multi-instance variant of the well-known 20 newsgroups data set,

where 20 different multi-instance learning problems are created by artificially creating groups

of documents and aggregating labels to the group level. This data has been used frequently

as a testbed in prior work on multi-instance learning [3, 72, 167]. For a fair comparison we

used the feature vectors and groups used in prior work by Zhou et al. [167] among others,

and which are available online4.

2http://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge Accessed in 2014
3http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Sentiment+Labelled+Sentences
4http://lamda.nju.edu.cn/Data.ashx.
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4.5.2 Implementation Details

Preprocessing

For all of our datasets (except the newsgroup data set, which is already in feature form) we

use Beautiful Soup5 to preprocess each review by removing the HTML markup, breaking the

review into sentences, and then breaking each sentence into words. We also map numbers to

a generic NUMBER token and any symbol that is not in .?! to SYMBOL. We replace all words

that appear less than 5 times in the training set with UNKNOWN.

Model Training

When generating the sentence embeddings qi for the IMDb dataset we use the same model

parametrization provided by Denil et al. [35] for this dataset, which yields a set of sentence

embeddings, qi ∈ R24.

The Amazon and Yelp14 datasets are larger (compared to the IMDb data) allowing us to

increase the size of the convolutional network. We start with 20-dimensional word embeddings

which are convolved with 10 feature maps of width 15, followed by a 7-max pooling layer

and a tanh nonlinearity. The weights of this model are tied across sentences in a document.

The document-level model convolves its input with a bank of 30 feature maps of width 9,

followed by 5-max pooling and a tanh nonlinearity, which results in sentence embeddings of

qi ∈ R150. We used dropout values of 0.2 after the word level and 0.5 after the sentence level,

and optimized the network using AdaGrad. Training these networks also results in word and

document embeddings which we did not use in this work. The code for our implementation

is available6. The batch size in both cases is set to 100 documents.

5http://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/
6https://github.com/dkloz/GICF
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When optimizing the cost function (Equation 4.2) we did a grid search on the validation set

to set the hyper-parameters. We found that the results are not particularly sensitive to their

values. We used λ = 0.04, a learning rate of 0.005 with momentum of 0.9 and a batch size of

100 documents. Section 4.6 contains a more detailed analysis on the effect of batch size.

4.5.3 Sentence Level Sentiment

We use our manually labeled datasets of sentences, from the Amazon, IMDb, and Yelp14

data sets, in order to evaluate our performance on sentence-level sentiment classification. We

refer to our method as Group-Instance Cost Function (GICF). For reference we compare

the accuracy of our approach with a simple baseline method. For the baseline we train an

L2-regularized logistic regression classifier on a bag of words (BOW) representation at the

document level, and then apply this document-level classifier to BOW representations of

BOW sentences. Although we would not necessarily expect this approach to perform well, this

is the simplest and most direct way to go from document-level supervision to sentence-level

testing. Each document and sentence is represented as a vector of word counts. We optimize

the logistic regression model using batch gradient descent and a validation set of 10% of the

training data to learn the relative weight for the L2 regularization term in the cost function.

As a second baseline we use the same logistic regression setup, but use the embedding vectors

which are provided by the ConvNet as features. We average all the sentence vectors to

produce the vector of a document. In this way we can evaluate the relative contribution of

the embedding method on its own compared to our cost function.

Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2 shows ROC plots and test set accuracies (respectively) for each

dataset, for our method (GICF) and the two baselines. The results overall show that our

proposed approach attains relatively high levels of accuracy results across all 3 datasets.

Using the embeddings with logistic regression yields the poorest results. One reason could
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Figure 4.2: ROC plots for instance level classification for each of our datasets. Each plot
shows the results of two baselines versus our method (CIGF).
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Amazon IMDb Yelp14

Logistic w/ BOW 79.0% 76.2% 75.1%
Logistic w/ Embeddings 54.3% 57.9% 66.5%

GICF w/Embeddings 88.2% 86.0% 86.3%

Table 4.2: Accuracy Results on the sentence (instance) level classification. Comparison
between the baselines and our method (GICF).

Accuracy Reject Rate

Socher et al. [142], with rejection 84.7% 23.8%
Our approach, with rejection 92.6% 23.8%

Socher et al. [142] 84.5% 0%
Our approach 85.7% 0%

Table 4.3: Sentence-level classification performance on the IMDb dataset, compared with
a sophisticated method trained on other movie reviews. Rejection refers to the ability of
models to not label some sentences and consider them as neutral.

be that the intuitive averaging of the sentence embeddings to create the representation of a

document is sub-optimal for this task. Logistic regression with a bag-of-words representation

is more accurate, but not as accurate as our approach. This is likely to due to the fact that

there is less signal, as the bag-of-word vectors are very sparse at a sentence level, which is

not an issue for our approach.

To further evaluate the quality of our sentence predictions, we compared the performance

of our approach with the Sentiment Analysis tool described in Socher et al. [142], on the

IMDb movie data. This tool is pre-trained on movie data and available online through a web

interface7. We use this interface to obtain predicted labels for our IMDb sentence test data.

It is worth noting that this method is trained with supervision at the phrase-level, whereas

we only require supervision at the review level. The benefit of our approach is apparent when

considering that it is expensive to obtain labels at the phrase-level, but there exist millions,

perhaps billions, of labeled reviews online.

7http://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/, accessed on June 20th, 2014
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Their method generates the probability of a sentence belonging to the following five classes:

[Very Negative, Negative, Neutral, Positive, Very Positive] and chooses the one

with the highest probability as the predicted class. To convert this output to a binary decision,

we count both Positive and Very Positive labels as positive, and do the same for negative

labels. When we run our 1000 test sentences from IMDb through the Socher et al. sentiment

analysis tool, it predicts Neutral for 238 of these sentences.

We evaluate two different ways of treating Neutral predictions. In the first approach, we

follow the strategy in the Socher et al. paper [142] which rejects these sentences and calculates

the accuracy of the method on the remaining 762 sentences, using an effective rejection rate

of 23.8%. To compare our method in the same manner, we can define a space around the

decision boundary which we consider neutral. Hence, any prediction that falls within the

range [0.5− ε, 0.5 + ε] we treat as neither positive nor negative. We tune the parameter ε to

get the same 23.8% rejection rate, resulting in ε = 0.048.

In the second approach, neither algorithm rejects any sentences (0% reject rate), and accuracy

is calculated on all 1000 sentences. To generate a prediction for the Socher et al. method, we

assign the the label of the second highest probability for those sentence that were originally

labeled as Neutral. The results are shown in Table 4.3. At a rejection rate of 23.8% our

approach is significantly more accurate than the Socher et al. method, achieving an accuracy

of 92.6% compared to 84.7%. At a rejection rate of 0% our approach is slightly more accurate,

achieving an accuracy of 85.7% compared to 85.5%.

Figure 4.3 further illustrates the accuracy-rejection tradeoff of our approach resulting from

increasing the boundary parameter ε. The two red dots indicate the precision from the

two reject options for the Socher et al. method, of 0% and 23.8%, as described above. As

we increase our boundary ε, we see the rejection rate increasing (as the algorithm ignores

more boundary cases) accompanied by a general increase in accuracy. This suggests that

our model is well calibrated up to a point, which could be the effect of having a logistic
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Figure 4.3: Accuracy of sentence classification, for various levels of recall (neutral sentences)
in IMDb dataset.

regression as our classifier ŷ. Naturally, when we reach very low levels of recall, the boundary

starts removing correctly classified instances, and thus there is a slight precision drops as

well. These results suggest that while our method requires much less supervision, it is able

to obtain comparable or better sentiment predictions for sentences than a state-of-the-art

supervised learning approach.

4.5.4 Document Level Sentiment

As we have seen above, the proposed method works well in transferring information from

the group level to the instance level for predicting review sentiment. As a sanity check, we

also evaluate the performance of our model as a group (review) classifier. To accomplish

this, we utilize the aggregation function on the predicted sentence scores ŷ in each review to

classify the test set reviews. Since labels exist at the group level for all of our datasets we
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Amazon IMDb Yelp14

Logistic w/ BOW on Documents 85.8% 86.20% 91.25%
Logistic w/ BOW on Sentences 88.3% 81.81% 78.16%

Logistic w/ Embeddings on Documents 67.82% 58.23% 81.00%

GICF w/ Embeddings on Sentences 92.8% 88.56% 88.73 %

Table 4.4: Accuracy scores for predicting labels at the document (group) level for the baselines
and our proposed method (GICF). Training is always done at the group level. Testing on
sentences corresponds to scoring each sentence separately and aggregating the results. BOW
or Embeddings corresponds to the features used.

Amazon IMDb Yelp

Logistic w/ BOW on Documents 88.08% 88.32% 94.41%
Logistic w/ BOW on Sentences 87.19% 82.67% 67.87%

Logistic w/ Embeddings on Documents 61.24% 60.77% 82.59%

GICF w/ Embeddings on Sentences 91.73% 88.36% 92.36%

Table 4.5: Area-Under-the-Curve (AUC) scores for predicting labels at the document (group)
level similar to Table 4.4.

can directly measure the accuracies of our classifiers.

We compare the results of our method with the same baseline classifiers described earlier,

namely the BOW or embedding representations with an L2-regularized logistic regression

classifier. For the BOW baseline, we generate predictions for test documents in two ways. In

the first we consider the same BOW and embedding representation of each test document

and classify it directly. In the second approach we aggregate the sentence scores of each

document, in the same manner as we use in our method, i.e., we consider each sentence to be

a document, score it, and then average all the scores for sentences in each document before

thresholding at 0.5.

Table 4.4 reports the classification accuracy and Table 4.5 reports the area under the curve

(AUC) for all methods. As previously, the logistic regression on the embeddings underperforms
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all other methods. The logistic regression that attempts to go through the sentences to reach

the group-level prediction performs significantly worse than the simple logistic regression.

This is expected as the signal in each sentence may not be enough to correctly classify it, when

using logistic regression. In other words, going to the sentence level to classify a document,

comes with a loss in accuracy.

Our approach provides better accuracy and AUC results in two out the three datasets, despite

going through the sentences to achieve group classification. This provides evidence that the

method has been successful in transferring information from the group to the instance level,

in that it has been able to transfer the review labels to the sentence level in the training data,

and then back again from sentences to reviews in the test data.

4.5.5 Comparison with other MIL Algorithms

In our final experiment we use the Newsdata to evaluate the efficacy of our cost function,

without the use of the information from the embeddings. We use the same feature vectors and

groupings as those used in [167], which are available online. These vectors represent the top

tf -idf terms in the corpus and are very sparse. Groups were generated under a typical MIL

assumption, namely that negative groups contain only negative instances, and positive groups

may contain relatively few positive instances. Specifically, the positive groups were created

in a way that p = 3% of the instances are positive and the other 97% are negative [167]. To

account for this imbalance we changed our cost function to incorporate this information, by

penalizing false positives by 1/p more than false negatives. Hence for a group Gk, the second

part of the equation becomes

∆2

(
ˆ̀
k, `k

)
=

(
ˆ̀
k −

1

p
`k

)2

=

(
A (Gk,θ)− 1

p
`k

)2

and the rest of the cost function remains the same as before. Table 4.6 compares the results
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MIL Algorithm Average AUC-PR

MISVM 0.26
miSVM [3] 0.45

GPMIL 0.40

I-KISVM 0.43
B-KISVM 0.47

VF 0.59
VFr [97] 0.67

DPMIL [72] 0.70

GICF 0.71

Table 4.6: Scores for Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve, for a variety of MIL algorithms,
averaging over all the datasets in the Newsdata corpus. Scores for each algorithm were
obtained from [72], apart from the score for our algorithm.

for our algorithm with a variety of other well-known MIL algorithms, using the AUC-PR

score and results reported in [72]. The first 5 algorithms in the table perform relatively

poorly since they are designed for predicting group-level labels rather than instance level

labels, reinforcing the point that group-level prediction algorithms are not always suitable

for making instance-level predictions. The next 3 algorithms, VF, VFr, and DPMIL, are all

designed for instance-level predictions in an MIL context, and perform better than the other

5 more traditional MIL algorithms. Despite the fact that we are using a relatively simple

feature space (compared to the embedding features), our approach performs significantly

better than almost all of these approaches. Its performance is slightly better than the best

alternative method DPMIL [72], which is the only method which considers the imbalance of

positive instances in groups when solving the problem.
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Paul Bettany did a great role as the tortured father whose favorite little girl dies tragically
of disease.
For that, he deserves all the credit.
However, the movie was mostly about exactly that, keeping the adventures of Darwin
as he gathered data for his theories as incomplete stories told to children and skipping
completely the disputes regarding his ideas.
Two things bothered me terribly: the soundtrack, with its whiny sound, practically shoving
sadness down the throat of the viewer, and the movie trailer, showing some beautiful
sceneries, the theological musings of him and his wife and the enthusiasm of his best
friends as they prepare for a battle against blind faith, thus misrepresenting the movie
completely.
To put it bluntly, if one were to remove the scenes of the movie trailer from the movie, the
result would be a non descript family drama about a little child dying and the hardships
of her parents as a result.
Clearly, not what I expected from a movie about Darwin, albeit the movie was beautifully

interpreted.

Table 4.7: Review example from the IMDb dataset. This review was accompanied with
a positive score of 8/10. Our approach assigns positive sentiment to the first two and last
sentences of the review. The remaining three sentences are assigned negative sentiment. Our
method classified this as a positive review.

4.5.6 Illustrative Applications

This section discusses some illustrative applications that are possible given the ability to

attribute the group score to its instances. In our first example, Table 4.7 illustrates the

predicted sentiment for the sentences in a review8 from the IMDb test set. Sentences

highligthed in green correspond to sentences labeled as positive by our model while sentences

in red font correspond to those labeled negative. This is a particularly tricky example, as it

contains both positive and negative sentences. Our model is able to identify correctly both

types. Moreover, most of the words in the review are negative, hence the naive strategy of

a simple count of words or sentences would misclassify this, since the reviewer assigned a

rating of 8/10. Our approach on the other hand enables us to extract sentences that best

reflect the sentiment of the entire review, and score them at the same time. Averaging the

predicted sentence score, correctly classifies this as a positive review.

8http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0974014/reviews
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don’t bother.
the employees are the worst.
it’s quite sad actually because the espresso drinks are out of this world, amazing.
still, i won’t be back.
ever.

Table 4.8: Review example from the Yelp14 dataset. This is a negative review that does
however have some very positive sentences about specific attributes. Our method correctly
classifies this as an overall negative review.

It’s not awful, but nothing really wowed me about this place.
The chips and salsa are good, and their white jalapeno sauce on my chimi was great.
The drinks, although HUGE, were pretty watered down and not alot of kick to them.
Probably not somewhere I would recommend to anyone for Mexican food.

Table 4.9: Another example of a short review from the Yelp14 dataset. The review is labeled
as negative even though it has multiple positive sentences are in the middle.

Table 4.8 shows a review from the Yelp dataset. Despite the short length of the review, our

classifier is able to appropriately classify each sentence. Scoring multiple sentences separately,

in reviews of a specific restaurant for example, would allow users to perform feature queries.

In this way, they would get a positive score when the query was about espresso, but a negative

score for service or employees. Such detailed information cannot be obtained at the review

level. However, when the sentiment analysis is performed on the sentence level, it allows for

entity queries with respect to sentiment. Furthermore, this kind of detailed labeling allows for

the creation of affinity matrices between the user that wrote this review and all the attributes

for each restaurant. While such a matrix would be sparse, it has the potential of enabling

better personalized recommendations when used in conjunction with the methods described

in earlier chapters.

Similarly, Table 4.9 is a review that describes a mixed experience of a customer. Once again

apart from classifying the whole review, we get an appropriate sentiment for each sentence,

despite the fact that the sentiment of the review is very mixed.

Finally, in Table 4.10 we illustrate how this is also successful in larger, more intertwined, and
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There is only 1 good thing about this place.
The decoration of the place was very artsy.
It made me felt like I was in a fish bowl or something, I felt I was trapped in some sort of
container.
It was weird, but very interesting at the same time.
The food was not as good as I thought it was going to be.
As you enter the restaurant, you would notice a few chefs working at the bar making fresh
noodles or some dim sum.
However, after ordering a bowl of braised beef noodle soup, I wasn’t able to tell the
difference between package noodles and the fresh hand made ones.
The soup base was a very plain beef soup, nothing special about it.
The braised beef was juicy, (probably from sitting in the soup for so long) but it was
flavorless and there were no sauce that accompany my order to improve the taste.
The price was extremely over price, especially for the quality of our food.
My noodle soup was a small size and it was about $16.
If the food was a lot better and if the waiters pay more attention to us, it would of
POSSIBLY been worth the money.
I also ordered a cocktail, (Shang Hai Wave) it was very delicious, but it was about $12. It
had a strong lychee flavor which was delicious and it has a sweet finish.
DON’T EAT HERE.
Reasons why:
- Food was way over priced
- Service was not extraordinary
- Quality of food was deceiving

Table 4.10: A complicated and large review from the Yelp14 dataset. Its true label is
negative but it has positive and negative sentences intertwined.

complicated reviews.

4.6 Scalability

The proposed GICF method is capable of scaling well to large data sets. For example while

the Yelp14 dataset contains 300k training reviews, optimizing the cost function only requires

a few minutes on a consumer-grade desktop computer. In contrast, many of the methods

described in our discussion of related work in Section 4.2 do not scale well (see [155] for a

detailed discussion).
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Figure 4.4: Accuracy plotted over time (in seconds), for different batch sizes. The Yelp14
Dataset was used as a benchmark for this experiment.

In terms of optimizing our cost function, we can gain a very significant speed up over standard

batch gradient descent by using mini-batch stochastic gradient methods. In each iteration

of gradient descent the dominant complexity term in the derivative of the cost function is

O(Q2), due to the computation of the similarity matrix between all pairs of Q instances. In

a stochastic gradient framework, using a mini-batch of size b, this can be reduced to O(b2).

For an epoch (visiting all Q data points) the complexity is O(Q
b
b2) = O(Qb). In contrast, the

direct SVM-based approach is O(Q3) or O(Qb2) More significantly, from a practical viewpoint,

we have found in our experiments that the accuracy results are not particularly sensitive to

the size b of the mini-batch. Figure 4.4 illustrates the training accuracy compared to actual

time, for various batch sizes, for Yelp14, our biggest dataset.

The cost of pairwise comparisons for minibatches, O(b2), can likely be further reduced (e.g., if

there are problems that require relatively large values of b). Given that the similarity kernel
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matrix is essentially a search for k nearest neighbors, where high similarity values are the ones

that matter the most in the cost function, one could in principle approximate this matrix

and retrieve it very quickly with methods such as asymmetric locality sensitive hashing [140].

The other cost for our procedure, for problems where instances need to be represented as

vectors using deep learning, is the cost of the convolutional network embedding. Fortunately,

training deep neural networks is a problem where significant effort has been expended to

develop fast parallel algorithms for training such models (e.g., in image analysis). In our

case the convolutions are small operations that can be massively parallelized using the small

computational units of a GPU. We were able to train the ConvNet from [35] on our biggest

dataset in a matter of a few hours in an Amazon Web Services GPU-optimized server.

4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented a general framework for transferring label information from

groups of instances to individual instances. Our approach relies on a flexible cost function that

can learn instance-level classifiers by leveraging both instance-level similarity and group-level

label information. In particular, we showed that embeddings obtained from a supervised

hierarchical CNN can be a useful tool for providing effective vector representations for

instances in this context. Experimental results on sentiment prediction for reviews showed

that the approach is accurate across a range of different real-world data sets and more

accurate than a large range of competing approaches. In this chapter:

• We framed the problem of creating a sentence classifier when only document-level labels

are available.

• We proposed a novel cost function that can generate instance classifiers from group

labels.
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• We introduced a dataset that can be used for the evaluation of fine grained sentiment

analysis

• We evaluated the efficiency of our method in terms of accuracy and scalability.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Bernard: I think I have a choice to make.

Something I’ve been wrestling with.

Dolores: What kind of a choice?

Bernard: A choice between the unknown and well,

an end.

Westworld Season 2, HBO

Throughout this dissertation mixture models have been the primary method for modeling

user generated event-data, in the case where they are aggregated over a period of time as

well as when event sequences is available. In Chapter 2, in which we discuss aggregated data,

we are able to learn a mixing weight per user on the validation set, and address overfitting

with an empirical Bayesian prior. However, when modeling sequential data this becomes

more challenging. The weight needs to depend on the previous events in the sequence making

the number of possible combinations explode. Hence, we switch to training part of a neural

network to produce these weights, and spend a large portion of Chapter 3 analyzing its

outputs. In Chapter 4 we present methods that can increment the available information

we know about user preferences, by extracting information from the text they have written.
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Even with additional details, the inherent sparsity in user data will always be an obstacle for

using mixture models in such cases, but even when multiple contexts are present, there are

methods to overcome it.

Well-calibrated mixture weights unveil the benefits of mixture models, as they can identify

which component is responsible for each prediction, adding an element of interpretability. As

such they can help us examine the training points which our model misclassifies, and the

components mostly responsible for this error. This can often result in insightful observations

about our data. While this thesis was mostly focused on introducing new models for a

variety of applications, interpreting the causal aspects of models represents an interesting

and important area of future research.

5.1 Future Directions

Applications that utilize repeat consumption behavior have already been implemented in

real-world systems. Examples include Amazon recommending to their users to buy an item

again (as it started offering groceries and other consumables) and mobile phones sending

notifications for traffic on the way to your home or work. As more user-behavior data is

collected in multiple contexts such as automated grocery stores or via activities related to

mobile-phone apps, there will be demand for models that can capture the characteristics of

human consumption in many situations. One area of interest would be to incorporate timing

information into models such as those described in Chapter 2. For instance, knowing that we

are in a Christmas or summer period, might affect the probability distribution for some users.

Furthermore, as we emphasized in Chapter 2, humans evolve and do not have a stable-state

preference distribution. As such, items consumed in the distant past can be less relevant

for prediction. Modeling this propensity to dynamically change is an open problem in the

field. Furthermore, while we separate aggregated from sequential data in this thesis, there is
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a need to develop hybrid models that are scalable but can also incorporate some sequential

information. For example, when a person just bought pasta sauce, and returns to the store,

its is unlikely they will buy the same item, even if they have a strong preference towards it.

Finally, while in Chapter 4 we introduce methods to extract a more detailed affinity matrix

between users and attributes, this method not been evaluated as an end-to-end task. This

may appear to be a straightforward application of the methods presented in this thesis, but

we believe that it is a challenging problem. Performing entity resolution among different

words and users that describe the same attribute and figuring out a way to evaluate this

process remains an open problem in the field.

In user generated sequences, language modeling remains an important problem. Language

models are embedded in many useful applications and the task of predicting what a person is

going to type is inherently useful. However, there has been a recent shift towards models that

can assign a probability distribution to a given sequence, without conditioning only on the

previous words. Examples such as ELMo [123] prove that training a model to predict a word,

given the previous and following words can be advantageous for many applications. Adding

external information such as the categorical context variables introduced in Chapter 3, to

such models is an interesting application for future research. In addition, many such models

often use bi-directional LSTMs for modeling sequences. In these models, two hidden states

(one from the forward and one from the backward pass) are concatenated together to create

the current hidden state. In this thesis we illustrate that concatenation is not the only way to

combine vectors, and using a linear interpolation mechanism within the bi-directional LSTM

neuron is another interesting and potentially useful direction for further research.
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